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1. Introduction

The present study deals with the structural evolution of the central part of the Rudabánya Hills.
The combined structural, metamorphic petrological, geochronological and sedimentological investi-
gations resulted in a better understanding of this small segment of the Inner Western Carpathians.
On the other hand, the results can contribute to the geodynamic evolution of the Eastern-
Alpine–Western-Carpathian orogenic belt. 

The main goal of my work was suggesting a new structural model and evolution for the central
part of the Rudabánya Hills. I worked on the next topics in details: (I) sedimentary features and age
of the Jurassic slope and basinal, subduction-related formations in the Rudabánya Hills, (II) new def-
inition or redefinition of the tectonic units of the Rudabánya Hills, (III) polydeformational tectonic
evolution of the different nappes based on structural mapping and micro-tectonic studies, (IV) p-T
conditions of the very low- to low-grade metamorphic event in different tectonic units, (V) dating of
the deformation phases derived from K-Ar white mica analyses (VI) p-T conditions of the nappe
movements. 

The main direction of my research was the geological mapping, tectonic and metamorphic petro-
logic studies. During this work several problems emerged on the depositional conditions, age and
sedimentological characteristics of the different Mesozoic sequences. To have a better view on the
examined series new sedimentological and micropaleontological studies were needed. To hit these
targets several lithofacies units were defined, depositional environments were characterized and
valuable microfossil data were revised and new data were provided with the indispensable help of
microfossil specialist. 

The wide spectrum of new data set suggest notable revisions of the lithostratigraphic content,
boundaries, and mutual relationships of formerly defined tectonic units and contribute to the knowl-
edge on deformation history of the Eastern Alpine–Western Carpathian orogenic belt.

My study was related to and mainly supported by the Hungarian National Research Foundation
projects (OTKA) T048824 entitled: Structural geological research of the Rudabánya and Aggtelek
Mts. (L.I. Fodor) and T061872 titled: Importance of Triassic and Jurassic slope facies in the geody-
namic reconstruction of the NW termination of the Neotethys (J. Haas). Among many others, aims
of these research projects were obtaining new stratigraphical, sedimentological, paleontological,
structural, metamorphic petrological and geochronological data to better characterise the different
structural units of the Aggtelek and Rudabánya Hills (Inner Western Carpathians). This work was
also connected to 3 international bilateral projects: a) Comparison of Triassic and Jurassic pelagic
and slope successions of the Northern Calcareous Alps (Austria) and of the Aggtelek-Rudabánya and
Bükk Mts. (NE Hungary) (Austrian-Hungarian bilateral project) b) Comparison of
Triassic–Cretaceous Sedimentary Successions in the Eastern Alps, the tectonic Terranes in the sur-
roundings of the Pannonian Basin, the Western Carpathians and the Dinarides: Palaeogeographic ori-
gin and geodynamics evolution (Austrian-Hungarian bilateral project) c) Fault-controlled diagenet-
ic stages at the base of Silice, Martonyi and Telekesoldal Nappes, Inner Western Carpathians
(Slovak-Hungarian bilateral project). 
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2. Geological background

2.1. Geographic position, morphologic and outcropping conditions

The examined Mesozoic sequences of the Rudabánya Hills are situated in NE Hungary, north of
the Bükk Mountains and south from the SE part of the Slovakian Republic (Fig. 1). It is a hilly area
with a maximum elevation of 500-550 m forming low hills with gentle morphology. The surface is
usually covered by thick forests and grasslands in the Bódva Valley and plough-lands on some very
gentle rolling hills of the Aggtelek area. Geographically the study area involves the central and
northern part of the Rudabánya Hills and the south-eastern rim of the Aggtelek Hills. The two hilly
regions are separated in their northern segments by the ~NNE-SSW oriented valley of the Bódva

River. As the river reaches the central
part of the Rudabánya Hills it turns
sharply to the ESE and forms the quite
narrow Bódva Gorge between Perkupa
and Szalonna villages. This gorge
separates the northern Dunnatető-Szár
Hill area and the southern Nagy-
Telekes Hill area.

The outcropping conditions of this
hilly area are quite bad due to the usual-
ly gentle topography and in case of the
Lower Triassic and Jurassic formations
to the clayey, marly and shaley litholo-
gies. This is why I focused my exami-
nations mainly on narrow creek valleys
(e.g. Telekes Valley and its side valleys,
Bódva Gorge), on steeper slopes of the
hills (e.g. SE slope of the Aggtelek
Hills, NE slope of Nagy-Telekes Hill,
southern to south-western slope of
Csipkés and Dunnatető Hills, SE slope
of Esztramos Hill), on abandoned quar-
ries (e.g. Esztramos Hill, small quarries
along the NW margin of the Rudabánya
Hills) and on old geological trenches
(e.g. Dunnatető Hill, Telekes Valley
Tributary Valleys 6, 7, 8). The area was
penetrated by several boreholes, with
depths ranging from one hundred to
seven hundred meters, drilled during
geological mapping and ore research
projects in the late 1970’s and 1980’s.

6

Figure 1. Geographic position of the investigated area. The main geograph-
ic names (e.g. hills, valleys, villages) and the location of the most common-
ly used boreholes (green triangles) are indicated.
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Examination of the stored cores issued important data supplementing the surface observations and
provided several fresh samples fit for metamorphic petrological measurements and K-white mica
geothermobarometry.

2.2. Geological settings

The Aggtelek-Rudabánya Hills are parts of the Inner Western Carpathians (Fig 2a), and contain a
nappe stack of Late Permian–Jurassic sediments (Balogh & Pantó 1949, 1952, Less et al. 1988). The
Aggtelek and Rudabánya Hills are considered to be separated by the western boundary fault of the
Cretaceous–Cenozoic Darnó Fault Zone while the other margin of the fault zone is located at the
eastern side of the Rudabánya Hills (Fig. 2b). The Darnó Zone is an important NNE-SSW structur-
al element, located in NE Hungary reaching the southernmost part of the Slovak Republic. Earlier
works considered both boundary faults as a Miocene sinistral structure (Zelenka et al. 1983,
Szentpétery 1997, Szentpétery & Less 2006), but the newest review of Fodor et al. (2005) – on the
basis of fault slip data – argued for the presence of a pre-middle Miocene thrusting event, too. 

Detailed geological mapping and related extensive academic research of the 1980’s defined sev-
eral tectono-stratigraphical units in the Aggtelek-Rudabánya Hills (Grill et al. 1984, Less et al. 1988,
Kovács et al. 1989, Szentpétery & Less 2006). The basis of the tectonic subdivision was the variable
late Permian to Jurassic stratigraphy (Kovács et al. 1989, Less 2000) which was combined with lim-
ited field observations on deformation (Grill 1989) and with preliminary laboratory data on very low
to low-grade metamorphism (Árkai & Kovács 1986, Kovács & Árkai 1989). Tectonic superposition
was occasionally encountered in boreholes and seen on the surface, but the interpretation of tecton-
ic data were not unequivocal. In the following these traditional tectonic units will be introduced,
focusing on the supposed structural position and main lithological content. 

Figure 2. a) Structural units of the Pannonian basin and related areas after Haas et al 2010. Location of Fig. 2b is indicated.
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Figure 3. Supposed paleogeographic relationships of the different series in the Aggtelek-Rudabánya Hills (after Schmid et al. 2008).
Differences in comparison with the model of Kovács (1984, 1989) is indicated.

Figure 2b.  Simplified tectonic map of NE Hungary (modified after Kovács 1989 and Koroknai 2004)



2.2.1. Silice nappe system 

The Silice (Szilice) nappe system contains non-metamorphosed Upper Permian–Jurassic
sequences (Fig. 3), deposited on partly thinned continental crust (passive margin) of the Neotethys
Ocean (Mello 1974, 1975, Mello et al 1996, Less et al. 1988, Kovács et al. 1989, Szentpétery & Less
2006). This nappe system contains several different developments which were interpreted as differ-
ent facies units (Kovács et al. 1989, Less et al. 1988, 1998, Szentpétery & Less 2006). In Slovakia
different nappe outliers of this nappe system (Silice s.s., Stratená, Muráň, Vernár and Drienok nappes
Fig 4) thrust over different tectonic units (Hók et al. 1995, Mello et al. 1996, Vojtko 2000). What is
widely accepted, that the Silice nappe system is always occupy the uppermost tectonic position. 

While the inner classification of the different units of the Silice nappe system is different in Slovakia
and in Hungary, they will be discussed separately. All of the different facies units and nappe outliers
start with Permian evaporite and associated siliciclastic sediments (Perkupa Anhydrite Fm.), along
which the Silice nappes were detached from their pre-Permian basements (Fig 4). The evaporite-bear-
ing association is followed by Lower Triassic sandstone (Bódvaszilas Sandstone), marl (Szin Marl) and
limestone (Szinpetri Limestone) sequence and Anisian ramp carbonates (Gutenstein and Steinalm
Formations) (Bystrický 1964, Mello 1974, Less et al. 1988, Kovács et al. 1989, Hips 2001, Szentpétery
& Less 2006). The characteristic and distinctive lithological units are Middle to Late Triassic rocks pre-
sumably reflecting diverse paleogeographic and tectonic positions deposited on variably thinned con-
tinental crust (Fig. 3). They are platform carbonates with reefs in all the Slovakian nappe outliers
(Kovács et al. 2011) and in the Aggtelek nappe (Wetterstein Formation) which can be interrupted (or
locally completely replaced) by intraplatform basinal sediments (Szádvárborsa and Derenk Limestone)
(Kovács et al. 1989, Piros 2002, Hagdorn & Velledits 2006) (Fig 4). Both platforms and intraplatform
basins persisted up to the early Late Triassic (Fig. 4) (Kovács et al. 1989, Nádor 1990) while the later
part of the Triassic is built up by different lithologies in the different nappe outliers. In the Vernár nappe
along with the major part of the s.s. Silice, Muráň and Stratena nappes the Dachstein-type platform sur-
vived till Late Norian times. While on the area of the Aggtelek nappe and the rest of the above men-
tioned nappe outliers pink and grey slope to basin facies carbonates and variegated to grey marls
deposited (e.g. Hallstatt Limestone, Zlambach Marl; Fig. 4). Jurassic is represented by reduced pelag-
ic sediments in the Silice nappe (Mello et al. 1997). 

Meanwhile, no shallow water carbonates formed after the Middle Anisian in the other facies units. The
most characteristic stratigraphic unit of the Bódva series is the late Anisian–Late Triassic red (Bódvalenke
Fm.), grey (Reifling Fm.) and black (Bódvarákó Fm.) cherty limestone and occasionally radiolarite
(Szárhegy Radiolarite) (Grill et al. 1984, Kovács et al. 1989) (Fig 4). These rocks represent deep-sea sed-
iments widely occurring in the Tethys region (Bernoulli et al. 1990, Dimitrijević et al. 2003). 

As a distinction, the slope sediments are predominant from the second half of the Middle Triassic
till the early Late Triassic in the Szőlősardó series (Fig. 3, 4). The predominantly slope carbonate
sedimentation (Nádaska and Reifling Limestone) was interrupted by the Carnian siliciclastic event
resulted in the deposition of the Szőlősardó Marl horizons. From the late Carnian the slope sedimen-
tation was taken over by the formation of the basin facies cherty limestone (Pötschen Fm.). No ages
younger than middle Norian are known (Fig. 4). 

In the concept of Grill et al. (1984), Árkai & Kovács (1986), Less et al. (1988), Kovács et al.
(1989), Less (2000), Less & Mello (2004) the Silice nappe system (included the Bódva and
Szőlősardó series, too) represented the highest tectonic unit of the Aggtelek-Rudabánya Hills. The
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Aggtelek nappe of the Silice nappe system occurs only in the Aggtelek
Hills, while the Bódva series is present only in the Rudabánya Hills.
The Szőlősardó unit is located in the vicinity of the tectonic contact of
the two hills, in the wide Darnó Zone (Fig. 5). However, the primary
tectonic contact of the Aggtelek, Bódva and Szőlősardó series was
obliterated.

All these facies units occur in different structural units and one
structural unit contains only one facies unit; transitional developments
between different facies units are scarce within the same tectonic unit.
So in a first approximation, one can speak about tectonic units, which
are marked by a single specific facies unit, e.g. a specific stratigraphy.
On the other hand, the past and my recent works delineated more
numerous tectonic units than facies development; different tectonic
units can consist of the same facies development. This is the case for
the Bódva series which builds up two structural units due to a relative-
ly late thrusting event (see Chapter 7.5) reworking the original nappe
contacts. In the result of these later tectonic phases tectonic units con-
taining sedimentary rocks of the Bódva series are present in the lower-
most and in much higher tectonic position (Chapter 7.5).

Another problem is the hierarchy of tectonic units: are they large
scale, widespread first-order nappes or just relatively small imbrica-
tions within one nappe, which are synchronous or postdate original
nappe stackes? I will return to this question and discuss it in my thesis
on the basis of observations, petrological and structural data.

2.2.2. Meliata nappe system

The next clearly distinguishable tectonic unit is the Meliata nappe sys-
tem, which contains diverse rock series, with interpretations and contents
varying with authors. The Meliata nappe system s.l. in Slovakia is con-
sidered to be an accretionary wedge by most of the authors. It is built up
by the remnants of the oceanic crust and connecting sediments formed in
the Triassic–Jurassic Neotethys Ocean (Mock et al. 1998). However, due
to the differences in metamorphism, age and protoliths, there is a confu-
sion in the usage of the Meliata name in tectonic and in paleogeograph-
ic sense. Basically, there are two different approaches: Mello et al (1997)
subdivided the unit on basis of metamorphism: the HP/LT metamor-
phosed blueschist facies part was classified to the Bôrka nappe, while the
low-grade part to the Meliata nappe s.s. 

The other type of classification is based on the supposed paleogeo-
graphical position; however the degree and age of the metamorphism
were also taken into account. This scheme subdivided only the Bôrka
nappe into two groups: one with lithologies derived from the Meliata
Ocean, and one with other (continental crust) protoliths (Faryad 1995,
Faryad & Henjes-Kunst 1997). This type of classification usually
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counts by a lower unit formed by a sequence of thrust sheets derived from thinned continental mar-
gin. The main lithologies are Permian clastics, Triassic limestones – supposedly forming the south-
ern slope of the European continental margin – and blueschist facies basalts. The upper unit is built
up by a subduction-related mélange complex, containing the deep-water sediments of the Meliata
Ocean with relics of the oceanic crust. 

The Meliata nappe s.s., (in the sense of Mello et al (1997) and Mock et al. 1998) contains diverse
olistoliths, including Triassic limestone, oceanic crust fragments and radiolarite in a slaty matrix and
is considered as a Jurassic tectono-sedimentary mélange accreted to the overlying units during sub-

duction. This mélange-like com-
plex is supposed to lack in the
Aggtelek-Rudabánya Hills (Fig.
4) (Less 2000), although a simi-
lar unit is present further to the
SW near the Bükk Mts. (Haas et
al. 2006, Kovács et al. 2008).
The Meliata nappe s.s. under-
went anchi- to epizonal meta-
morphism (Árkai et al. 2003).

Additionally, in the literature
of the last decades the Meliata
name refers not only to this
structural unit (Meliata
nappe/nappe system) but also to
an ocean, the Meliata-Hallstatt
Ocean (Kozur 1991, Channel &
Kozur 1997), or a back-arc basin
of the Neotethys Ocean
(Stampfli & Borel 2002). In my
work I will use the Meliata name
in a structural sense, referring to
the previously described nappe
system of the Inner Western
Carpathians.
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Figure 5. Concept of the previous authors about the structural position of the differ-
ent nappes and units in the central part of the Rudabánya Hills (Less et al. 1986, Less
& Mello 2004).



The Tornakápolna series (Bódva Valley Ophiolite complex) – which is considered to be part of
the Meliata nappe s.l. (Kovács et al. 1989) – consists of dismembered serpentinite, gabbro, basalt
and radiolarite (Fig. 4), representing real MORB-type ophiolite and cover sediments of Ladinian age
(Réti 1985, Dosztály & Józsa 1992, Józsa et al. 1996), embedded in evaporitic tectonic mélange. The
tectonic lenses were considered not having suffered metamorphism, although later studies indicate
higher pressure mineral assemblage (Horváth 1997, 2000).

The Bódvarákó series is a reduced, tectonically truncated Middle Triassic series, whose particu-
larity is that it shows the earliest sign of subsidence, while middle Anisian is represented by deep-
water instead of shallow-water carbonates (Fig. 4) (Kovács et al. 1989). This series occurs in the core
of an antiform (Bódvarákó Window), below the evaporite mélange and the Bódva series (Less et al.
1988, Less 2000) (Fig. 5). Paleogeographically this series was placed between the Bódva and
Meliata series (Less 2000) but its metamorphosed nature and similar stratigraphy permit its classifi-
cation to the Torna unit (Fodor & Koroknai 2000) (Fig. 4).

2.2.3. Torna (Turňa) series

The next unit distinguished by the previous authors is the Torna (Turňa) series, which contains
anchi- to epimetamorphic Triassic rocks, deposited on thinned continental crust (Fig. 4) (Mello &
Mock 1977, Less 1981, Less et al. 1988, Kovács et al. 1989, Árkai & Kovács 1986). In Slovakia,
the anchi- to epimetamorphosed Turňa series is classified into two nappes (Turňa Nappe and
Slovenská skala Nappe), and thought to be thrust over the Meliata nappe, while the Silice nappe sys-
tem forms the uppermost nappe (Mello et al. 1996, Kovács et al. 2011). According to Mello et al.
(1996) the Turňa series is represented by rocks of Middle Carboniferous to Late Triassic and/or
Jurassic. The Mesozoic part of the succession starts with Werfen-type Lower Triassic siliciclastic
formations (Mello & Mock 1977, Mello 1979, Mello et al. 1996). This lithology lacks from the
Hungarian part (Fig 4). The Torna series sensu Less (1981, 2000) generally contains early to middle
Anisian shallow water (ramp) carbonates, upper Anisian-Ladinian slope or basinal facies limestone,
Carnian slate, upper Carnian-Norian cherty limestone. However, this “general” stratigraphy shows
several notable variations in the different sections, so the realistic definition of the Torna tectonos-
tratigraphic unit incorporates diverse Triassic series, which were formed on different paleogeograph-
ic positions on the attenuated continental crust (Fodor & Koroknai 2000) (Fig. 4). The diverse
Triassic sequences occur in separate geographic positions, and form different nappes (Chapter 7) due
to the reworking of the original nappe system. 

One of these nappes occurs in the study area as tectonic klippe (eroded remnant of a higher nappe):
the Martonyi nappe (Grill 1989, Less 1998, Fodor & Koroknai 2000) (Fig. 5). According to previous con-
cepts the Torna series originally formed the lowermost known allochton tectonic member of the Aggtelek-
Rudabánya Hills (Less et al. 1988, Less 2000) and was considered as the subducted continental margin
of the Meliata Ocean (Less 2000). In fact, the Torna tectonostratigraphic unit is clearly below the Silice
nappe system (and its evaporitic sole) in several sites in Slovakia (Mello 1979, Kozur & Mock 1973,
Kozur 1991) and possibly at one place (Esztramos Hill) in the NE Rudabánya Hills (Less et al. 1988,
Szentpétery & Less 2006) (Fig. 5). However, the mutual position of the Meliata nappe system and the dif-
ferent klippes of the Torna series is not unequivocal; most Hungarian authors intended to put the Torna
below the Meliata nappe (Csontos & Vörös 2004), while opinion was opposite looking from Slovakian
sites (Rakús et al 1998). In addition, in most of the occurrences the metamorphic Torna series lies on non-
metamorphic units like the Martonyi nappe (Torna) is over the Bódva series (Fig. 5) (Fodor & Koroknai
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2000). All these complexities are attributed to later nappe emplacement after the first nappe stacking event
and metamorphism (Grill et al. 1984, Less 2000), thus the original nappe order is difficult to reconstruct.

2.2.4. Hidvégardó series

The Hidvégardó series was thought to be an autochtonous series below the overturned Martonyi nappe
(Torna series) (Less et al. 1988, Szentpétery and Less 2006). It consists of black shale, evaporite with grey and
green shale, dark grey and black marls with variable carbonate content. The shaly and evaporite-bearing part
of the succession was correlated with the similar lighologies of core Zsarnó (Žarnov) Žam-1 in Slovakia. From
that locality, Permian-Early Triassic(?) sporomorphs was reported by Planderová (Szentpétery and Less 2006).
On basis of its evaporite content the whole series was classified into the Permian-Lower Triassic (Mello 1979,
Szentpétery and Less 2006).

The Hidvégardó series was penetrated by the lower part of the Hidvégardó Ha-3 borehole (Fig 6). The core
starts with an overturned Torna-type succession (0-112 m) which thought to be thrust over this autochtonous
unit (Szentpétery & Less 2006). The Hidvégardó series contains grey laminated marl, claymarl, limestone and
shale between 112 and 158 m. It is followed by the evaporite-bearing succession, in which green and grey shale
alternates with gypsum, dolomite and anhydrite layers. From ca. 170 m till 717 m partly silicified dark grey and
black shale alternates with sandstone. These sandstones were interpreted as nodules. 
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Figure 6. Earlier and new interpretation of the
Hidvégardó Ha-3 borehole.  Pinkish colours
represents different T2-T3 formations of Torna
series. Illite “crystallinity” data are also indi-
cated. White and grey circles are data of Árkai
(1983, 1985). Yellow circles represents new
data from the Torna series, while bule ones
from the lower part of the borehole. For more
interpretation see chapter 5.4.2, 7.4)



2.2.5. Jurassic sediments with uncertain attribution

2.2.5.1. Telekesvölgy complex (TV)

Based on lithological and paleontological data the Jurassic rocks were subdivided into two lithos-
tratigraphic units: the Telekesvölgy (TV) and Telekesoldal (TO) complexes (Grill & Kozur 1986,

Grill 1988, Dosztály 1994, Dosztály et al.
2002). Both Jurassic complexes were placed
over the Bódva Triassic series, although the
stratigraphical continuity remained doubtful
(Fig. 7) (Chapter 5.2.4). 

The lowermost part of the TV complex
consists of variegated marl and claymarl
(“red and green claymarl member” of Grill
1988). This member gradually progresses into
grey calcareous marl and claymarl, contain-
ing significant amount of redeposited crinoid
fragments (“crinoideal limestone member” of
Grill 1988). The uppermost part of the forma-
tion contains Mn-bearing black shale, repre-
senting typical deep pelagic basinal sediment.
The locally silicified shale contains large
amount of radiolarians and sponge spicules.
Based on radiolarians the black shale was
looked as Aalenian–Bathonian age (Dosztály
1994). 

2.2.5.2. Telekesoldal complex (TO)

It is a Middle–Late Jurassic complex, con-
sisting of black shale, sandstone olistoliths
(“sandstone olistholitic member” of Grill
1988) and olistostromes (“conglomerate
olistholitic member” of Grill (1988) and
Kovács (1988)). However, their stratigraphic
relations are poorly constrained due to the
scarcity of age-diagnostic fossils and continu-
ous successions. The supposed lowermost
part of the complex consists of dark grey,
partly silicified marlstone, claymarl and cal-
careous slate. Based on a single radiolarian
specimen (core Rudabánya Rb-661,
59.0–59.1 m) only the Jurassic age of this
interval could be determined (Dosztály 1994).
Dark grey shale with fine to medium-grained
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Figure 7. The relationship of the uppermost Triassic-Jurassic
sequences and deeper Triassic series according to the previous
investigations. Black lines indicate continuous or sedimentary con-
tacts (including unconformity), whereas the red ones indicate tec-
tonic boundaries (For details, see chapter 5.2.4)
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sandstone bodies – interpreted as olistoliths (Grill 1988) – made up the middle member of the TO
complex. The most characteristic lithofacies type is the olistostrome unit, where different types of
carbonate clasts are predominant (Grill 1988) while highly altered rhyolite fragments are also pres-
ent. In the dark grey slate and marlstone occasionally ten to hundred meters sized rhyolite bodies
occur. According to Grill (1988), Szakmány et al. (1989) and Máthé & Szakmány (1990) they can
be subvolcanic rhyolite bodies. The volcanic activity was supposed to be more or less coeval with
the sedimentation of the shale. Uncertainty of the sedimentary age and lack of exact radiometric age
for the volcanism (Rb/Sr 154±38 Ma) (Kovács 1988) was made impossible to decide the order of
the events on bases of the ages. However, investigations aiming the boundary of the rhyolite and the
surrounding shale were carried out, with an interpretation of having thermal contact between the
igneous and sedimentary rocks (Szakmány et al. 1989). Belemnites from the upper part of the com-
plex may indicate Upper Jurassic age (Galácz in Grill 1988), while radiolarian investigations of
Dosztály et al. (1998) resulted in Aalenian-Bath interval for the upper part of the complex.

2.2.5.3. Nyúltkertlápa beds (NL)

The Nyúltkertlápa beds (NL) consist of greenish grey slate, siltstone, slaty marlstone with lime-
stone olistoliths and microolistostrome horizons. Although no stratigraphic age is known, these beds
are considered as Upper Triassic(?)-Jurassic(?) (Kovács & Árkai 1989, Szentpétery & Less 2006) or
Lower Triassic (Pelikán pers. com.). The rocks suffered anchizonal metamorphism (Árkai 1981,
1985, 1989). The suite occurs in the Bódvarákó tectonic window, above the middle Triassic
Bódvarákó Fm. (Fig. 5), and despite the considerable stratigraphic gap and/or tectonic truncation,
they were considered as part of a unique sequence (Bódvarákó series) (Fig. 4).

2.2.5.4. Szö-3 borehole (Akasztó unit)

Black to grey slate and calcareous shale was encountered in the Szögliget Szö-3 borehole and
similar rocks occur on surface in the surroundings. Former classification (Less et al. 1988) attributed
this series to the Lower Triassic of the non-metamorphic Aggtelek series (Fig. 5). In contrast, new
investigations treated it as part of a separate tectonic scale – the so-called Akasztó unit (Chapter
5.4.3).

2.3. Structural evolution, concepts

The structural and paleogeographic relationships between the different nappes (Silice, Meliata, and Torna) and
their relations to the more external structural units of the Western Carpathians (Gemer, Vepor) are still enigmatic
in the light of the literature. The main uncontroversial periods in the Mesozoic evolution of the region are the next
ones: 1) platform stage in Early to Middle or Late Triassic, 2) continental to oceanic rifting processes leading to
the thinning of the crust (Middle Triassic to Middle Jurassic), 3) subduction and obduction of the oceanic crust,
resulted in thickening of the crust (Middle Jurassic to Early Cretaceous), and finally post-metamorphic nappe-
stacking from the mid-Cretaceous (Plašienka et al. 1997, Less 2000, Szentpétery & Less 2006). The main differ-
ences are in the supposed original paleogeographic position of the structural units, timing and direction of subduc-
tion, obduction and nappe movements (Grill et al. 1984, Lexa et al. 2003, Schmid et al. 2008). 

Part of the authors consider the Meliata nappe system as a suture zone (Rožnava suture), placing the Silice
nappe system and the slightly metamorphosed Torna series to an upper plate position over the Meliata nappe sys-



tem (Mello et al. 1996, Plašienka et al. 1997). In this model the southern units of the Western Carpathians formed
the active margin of the Meliata branch of the Neotethys Ocean, while the oceanic crust subducted beneath the
Torna series and Silice nappe system as a passive margin (Plašienka et al. 1997, Plašienka 1998). 

According to another concept, the Silice nappe system was derived from the northern passive margin of the
Meliata branch of the Neotethys Ocean (Fig. 3, 8), with the Szőlősardó series forming a transitional zone, and
Bódva facies unit representing the southernmost and most distal margin (Kovács et al. 1989, Kovács 1992). The
low-grade metamorphism of the Torna series was attributed to its location at the southern, active margin (and thus
lower plate position) with respect to northward subduction (Grill et al. 1984, Less 2000). This latter paleogeograph-
ic reconstruction was recently modified (Schmid et al. 2008) placing all the Western Carpathian-derived tectonic
units (including Torna series) to the northern, passive margin (according to present-day coordinates) of the Meliata-
Neotethys Ocean, while the southern, active margin is represented by the Dinaridic-related units of Bükk (Fig. 8). 

Csontos and Vörös (2004) presented a new palinspastic reconstruction suggesting new interpretation for the
Silice nappe system. It was supposed, that the Silice nappe system (together with other exotic units e.g. Juvavic
nappe, Upper Codru nappe, Persani nappe) correlates with an enigmatic micro-continent that lay to the NE of the
southern, Dinaric margin, across the Meliata – Vardar ocean. Northern (European) origin of the micro-continent
was proposed. 

The vergency of the Cretaceous collision event varies between the different authors, too. South-verging nappe
movement was assumed by Less (Less 2000) in the Cretaceous. In contrast with it, shear direction from blueschists
indicated northward transport (Faryad & Henjes-Kunst 1997). North-verging collision of a southern continent with
the northerly lying West Carpathian domain (European plate) was described by (Lexa et al. 2003), too. In this
model the southern continent behaved as a rigid indenter controlling the deformation of all northern foreland crustal
units, and was moving toward the north (in recent coordinate system). The rheological assumptions between the
Variscan Vepor basement complexes composed of gneisses and granites and the low-grade slates of Gemer Unit
led to the formation of complex, polyphase deformation, including a cleavage fan (Lexa et al. 2003).
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Figure 8. Paleogeographic reconstruction of the Western Carpathians (Haas 2006 ed.). Note Torna series on the other side of the
ocean.



3. Questions and aims

The basic aim of my research was establishing a new model on the Mesozoic tectonic evolution
of the central part of the Rudabánya Hills and integrates it into the existing models about the evolu-
tion of the Western Carpathians. To achieve this aim the main tasks were 

Defining nappes: How many nappes are present in the research area? What is their present-day
position? What is the geometry of the nappe boundaries? What were the relative and absolute ages
of the nappe stacking phases? Can I find some shear criteria to characterize the direction of the nappe
movements? What is the present-day structural order of the nappes? How many nappe stacking phas-
es can be distinguished? 

Characterizing their lithostratigraphic content: What is the relationship between the different
Triassic and Jurassic series? Is it possible to find Jurassic stratigraphic continuations of the Triassic
sequences? Did all Jurassic sequences have/used to have a Triassic basement? How to distinguish
the Jurassic series on field and in laboratory? What was the depositional environment for the poor-
ly constrained Jurassic series? What is the source area of the clasts of the Jurassic olistostromes? Is
it possible to find proofs on the relationship of the rhyolite and the shale in the TO complex? Is there
any other method to get the sedimentary age of the poorly constrained black shale?

Describing the inner deformation (partly ductile) of the nappes: How many ductile deforma-
tion events were present in the investigated rocks? Are they present in all of the nappes or diagnos-
tic for some of them? What is the order of the events? Is it possible suggesting any age constrain for
the deformation phases? How the micro-texture look like? What are the main micro-scale deforma-
tional features? What were the main mechanisms of deformation? 

Characterizing the P, T and t conditions of the metamorphism: What minimum temperature
can be suggested by the above mentioned deformation mechanisms? What kind of tectonometamor-
phic evolution can be suggested in the investigated nappes? What was the age of the metamorphic
event(s)? Is it possible to use the previously measured metamorphic petrological data, and compare
them with the new results? Is it possible to distinguish nappes on basis of their metamorphic
degree/history?

Characterizing the P, T and t conditions of the nappe movements: What kind of information
can be squeezed out from nappe-base (nappe-sole) rauhwackes? Is it possible to find suitable syn-
deformational minerals for fluid inclusion studies? 

Comparison: Do my observations/results suite in any of the existing models about the Mesozoic
evolution of the Inner Western Carpathians? Do they suggest any changes? Do I add some new data
to better understanding the Mesozoic evolution of the Neotethys Ocean?
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4. Methods 

Structural observations and measurements were carried out in the majority of Triassic and Jurassic out-
crops in the central part of the Rudabánya Hills. Measurements included bedding, foliation and occasionally fold
axes. Representative cross sections were constructed from outcrop-scale observations and reinterpretation of
borehole data. A detailed, but not complete geological mapping of the key areas completed the structural obser-
vations. The main goals were to check formation boundaries, measuring dip values and to determine the bed-
ding-foliation relationship. 

Several boreholes and core sections (Szet-3, -4, Sza-4, -5, -7, -10, -12, Va-1, -2, -3, -4, P-74, Szö-3, Ha-3, -4,
Rb-658, -661, Tsz-16) were reinvestigated to examine the penetrated structural/ sedimentological boundaries, and
take new samples for thermometamorphic and microtectonic studies. The relationship of the Upper Triassic
and Jurassic series was the target of special interest, because it has crucial importance in the evaluation of strati-
graphic and tectonic problems. 

For microstructural investigations oriented thin sections were prepared from rock slabs cut perpendicular to
the foliation planes. The usual lack of lineation prevented the preparation of thin sections along X-Z fabric planes. 

More than one hundred-twenty rock samples from the Triassic–Jurassic of the Rudabánya Hills and the
Triassic Bódva and Torna series were selected for new metamorphic petrologic studies. Almost two hundred illite
Kübler index (KI), chlorite “crystallinity” (ChC) and K-white mica b cell dimension data were elucidated in order
to separate the different nappes and characterize the temperature and pressure conditions of the metamorphic
event(s). Part of the data was measured more than 20 years ago by the same laboratory and team (Árkai &
Kovács 1986, Kovács & Árkai 1989, Árkai 1981, 1985, 1989). Thus it became possible to compile a compara-
ble database of the earlier and recent data in this study. 

To constrain the timing of the detected very low to low-grade metamorphism K-Ar age data were measured
on <2μm grain size fractions from 10 samples on which metamorphic petrological samples investigations had
been carried out.

Samples were collected from rhyolite bodies of the TO complex to carry out U/Pb dating. The specimens
had different position in compare with the Jurassic shale matrix: 100 m size body, few cm-sized olistoliths from
the olistostrome horizons, volcanoclastic material from the matrix of the olistostrome. 

Paleostress reconstructions from the measured fault-slip data were carried out by the software of Angelier
(1984, 1990). Stress axes were calculated by the Tensor modul of the software. Automatic phase separation was
carried out for sites, where multiple faulting phases were suspected. Automatic separation was sometimes com-
plemented by manual separation. In this case conjugate pairs of fractures (faults and joints) were separated and
stress axes were estimated using the theory of Anderson (1951). The software of Angelier (modul Diagra) was
also used for visualisation of ductile structural data, like foliation, shear bands, lineation. Fold axes for kinks, and
other type folds were estimated visually on the stereograms. In this case, the shortening direction for folds was
also estimated. Symbols were adapted from the detailed work of Fodor (2010). For each site a detailed, evalua-
tion procedure was executed, registered on Corel Draw sheets, but only the stereograms classified to tectonic
phases are presented, mainly in chapter 7.

Basal tectonic breccias (rauhwacke) were collected from 5 different contact zones to characterize the temper-
ature and pressure conditions of the nappe enplacements. Synkinematic minerals from these samples were sep-
arated for fluid inclusion studies. These inclusions provided valueable information about the composition and
the temperature of the fluids which lubricated the bases of the nappes during the tectonic processes. Pressure con-
ditions could also be estimated. These data had a great importance during tectonic reconstructions and interpre-
tation of the metamorphic petrological data.
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5. Lithological and sedimentological investigations of the Jurassic series

5.1. Introduction

The Jurassic sequences of the Aggtelek-Rudabánya Hills have been studied since the middle of
the 19th century (Foetterle 1869). Until the 1980-ies the whole Mesozoic succession was assigned
to the Triassic. As a result of the works of Grill & Kozur (1986), Grill (1988) and (Dosztály 1994)
Jurassic age of these formations became generally accepted. These uppermost Triassic(?)—Middle
Jurassic formations have a great importance for understanding the Jurassic evolution of the
Neotethys Ocean. However, no detailed report on the sedimentological characteristics and compo-
nent analysis of the redeposited clasts has been published so far except from the Szalonna-Perkupa
road cut key-section of Telekesoldal Formation by Kovács (1988). The aim of this part of the work
was defining lithofacies units, summarizing the facies characteristics of the defined units, providing
interpretation for the provenance of the redeposited clasts and depositional environments, and last
but not at least revising the existing radiolarian data, and providing new age data (if possible) by
foraminifera and palynomorph investigations.

Beside the well known occurrences of Telekesoldal and Telekesvölgy complexes (Grill & Kozur
1986, Less et al. 1986, Grill 1988, Dosztály 1994), geological mapping revealed some other occur-
rences, which easily can be uppermost Triassic or Jurassic on the bases of their stratigraphic and/or
structural position. These are the olistostrome outcrops at Hidvégardó and Csipkés Hill. The former
one was considered to be the lowermost part of the Telekesvölgy complex (Less et al. 2006) while
the latter was not differentiated within the Telekesoldal complex.

5.2. Telekesvölgy complex (TV)

On the basis of macroscopic observations and microfacies studies performed on cores Rudabánya
Rb-658, Szalonna Sza-5, Szendrő Szet-4, Varbóc Va-2 cores (Fig. 1), trenches in the Telekes Valley
(Tributary Valley 7 and 8) and outcrops on Csipkés Hill (Appendix 2, 3) Fig. 1) various lithofacies
units could be distinguished. However, continuous sections exposing the whole formation are not
available, the relevant biostratigraphic data are very limited and the stratigraphic superposition of the
lithofacies units is ambiguous. Figure 9 shows the most probable lithofacies succession referring to
the relevant cores and surface exposures and the discussion below follows this pattern.

5.2.1. Microfacies studies

5.2.1.1. Variegated and grey marl; crinoideal limestone 

In the lowermost part of the Perkupa P-74 core (Fig. 10) brown to grey marl occurs above the
Norian Hallstatt Formation with slightly disturbed contact (~210 m). The marl is tectonically over-
lain by overturned Upper Triassic hemipelagic carbonates. The~30 m thick variegated and grey marl
interval shows great similarities to the Zlambach Formation. Texture of these rocks is rather unspe-
cific; mudstone—wackestone containing small bioclasts, silt-sized quartz and in one thin section
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Figure 9. Simplified reconstructed stratigraphic column of
the Telekesvölgy complex. The positions of the age data, the
studied boreholes and outcrops are approximately indicated.

Figure 10. Lithologic and stratigraphic features of Perkupa
P-74 borehol with old and new interpretations. For the
structural interpretation see chapter 



poorly preserved foraminifers (see chapter 5.2.2.3.), ostracodes, fragments of bivalves, echin-
oderms and radiolarian moulds (Fig. 11.1). 

In the Rudabánya Rb-658 core (Fig. 12), red and green claystone alternating with grey
marl and calcareous marl was encountered (~80-130 m) above Hallstatt-type red, locally cher-
ty limestone (Kovács in Szentpétery & Less 2006). The lowermost, about 13 m thick part of
this succession is made up of red and green claystone intercalating with grey marl. The texture
of the samples studied is strongly sheared, and altered. However, the original radiolarian
wackestone texture could be recognized (Fig. 11.2). Calcite moulds of radiolarians are usual-
ly deformed showing lenticular shape. Sponge spicules and other bioclasts can also be recog-
nized in a few cases. The rocks were commonly affected by dolomitization and subsequent
selective silicification. Under microscope the texture is seemingly silty shale containing dis-
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Figure 11. 
1) Thin section of core P-74 170.9-171 m interval, showing
wackestone texture with foraminifera and fragments of
bivalves. The foraminifer indicated by a white arrow is
enlarged on the inset. 
2) Radiolarian rich layer in radiolarian marl. Rb-658, 119.9 m 
3) Quartz substitutes rhombic dolomite crystals or occurs in
biomoulds. Rb-658, 126 m (bottom left and right) 131 m (top).
(Bottom right and top crossed polars.) 
4) Fine-grained crinoidal wackestone. Rb-658, 104.6 m. 5)
Medium-grained crinoidal wackestone. Rb-658, 86.7 m



seminated silt-sized quartz. However, in a lot
of cases quartz occurs in biomoulds (Fig. 11.3)
or substitutes rhombic dolomite crystals.
Accordingly, the majority of the quartz parti-
cles are probably not terrigenous grains, but
they formed by diagenetic alteration and struc-
tural deformation processes. 

In the middle part of the section (~100-120 m)
the proportion of the grey marl and calcareous
marl continuously increases, while the ratio of red
and green claystone interlayers decreases. In this
~20 m thick interval fine to medium sand-sized
crinoid ossicles are common in a micritic—
microsparitic matrix and thin crinoidal packstone
to grainstone interlayers also occur (Fig. 11.4,
11.5). The matrix is often, crinoids are rarely sili-
cified. Grey siliceous crinoidal marls and lime-
stones akin to those in Rb-658 core (104—122 m)
were reported by Grill (1988) from the Telekes
Valley Tributary Valley 7 section and Csipkés
Hill section 1 (Fig. 1). 

The next ~20 m thick segment (100-80m) is
made up of green and pink marl, calcareous
marl and thin limestone layers progressing
upward into grey marl. The marls and the cal-
careous marl have uniformly barren mudstone
texture. It is tectonically overlain by dark grey
limestone, showing microsparitic texture with
no sign of any diagnostic microstructure or
fossil, which can refer either to the deposition-
al environment or to the age of sedimentation.
On basis of its macroscopic features, this lime-
stone was assigned to the Gutenstein
Formation (Less et al. 1988). Its stratigraphic
and tectonic interpretation will be discussed in
chapter 7.4.2.2.

In Szalonna Sza-5 core (Fig. 13) Upper
Triassic red, locally cherty limestone (Hallstatt
Limestone) is concordantly overlain by red,
green and grey marl in 23 m thickness that was

assigned to the Upper Triassic Zlambach Formation (Nádor 1990, Szentpétery & Less 2006).
It is followed by grey marl with slump structures in a thickness of 30 m. As this variegated
marl is highly resembles to the previously investigated marls, I agree with this classification.

Brownish grey, green and red claymarl, alternating with red or yellow limestone and cher-
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Figure 12. Lithologic and stratigraphic features of the
Rudabánya Rb-658 borehole with new interpretations. For
structural interpretation see chapter 7.4.



ty limestone exposed in the Telekes Valley,
Tributary Valley 8 section may also belong to
this lithofacies unit but it is poorly constrained
(Grill 1988). It contains pink limestone olis-
toliths with Carnian age and yellow limestone
which yielded Late Norian conodonts (Balogh
& Kovács 1977). This latter limestone was
interpreted as an intercalated layer, being the
same age as the marl beds. Thus the fossils
probably indicate real depositional age of late
Triassic. 

In the sample taken from the Csipkés Hill
section 1, alternating red and yellow laminas
are visible. The yellow layers consist of fine
sand to silt-sized clasts that might be silicified
carbonate particles while the red layers are
radiolarian wackestone. 

5.2.1.2. Black siliceous shale 

In Varbóc Va-2 borehole the Norian Hallstatt
Limestone is tectonically overlain by black shale
about 80 m thick. The locally silicified shale contains
large amounts of radiolarians (see chapter 5.2.2.1.)
and sponge spicules. 

In the western part of the section exposed on the
higher valley side of Telekes Valley, Tributary
Valley 8, beside the mentioned steeply dipping
Upper Triassic claymarl succession, black shale and
siliceous shale were found. Radiolarian wackestone,
radiolarian-sponge spicule wackestone and pack-

stone (Fig. 14.1, 14.3), sponge spicule packstone (Fig. 14.4), and radiolarite are typical textures of this litho-
facies unit. In some samples sharp, erosional boundaries are visible between the radiolarian shale and the
crinoidal calcarenite layer (Fig. 14.5, 14.6); the latter is formed via redeposition. The same texture types
were found in the samples taken from black shale in the Telekes Valley Tributary Valley 7 section (Grill
1988).

5.2.2. Revision of the radiolarian and foraminifer fauna in the Telekesvölgy Complex

The first studies of radiolarians of the Rudabánya Hills were conducted by Grill & Kozur (1986).
Their samples were collected from the Varbóc-2 borehole and from several different outcrops in the
Rudabánya Hills (i.e. Csehi Hill, Telekes Valley Tributary Valley 7 and 8). Radiolarians were always
found in the sequence of monotonous black to dark grey shales, mudstones, siliceous shales, man-
ganese shales (Grill & Kozur 1986). Previous biostratigraphic data of radiolarian investigation pre-
sumed Aalenian to middle Bajocian ages in different sequences. According to the re-assessment of
the Varbóc-2 borehole (Dosztály 1994), the biostratigraphic age assigned the lower part to the
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Figure 13. Lithologic and stratigraphic features of the Szalonna
Sza-5 borehole with new interpretations. For structural inter-
pretation see chapter 7.5.



Aalenian, and the upper part to the Bajocian or Bathonian. 
In the study of Kövér et al. (2009b), the re-assessment of the radiolarian biozonation is based on

the Unitary Association Zones (UAZ95) proposed by Baumgartner et al. (1995). The occurrence and
the stratigraphical distribution of the radiolarians in the examined samples are shown in Appendix
Table 1. 
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Figure 14. 1, 3: Radiolarian- sponge spicule packstone, Telekes Valley Tributary Valley 8. 
2, 4, 5, 6: Detailes of a calciturbidite layer, Telekes Valley: above an uneven erosion surface a mudstone layer is overlained by coarse-
grained crinoidal packstone that is the basal part of a carbonate turbidite (5,6). Sponge spicula and crinoid packstone in the higher part of
the turbidite layer (4). The topmost part of the turbidite layer showing gradual transition to wackestone-mudstone texture (2)



Varbóc-2 borehole

The Varbóc-2 borehole penetrated the 87 m thick Jurassic monotonous black to dark grey shales,
with thin siliceous shales and cherts, and crinoidal limestones intercalated with grey marl and mud-
stone. 16 samples – collected and prepared by L. Dosztály – yielded abundant and moderately well
preserved radiolarian assemblages. The following stratigraphically important radiolarian taxa were
identified from the samples 80.9 m, 79.1 m, 77.6 m, 73.9 m, 73.0 m and 69.7 m (Fig 15, 16) (Kövér
et al. 2009b): Hsuum mirabundum Pessagno & Whalen, H. belliatulum Pessagno & Whalen, H. mat-
suokai (Isozaki & Matsuda), Transhsuum maxwelli (Pessagno), Parahsuum officerense Pessagno &
Whalen, P. snowshoense (Pessagno & Whalen), Semihsuum inexploratum (Blome),
Pseudodictyomitrella spinosa Grill & Kozur, Archaeodictyomitra rigida Pessagno, Laxtorum(?)
hichisoense (Isozaki & Matsuda), Canoptum hungaricum Grill & Kozur, Tetratrabs zealis
(Ožvoldová). 

The co-occurrence of H. mirabundum Pessagno & Whalen (UAZ 3—6), L.(?) hichisoense Isozaki
& Matsuda (UAZ 1—4) and T. zealis (Ožvoldová) (UAZ 4—13) indicates the UAZ 4 (Late
Bajocian). However, presence of H. belliatulum Pessagno & Whalen and H. snowshoense (Pessagno
& Whalen) makes the lower - middle Bajocian age probable for this sequence as well, because these
taxa co-occur in that close range in North America (Pessagno & Whalen 1982). 

Samples from 64.1 m to 3.4 m yielded the following stratigraphically important radiolarian taxa (Fig. 15,
16) (Kövér et al. 2009b): Hsuum mirabundum Pessagno & Whalen, H. rosebudense Pessagno & Whalen,
H. matsuokai Isozaki & Matsuda, Parahsuum stanleyense (Pessagno), Transhsuum hisuikyoense (Isozaki &
Matsuda), T. maxwelli (Pessagno), Semihsuum inexploratum (Blome), Pseudocyrtis buekkensis Grill &
Kozur, Eucyrtidiellum nodosum Wakita, Eucyrtidellum cf. E. unumaense (Yao), Stichocapsa robusta
Matsuoka, Stichocapsa sp. E. Baumgartner, Archaeodictyomitra rigida Pessagno, A. exigua Blome, A.
cellulata O’Dogherty, Goričan & Dumitrica, A. prisca Kozur & Mostler, Pseudodictyomitrella hexagonata
(Heitzer), Protunuma turbo Matsuoka, Canoptum hungaricum Grill & Kozur, Dictyomitrella (?) kamoensis
Mizutani & Kido.

The co-occurrence of H. mirabundum Pessagno & Whalen (UAZ 3—6) and Stichocapsa robus-
ta Matsuoka (UAZ 5—7) indicates the UAZ 5—6 (latest Bajocian to Early Bathonian), furthermore
the presence of Stichocapsa sp. E. Baumgartner (UAZ 5) presumably narrows the range to the UAZ
5 (latest Bajocian to Early Bathonian). 

Telekes Valley — Tributary Valley 8 

In this section seven samples collected from the black and siliceous shale are re-assessed. The
samples yielded the following, relatively well preserved and stratigraphically important radiolarian
taxa (Fig. 15, 16) (Kövér et al 2009b): Pseudodictyomitrella spinosa (Grill & Kozur), Canoptum
hungaricum (Grill & Kozur), Unuma cf. U. typicus (Yao), Parahsuum izeense (Pessagno & Whalen),
Transhsuum hisuikyoense (Isozaki & Matsuda), T. maxwelli (Pessagno), T. brevicostatum
(Ožvoldová), Eucyrtidiellum nodosum Wakita, E. (?) quinatum (Takemura). 

The co-occurrence of P. izeense (Pessagno & Whalen) (UAZ 1—3) and T. maxwelli (Pessagno)
(UAZ 3—10) idicates the UAZ 3 (early-middle Bajocian). Contrary to Dosztály’s previous data
(1994) no difference in biostratigraphic age between the lower and upper part of the investigated
sequence could be recognized. 

Perkupa-74 172-208 m foraminifer fauna

Sample was collected from the lowest, normal younging structural scale from borehole Perkupa
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Figure 15. Determined radiolaria fauna from the Telekesvölgy complex (Kövér et al. 2009b). 
1 Archaeodictyomitra cellulata O'Dogherty, Goričan and Dumitricã; Va-2 borehole: 49.3 m 2 Archaeodictyomitra exigua Blome; Telekes Valley - Tributary
valley 8: 8-43a 3 Archaeodictyomitra patricki Kocher, Va-2 borehole: 3.4 m 4 Archaeodictyomitra rigida Pessagno, Va-2 borehole: 64.1 m 5 Hsuum baloghi
Grill and Kozur, Va-2 borehole: 48.5 m 6 Hsuum matsuokai Isozaki and Matsuda, Va-2 borehole: 73.0 m
7 Hsuum mirabundum Pessagno and Whalen, Va-2 borehole: 3.4 m 8 Hsuum rosebudense Pessagno and Whalen, Va-2 borehole: 49.3 m 9 Hsuum sp. E
in Hull, Va-2 borehole: 58.5 m 10 Hsuum cf. cuestaense Pessagno, Telekes Valley - Tributary valley 8: 8-47a 11 Hsuum cf. sp. 1 sensu O'Dogherty et al.,
Telekes Valley, Tributary valley 8: 8-43a 12 Parahsuum carpathicum Widz and De Wever, Va-2 borehole: 30.2 m 13 Parahsuum indomitum (Pessagno and
Whalen), Telekes Valley, Tributary valley 8: 8-55a 14 Parahsuum officerense (Pessagno and Whalen), Va-2 borehole: 79.1 m 15 Parahsuum izeense
(Pessagno and Whalen), Telekes Valley, Tributary valley 8: 8-47 16 Parahsuum snowshoense (Pessagno and Whalen), Va-2 borehole: 64.1 m 17 Parahsuum
stanleyense (Pessagno), Va-2 borehole: 3.4 m 18 Semishuum inexploratum (Blome), Va-2 borehole: 3.4 m 19 Semishuum sp., Va-2 borehole: 30.2 m 20
Transhsuum brevicostatum (Ožvoldová), Telekes Valley, Tributary valley 8: 8-47a 21 Transhsuum hisuikyoense (Isozaki and Matsuda), Va-2 borehole: 69.7
m 22 Transhsuum maxwelli (Pessagno), Va-2 borehole: 64.1 m 23 Transhsuum sp. 1, Va-2 borehole: 48.5 m 24 Transhsuum sp. 2, Va-2 borehole: 49.3 m
25 Dictyomitrella (?) kamoensis Mizutani and Kido, Va-2 borehole: 45.4 m 26 Parvicingula sp., Va-2 borehole: 49.3 m 27 Pseudodictyomitrella hexagona-
ta Grill and Kozur, Va-2 borehole: 64.1 m 28 Pseudodictyomitrella spinosa Grill and Kozur, Va-2 borehole: 77.6 m 29 Pseudodictyomitrella cf. spinosa Grill
and Kozur, Va-2 borehole: 77.6 m 30 Pseudodictyomitrella wallacheri Grill and Kozur, Va-2 borehole: 77.6 m 31 Stichocapsa robusta Matsuoka, Va-2 bore-
hole: 13.1 m 32 Stichocapsa sp., Va-2 borehole: 64.1 m 33 Stichocapsa sp. E in Baumgartner, Va-2 borehole: 3.4 m 34 Stichomitra sp., Va-2 borehole: 49.3
m 35 Pseudoeucyrtis elongata Grill and Kozur, Va-2 borehole: 30.2 m 36 Pseudoeucyrtis sp., Va-2 borehole: 69.7 m
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Figure 16 Determined radiolaria fauna from the Telekesvölgy complex
1 Protunuma turbo Matsuoka, Va-2 borehole: 64.1 m 2 Unuma ochiensis (Matsuoka), Va-2 borehole: 3.4 m 3 Unuma typicus Yao, Va-2 borehole: 64.1
m 4 Unuma cf. typicus Yao, Telekes Valley - Tributary valley 8: 8-43 5 Eucyrtidiellum (?) quinatum Takemura, Telekes Valley - Tributary valley 8: 8-53
6 Eucyrtidiellum cf. unumaense (Yao), Va-2 borehole: 64.1 m 7 Eucyrtidiellum sp. 1, Va-2 borehole: 51.5 m 8 Canoptum hungaricum Grill and Kozur,
Va-2 borehole: 69.7 m 9 Canoptum rudabanyaense Grill and Kozur, Va-2 borehole: 48.5 m 10 Archicapsa sp. 1, Va-2 borehole: 64.1 m 11 Archicapsa sp.
2, Telekes Valley - Tributary valley 8: 8-47 12 Williriedellum sp., Va-2 borehole: 13.1 m 13 Striatojaponocapsa synconexa O’Dogherty, Goričan and
Dumitrică, Va-2 borehole: 13.1 m 14 Praewilliriedellum convexum (Yao), Va-2 borehole: 30.2 m 15 Praewilliriedellum sp., Va-2 borehole: 58.5 m 16
Laxtorum (?) hichisoense Isozaki and Matsuda, Va-2 borehole: 73.0 m 17 Laxtorum (?) jurassicum Isozaki and Matsuda, Va-2 borehole: 80.9 m 18
Spongocapsula palmerae Pessagno, Va-2 borehole: 58.5 m 19 Pantanellium sp. 1, Szet-3: 52.0 m – 53.0 m 20 Gorgansium sp., Szet-3: 52.0 m – 53.0 m
21 Cenosphaera sp. X Yao, Szet-3: 69.8 m – 70.6 m 22 Acaeniotylopsis (?) sp., Szet-3: 69.8 m – 70.6 m 23 Praeconocaryomma sp., Va-2 borehole: 69.7
m 24 Triactoma cf. jonesi (Pessagno), Szet-3: 52.0 m – 53.0 m 25 Triactoma sp. 1, Szet-3: 69.8 m – 70.6 m 26 Tetratrabs zealis (Ožvoldová), Va-2 bore-
hole: 73.9 m 27 Tritrabs simplex Kito and De Wever, Szet-3: 52.0 m – 53.0 m 28 Orbiculiforma sp. X in Baumgartner, Szet-3: 69.8 m – 70.6 m 29 Emiluvia
lombardensis Baumgartner, Szet-3: 69.8 m – 70.6 m 30 Angulobracchia sp., Va-2 borehole: 69.7 m 31 Paronaella sp., Va-2 borehole: 69.7 m 32
Homoeoparonaella elegans (Pessagno), Szet-3: 52.0 m – 53.0 m 33 Homoeoparonaella argolidensis Baumgartner, Szet-3: 52.0 m – 53.0 m 34 Bernoullius
rectispinus Kito et al., Va-2 borehole: 48.5 m 35 Bernoullius sp., Telekes Valley - Tributary valley 8: 8-52 



P-74 (structural details in Chapter 7.5.2). This 172-208 m interval is represented by variegated to
grey marl (Chapter 5.2.1.1). From this interval the following foraminifera taxa could be determined
(Kövér et al. 2009b): Aulotortus friedli (Kristan-Tollmann), A. parallelus (Kristan-Tollmann),
Semiinvoluta clari (Kristan), Turrispirillina minima Pantić, Lamelliconus sp., Meandrospira sp.,
Frondicularia sp., Lingulina sp.

The dominance of the Involutinidae (Aulotortus, Semiinvoluta, Lamelliconus) and Spirillinidae
(Turrispirillina) indicate a warm, well-ventilated, shallow-water environment like the habitat for
these forms. 

The co-occurrence of these genera is characteristic in the Late Triassic. Except A. friedli (Kristan-
Tollmann) – which appeared already in the lowermost Carnian – all species determined only in the
Norian—Rhaetian (Kristan 1957; Kristan- Tollmann 1962, 1964, Zaninetti 1976, Salaj et al. 1983,
1988, Trifonova 1993). According to Salaj et al. (1983), the age range of the species T. minima Pantić
is Norian-Rhaetian, although it was mostly reported from the Norian (e.g. Oravecz- Scheffer 1987).
This new findings strengthen our conclusion that the lower part of the TV complex has the same age
as the lithologically also similar Norian-Rhaetian Zlambach Marl. 

5.2.3. Interpretation of the lithofacies units of the Telekesvölgy Complex 

Based on data discussed above the observations on the TV complex as follows: 
The red and green variegated marl develops continuously from the underlying Norian Hallstatt

Limestone. This gradual transition was also reported by J. Mello from Bohúnovo and Silická Brezová
localities (Slovakia) of the Silice nappe-system, where Upper Norian age of the Zlambach Marl was
evidenced, and its continuous sedimentation was supposed into the Liassic (Mello 1974).

Middle to Late Triassic pelagic limestone olistoliths – slided blocks, which are lithologically sim-
ilar to the underlying strata – occur locally in the variegated marl unit. The presence of redeposited,
coeval shallow-water foraminifers (Perkupa-74 core) and older Triassic limestone blocks in this envi-
ronment most probably refers to gravitational mass movements, transporting platform-derived mate-
rial into the basin. The presence of slump folds (Telekesvölgy, Tributary Valley 7, core Szalonna Sza-
5) also indicate base-of-slope environment. The age of the variegated marl is most probably upper
Norian possibly extending to the Rhaetian. This age interval is supported by its stratigraphic posi-
tion (continuous development from the Norian Hallstatt Fm.), conodonts (Telekes Valley, Tributary
valley 8) and foraminifera fauna encountered from core Perkupa P-74 (previous chapter). 

The upper Norian(-Rhaetian?) variegated marl gradually progresses into grey marl and calcareous
marl, containing significant amount of redeposited crinoid fragments. Accordingly it may be interpret-
ed as a hemipelagic facies, relatively close to submarine highs (or to the slope of the platform itself),
from where the crinoid fragments can be originated (Kövér et al. 2009b). The age of this lithofacies
unit is unknown, maybe Rhaetian–Early Jurassic. 

Although this basal part of the TV complex has the same age and lithology as the Zlambach
Formation, I suggest keeping the TV complex as defined above, and not classify the basal part to the
Zlambach Formation. The main reason is that the lower and middle parts of the TV complex can hard-
ly be separated without very detailed lithological and paleontological research. Thus, a Zlambach Fm.
and a reduced TV complex could hardly be mappable units.

The black shale, rich in radiolarians and sponge spicules is a typical deep pelagic basin facies,
Bajocian to Early Bathonian in age. The stratigraphic relationship of this lithofacies unit with the pre-
viously described one is not proven due to the lack of continuous outcrops or borehole material.
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5.2.4. The contact of the Bódva series and the TV complex

The most important question concerning the structural position of the Jurassic formations is
their relationship to the Triassic basements. This problem remained quite enigmatic in the light
of earlier publications (Grill 1988, Less et al. 1988, Less 2000, Szentpétery & Less 2006).
According to the most accepted former conception the Jurassic TO complex is the original sed-
imentary cover of the Triassic Bódva series (Fig. 7b,c), and they have a continuous sedimenta-
ry contact (core Szalonna Sza-5 Fig. 13) or their boundary is an erosional discordance surface
(Szendrő Szet-4, Fig. 17, 7). In case of the TV complex it was considered to have an unknown
Triassic basement (Fig. 7b) or do not have any (Less et al. 1988, Grill 1989, Grill 1988, Less
2000, Dosztály et al. 2002). 

There are some other variations of the previously mentioned generally accepted conception
(Fig. 7a). The Zlambach beds and the black shales of Szendrő Szet-4 (Fig. 17) and Szalonna
Sza-5 (Fig. 13) were considered to be part of the Bódva series by Grill et al (1984). Besides
these formations two other Jurassic series were mentioned in the Rudabánya Hills: the black
Telekesoldal and the variegated Telekesvölgy. In this concept the TV was the original sedimen-
tary cover of a Meliata-type Triassic series (it was before the verification of Jurassic age of the
Meliata series), while the Triassic basement of TO thought to be unknown (Fig. 7).

Illite “crystallinity”, Conodont Colour Alteration Index and vitrinite reflectance measure-
ments were carried out on Mesozoic samples from the Rudabánya Hills by Árkai and Kovács
(1986). There were samples both from TO and TV among the investigated samples. The tecton-
ic position of the two Jurassic series was not discussed in details, but both of them were classi-
fied into the so called Bódva nappe (Fig. 7).

The structural position of the TO and TV complexes stayed controversial in the latest publi-
cation, too (Fig. 7c) (Szentpétery & Less 2006). The light brown and grey shale of Szendrő
Szet-4 (Fig. 17) and the red and green and grey marls of Szalonna Sza-5 (Fig. 13) were separat-
ed (like in the version of Grill 1984) and thought to be part of the Zlambach Formation, devel-
oping continuously from the underlying Triassic beds of the Bódva series (Fig. 7a, c). The “Red
and green Claymarl Member” of the TV complex was classified temporarily into the Bódva
series, however tectonic contacts were supposed at every location (e.g. tributary valleys of the
Telekes creek, Csipkés Hill, Szentpétery & Less 2006). Since the remaining part of the series
was considered to be in sedimentary contact with the red and green marl, thus they suggested
that although the boundaries between the lithologies were more or less tectonised in every loca-
tion, the TV complex was the original cover of the Triassic of Bódva series (Fig. 7c). This claim
is in contradiction with their other opinion, considering the TO complex as the Jurassic contin-
uation of the Bódva series (Szentpétery & Less 2006), namely suggesting two different Jurassic
cover for the same Triassic series.

To eliminate this contradiction several cores which seemed to be interesting from a structur-
al point of view were reinvestigated.

The contact between the Late Triassic of Bódva series and the red, green and grey marl of
the TV complex can be investigated in the following cores: Rudabánya Rb–658, Szendrő
Szet–4, Perkupa P–74, and Szalonna Sza–5. It is common among these cores that Bódva-type
Triassic sequence (Steinalm Limestone, ± Dunnatető Limestone, ± Bódvarákó Formation,
Bódvalenke Formation, and Hallstatt Limestone) is followed by variegated or grey marl. The
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stratigraphic and tectonic interpretation of the latter formation is equivocal. 
The following observations were made on the relationship of the Hallstatt Limestone and the

variegated marl. In the core Szalonna Sza-5 (Fig. 13) a Bódva-typer Triassic succession is over-
lain by Jurassic rocks. The lower part of the borehole is built up by the Bódva series. From 53
m a sequence containing variegated marl, calcareous marl, claymarl and light brown limestone
is developing continuously from the underlying red Hallstatt Limestone. The colour of the alter-
nating marly beds is turning more greyish upwards. The upper, grey marl part contains slump
folds. This marl is most probably equivalent with the Zlambach Marl, and I suggest classifica-
tion into the lowermost part of the Telekesvölgy complex. The boundary of the two formations
(Hallstatt Fm. and TV complex) is a sharp plane dipping in the same angle and direction as the
bedding. It can be observed in one coherent piece of core. The boundary can be interpreted as
a discordant surface, but notable structural contact is rather unlikely.

The situation is a little bit different in borehole Rudabánya Rb-658 (Fig. 12). The lower
135.5 m of this core is represented by the uppermost part of a Bódva-type Triassic sequence of
Upper Triassic red, occasionally cherty limestone (Bódvalenke and Hallstatt Formations). A
rock association containing alternating beds of red, green and grey claystone, claymarl, marl,
calcareous marl and limestone appears between 135.4 and 80.3 meters. The proportion of the
different lithologies is changing. The sediments are well bedded; signs of bioturbation are not
present. This marly succession shows great similarities to the marl beds of the previously men-
tioned Szalonna Sza-5. Similarly to the previous authors (Grill 1988, Less et al. 1988), I sug-
gest classification of these marls into the Telekesvölgy complex. At the boundary of the red
limestone and the variegated marl group 0.4 meters of black shale can be seen showing contin-
uous transition in colour or lithology neither from the underlying, nor to the overlying strata. 

In the base of borehole Perkupa P-74 (Fig. 10) the Hallstatt Limestone seems to change con-
tinuously to the the variegated marl. In the upper part of the borehole, the overturned Triassic
sequence is truncated by thrust, so the stratigraphic relationship can not be judged.

In the case of the borehole Szendrő Szet-4 (Fig. 17) the lowermost 100 meters of the core is
built up by an Anisian-Norian carbonatic sequence: Steinalm Limestone, Bódvarákó Fm.,
Bódvalenke Limestone, and Hallstatt Limestone. As closing to the overlying beds, the red
Hallstatt Limestone is turning into light brown marl, which infiltrates into the fissures of the
limestone, too. The marl, after a short 0.3 meters section, suddenly changes into tectonically
mashed black claymarl (0.5 m) then turns again into brownish-greyish marl. This greyish occa-
sionally silicified marl, calcareous marl section last up to 20 meters depth. Flattened clay intr-
aclasts are common in the marl. Locally flaser clayey limestone intercalations appear. 

According to the previous concepts (Grill 1988, Grill 1989, Less et al 1988, Less 1998, 2000)
this core Szendrő Szet-4 was one of the main proofs on having sedimentary contact in-between
the Triassic of Bódva series and the TO complex, and these two formations are the original
stratigraphic continuation of each other. In this case not the TV complex, but the Zlambach Fm.
and the lowermost part of the TO complex developed from the Hallstatt Limestone. This is this
classification what we contested in the light of other data (Kövér et al. 2008). 

For distinction of the two formations (TV and TO) characterised by similar lithologies, the
presence or absence of ductile deformation features, and the degree of metamorphism turned out
to be the best methods (see chapter 6, 7). Since the marl appearing in core Szendrő Szet-4 has
not participated in any remarkable ductile deformation event, it is suggested to be classified into
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the TV complex independently from the fact that the
characteristic red and green coloured version of the
marl is absent (Kövér et al. 2008). According to my
opinion the position of the light brown marl which
infiltrates into the fissures of the Hallstatt
Limestone, and continuously developing from it, is a
sufficient proof on being in sedimentary contact with
the underlying limestone. The marl which used to be
classified into the Zlambach Formation could be
equivalent with the variegated marl of the TV com-
plex. This latter has similar sedimentation age as the
Zlambach F. as pointed out by new biostratigraphic
data. 

The 0.5 meters thick black shale indicates a tec-
tonic boundary, as it was already mentioned by Gy.
Less, the original descriptor of the borehole Szet-4.
Since above this shale the next formation is light
grey marl which is lithologically identical with the
underlying one, the contact is suggested to be of tec-
tonic origin, but the tectonic movements did not
modified the original stratigraphic order. 

Since in core Szalonna Sza-5 (Fig. 13) the bound-
ary between the Hallstatt Limestone and the varie-
gated marl of TV complex is most probably of sedi-
mentary origin, it is presumed, that the 0.3-0.5
meters tectonic zones appearing in the lower part of
the marly formation in several other cores are not
remarkable structural elements, but tectonic bound-
aries in between one structural unit. 

Accordingly, the variegated marl of TV complex
is suggested to be the original sedimentary cover of
the Triassic Bódva-type series. The transition into
the younger lithofacies unit, the crinoideal grey
marl and calcareous marl is thought to be sedimen-
tary on the basis of microsedimentological studies
performed on thin sections from Csipkés Hill sec-
tion 1. If the continuous transition into the radiolar-
ian black shale lithofacies could be provable, the
whole TV complex would be the part of the Bódva
series, in contrast with the previous conceptions
(Grill 1988, 1989; Less et al. 1988, Less 1998,
2000; Szentpétery & Less 2006).
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Figure 17. Lithologic and stratigraphic features of the
Szendrő Szet-4 borehole with previous and new inter-
pretations. For structural interpretation and the details
of the rauhwacke see chapter 7.4.3 and 8.



5.3. Telekesoldal complex

The classical model of Grill (1988) subdivided the TO complex into shale and marl, sandstone
olistolith, limestone olistolith and rhyolite members. These members were supposed to built up an
upward coarsening sequence, with the shale and silicified marl in lowermost, while the olistoliths in
uppermost position. The rhyolite bodies were described as subvolcanic intrusions, intruded into the
lowermost, shale and marl member (Grill 1988,
Chapter 2.2.5). However, according to my field
observations and microfacies studies, these
lithofacies units cannot be separated in time.
Sandstone, siltstone and micro-olistostrome lay-
ers occurs in the dark shale and marl in almost
every locality. Coarser-grained, polymict olis-
tostrome layers are also widespread in every
stratigraphic level. In the next chapter the char-
acteristic lithofacies types will be described
(Fig. 18), but in contrast with the previous view
(Grill 1988), they are not considered represent-
ing different stratigraphic and age intervals. 

5.3.1. Microfacies studies

Szalonna Sza-4, -7, -10, -11, -12, Szendrő
Szet-3 and Rudabánya Rb-661 cores and out-
crops on Csehi Hill and the road cut key-section
between Szalonna and Perkupa villages provid-
ed important data on lithological character of the
complex.

5.3.1.1. Black shale and clay marl with sand-
stone layers 

One of the typical lithofacies units of the TO
complex is made up of dark grey to black shale
and sandstone. Outcrops of this unit occur S of
the Nagy-Telekes Hill, in the Mély Valley, Csehi
Hill (Fig. 1b) and it was also exposed by the
Szalonna Sza-12 core. 

The dark shale is actually claymarl and slate,
which contain quartz silt or fine-grained sand
scattered in the clay or forming thin laminae.
Several microstructural phenomena connected
to ductile deformation are present in the forma-
tion (see chapter 7.). However, there are sam-
ples, where the effects of ductile deformation are
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Figure 18. Simplified reconstructed stratigraphic column of the
Telekesoldal complex. The stratigraphic positions of the age data,
the studied boreholes and outcrops are approximately indicated.



not so strong, and the original sedimentary structures are preserved. In these intervals erosional bases
of the sandstone layers are common (Fig. 19.2). Graded bedding (Fig 19.1, 19.2) and cross-lamina-
tion can also be observed within some of the sandstone beds (Perk-161, Fig. 19.3). Alternation of
fine- to medium-sized sandstone and sandy siltstone laminae (Fig 19.2) were also observed in thin
sections. In some samples taken from the Mély Valley alternation of mm-thick sandstone laminae
and thicker silty claystone layers were found. The sandstones consist predominantly of quartz, but
the amount of feldspars (plagioclases) is usually significant and muscovites also occur in varying
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Figure 19. Lithologic characteristics of the TO complex. 1) radiolaria turbidites 2) Erosional base and normal gradation of the sandstone
and siltstone beds from core Szalonna Sza-12 3) cross lamination in sandstone layers of the Telekesoldal complex in outcrop Perk-161
on Nagy-Telekes Hill 4) Fine grained sandstone intercalation in claymarl. The slump folds of the sandstone refer to gravitational mass
flow origin. Core Szet-3, 32.2 m, Telekesoldal complex 5) Olistostrome of TO complex from the type-locality at the Szalonna-Perkupa
roadcut keysection. Note the different types of clasts, the grain-supported texture and the stylolitic grain boundaries.



quantity. The size of the grains varies from silt to medium-sized sand. The contacts of the grains are
mostly pressure solution surfaces. 

Slump folds are visible occasionally in the sandstone-bearing successions (Fig. 19.4). Lens
shaped sandstone bodies in the shale are also common (for details, see Chapter 7.1.1). They may
have formed either by early post-diagenetic disintegration of sandstone beds and gravitational rede-
position of the sandstone blocks with later flattening during ductile deformation or by subsequent
tectonic deformation processes leading to boudin formation (see Chapter 7.1.1). 

The Szalonna Sza-12 core exposed dark grey shale and marl with varying amounts of radiolari-
an moulds (calcite and quartz) in its lower part. It is overlain by a few meter thick interval contain-
ing 0.3—20 mm sized grey clasts with subordinate shale matrix or without any matrix but microsty-
lolitic grain contacts (olistostrome beds). The typical components are as follows: “filament” wacke-
stone, “filament” packstone (coquina), crinoidal wackstone, crinoidal packstone, dolosparite, silt-
stone, sandy shale, and highly altered volcanoclasts with quartz and feldspar phenocrystals. The
boundaries between the matrix and the clasts are usually pressure solution surfaces; dark solution
seams of insoluble material commonly occur around the clasts. The upper segment of the core sec-
tion is made up of alternation of fine-grained siliciclastic sandstone to siltstone and dark grey shale. 

5.3.1.2. Dark grey shale and marl with olistostrome layers 

The road cut key-section along the road between Szalonna and Perkupa is the best type expo-
sure of the olistotrome lithofacies (Kovács 1988). In the exposed succession 1—5 m thick dark
greenish-grey bioturbated marl beds alternate with 0.1—5 m thick olistostrome beds. Centimeter- to
meter sized clasts (mostly grey limestone and green rhyolite clasts) occur in the olistostrome beds
(Fig. 19.5). The original shapes of the limestone and rhyolite clasts are rarely visible due to pressure
solutional grain contacts and tectonic deformation. Angular brownish shale clasts, 0.5—2 cm in size,
also commonly occur. The thickest beds contain the coarsest grains where size of rhyolite clasts may
reach 0.5 m in diameter. Grain-supported texture is typical but mud-supported debris flow deposits
are also present, rarely. In the grain-supported beds the matrix is usually missing or subordinate; the
microstylolitic grain contacts are typical. The other characteristic feature for pressure solution is the
displacement of layering or caclcite veins along certain planes (Fig. 20.1). In the matrix supported
olistostromes the matrix is dark shale, marl with organic material and pyrite or fine siliciclastics with
altered volcanogenic components. 

In the olistostrome beds the carbonate clasts are predominant, their typical texture types are as
follows: thin-shelled bivalve (“filament”) wackestone, radiolarian and “filament” wackestone, bio-
clastic (crinoidal), peloidal wackestone, peloidal grainstone, crinoidal wackestone, radiolarian
wackestone, micritic mudstone (partially dolomitized or silicified in some cases), oolitic crinoidal
packstone, dolomicrosparite and dolosparite, sparry calcite, and pervasively silicified rock. Some
platform derived carbonate clasts were also detected. Early Ladinian to Late Norian conodonts were
found in some grey limestone clasts by S. Kovács (Balogh & Kovács 1977). The predominant part
of the carbonate clasts is probably Triassic in age, and represents hemipelagic facies. 

The sample presented on Figure 20.2 to 20.4 is a succession, starting with greenish grey silty clay-
stone basin facies. Above an uneven erosional surface, it is overlain by a 2 cm thick lithoclastic, bio-
clastic packstone layer with subordinate microsparitic matrix (Fig. 20.2). The typical grain size is
between 1—5 mm, no grading is visible. The bioclasts are coarse sand-sized crinoid ossicles. The types
of lithoclasts are as follows: bioclastic wackestone, peloidal wackestone, peloidal microsparite with a
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Figure 20.

Figure 21.
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few “filaments”, dolosparite and silty claystone (yel-
low). This layer is overlain by a 1 cm thick sponge
spicule packstone (partially silicified) (Fig. 20.3) that is
followed by a turbidite layer with an erosional contact.
The ~1 cm thick allodapic layer is lithoclastic crinoidal
packstone showing definite grading (Fig. 20.4). 

Along with carbonate clasts highly altered volcan-
oclasts are usually common. Holocrystalline, locally
spherulitic, porphyritic rhyolites are typical (Fig.
21.1). They contain perthitic orthoclase, quartz of
undularory extinction and idiomorhic resorbed quartz
(Fig. 21.2), commonly surrounded by a siliceous ring.
Strongly altered intersertal-intergranular basalt-
dolerite clasts with slightly bent plagioclase lathes
were also encountered rarely (Fig. 21.3, 21.4).
Individual idiomorphic resorbed quartz grains, mosaic
like quartz crystals or crystal stacks, sericitic ortho-
clase and rarely plagioclase (oligoclase) derived from
volcanites, together with coarse sand-sized crinoid
ossicles also occur in some samples. 

In the Telekes Valley, opposite of the Hunter
House the contact of a 100 m sized rhyolite body and
the shale is cropping out (Fig. 22.1-2). The volcanite is
a light green rhyolite with vitroporphiric texture. In the
green glassy matrix 4-5 mm-scale feldspar phenocrys-
talls are present (Fig. 22.2). The S0-1 foliation of the
shale goes around the rhyolite body, late shearing at
the contact can be observed.

300 m E from the Hunter House outcrop, the the
Rudabánya Rb-661 borehole (Fig. 23) penetrated

Figure 20. 1) A caracteristic feature for pressure solution: displacement
of calcite vein on certain planes in TO olistostrome. 2-4) Greenish grey
silty claystone is erosionally overlain by a 2 cm thick lithoclastic, bio-
clastic packstone layer (2). It is overlain by a 1 cm thick sponge spicule
packstone (partially silicified) layer (3), which is followed by a turbidite
layer, lithoclastic crinoideal packstone (4)

Figure 21. 1) Rhyolite fragment with holocrystalline partly spherolitic
matrix, rounded quartz and large K-feldspar crystals. Crossed polars,
Telekesoldal key section. 2) Resorbed quartz and large K-feldspar crys-
tals in a strongly carbonatised fragment, in a carbonate rich olis-
tostrome. Crossed polars, Telekesoldal key section. 3) Strongly altered
opacitised and carbonatised intersertal basalt fragment with skeletal
structured laths of plagioclase and some parallel shearing zones. 1 polar,
Telekesoldal key section. 4) Strongly altered opacitised and carbona-
tised intersertal basalt fragment with skeletal structured laths of plagio-
clase, calcite and limonitised magnetite aggregates. 1 polar,
Telekesoldal key section.

Figure 22. 1) The contact of the slate and rhyolite at the
Hunter's house locality in Telekes Valley. IC and AI of
the slate were investigated (see chapter x). 2) Green rhy-
olite with plagioclase porphyroclasts of the same locali-
ty. 3) Slightly melted plagioclase free granite cataclasite
within the rhyolite of TO from the neighbourhood of the
Hounter House in the Telekes valley



similar rhyolite body at its bottom part, just
above the tectonic contact with the Upper
Permian Perkupa Evaporite Formation and a
more than 10 m thick tectonic breccia. In this core
the boundary of the large rhyolite-ignimbrite
body (19 m apparent thickness) is sharp. Altered
vitrophyric rhyolite, rhyolite tuff and ignimbrite
are the main rock types. Under the microscope
fragments of volcanic glass and pumiceous tex-
ture – the characteristic features of ignimbrite –
are clearly visible (Fig. 24.1, 4, 6). Thin laminae
of sericite-chlorite are predominant in the matrix
(Fig. 24.1). The porphyritic components are per-
titic orthoclase, idiomorphic quartz with resorbed
margin, fractured quartz with undulatory extinc-
tion, commonly partly melted, and few large
sericitic plagioclases or plagioclase-orthoclase
composite grains, and few biotites (Fig. 24).

Small (mm to 1 cm-sized) rhyolite clasts (Fig.
24.2, 24.3, 24.5) were encountered in “spotty”
shale (usually silty claymarl, marl, calcareous
marl) in several horizons in a 40 m thick interval
above the large rhyolite body. There are clasts
consisting of large quartz and feldspar crystals in
a calcified matrix. Composite grains also occur
together with resorbed quartz and orthoclase
crystal fragments. There are lithoclasts consisting
of resorbed quartz and sheared, fractured perthitic
orthoclase in a squeezed chloritic, calcitized and
silicified matrix.

Along with the rhyolite clasts a few carbonate
clasts of similar size were also found. In the sam-
ple taken from 101.7 m, radiolarian wackestone
(3 cm) (Fig. 25.1), “filament” wackestone (2 cm)
clasts and an altered rhyolite clast (2 mm) were
observed (Fig. 25.2). The typical texture types of
the clastsin this interval is bioclastic wackestone
containing large number of radiolarians recrystal-
lized to calcite, probably also sponge spicules and
small fragments of thin-shalled bivalves (“fila-
ments”) locally. Darker bioturbation patches rich
in organic matter and pyrite are common. 

Only slightly squeezed and deformed shale also
occur in several horizons, rarely. In the upper part of
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Figure 23. Reconstructed lithologic and stratigraphic features
of the Rudabánya Rb-661 borehole. Note tectonically reduced
pelagic Bódva Triassic below the evaporite, underlain by
Bódva platform carbonate. For tectonic interpretation see chap-
ter 7.4. For details of the evaporitic mélange see chapter 8.



the borehol (above 100 m) spotty shale (marl, silty marl) lithology and radiolarian wackestone texture
continues, but the clasts are missing. In the uppermost ~40 m of the core section the barren mudstone tex-
ture is prevailing. In a single sample at 25.0 m, probably representing a larger clast, well preserved thin-
shalled bivalve fragments (Fig. 25.3) were found in silicified marl matrix (“filament” wackestone). 
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Figure 24. 1) Rock fragment surrounded by fibrous calcite cement and containing large, fragmented quartz and smaller K-feldspar
crystals in a sheared fine-grained, mostly sericitized matrix. Crossed polars, Rb-661, 116.1 m. 2) Boundary of siltstone and sheared
carbonatized rock fragment (rhyolite), in which large quartz, K-feldspar opaque minerals and few biotite crystals are surrounded by
totally chloritized, sericitized glassy matrix. 1 polar, Rb-661, 149.0-149.1 m. 3) Sheared, carbonatized rock fragment containing large
quartz and K-feldspar crystals with diffuse boundary in siltstone. Crossed polars, Rb-661, 132.6 m. 4) K-feldspar, quartz and biotite
in glassy groundmass with characteristic texture of pumice bearing rhyolite tuff (ignimbrite). 1 polar, Rb-661, 153.3 m 5.) Irregular
shaped rock fragment with angular quartz crystals and sparitic matrix in siltstone. Crossed polar, Rb-661, 108.8 m 6) Large, slightly
deformed and altered plagioclase (most probably albite) crystal in glassy groundmass, + polar, Rb-661, 153.3 m



Rhyolites within marl and claystone succession were also encountered in the Szalonna Sza-10
core. An olistostrome layer containing predominantly radiolarian wackestone (Fig. 26.1), radiolari-
an—“filament” wackestone, rhyolite and a single, probably platform-derived clast (Fig. 26.2, 26.4)
was found in the 95.4—95.5 m interval. These platform facies carbonate clasts are very rare in the
olistostrome of the TO complex. Except for this finding, the only platform-derived clast was found
in core Szalonna Sza-11, where at 36.5—57.26 m along with the radiolarian “filament” wackstone,
coarsely crystalline dolosparite and shale lithoclasts, an oolitic-crinoidal packstone clast was found
in shale matrix (Fig. 26.3, 26.5). 

Partially silicified carbonates containing carbonate lithoclasts were found in some samples taken
from outcrops on the range between the Telekes and Henc Valleys. The texture is lithoclastic
grainstone. Along with the 1—2 mm sized, medium to well-rounded lithoclasts coarse sand-size bio-
clasts (bivalve and echinoderm fragments) also occur, rarely. The composition of the lithoclasts is as
follows: micritic and microsparitic mudstone, “filament” wackestone, radiolarian wackestone and
totally silicified clasts.

As a summary, the detected clast composition of the olistostrome horizons in the TO complex is
as follows. Most of the lithoclasts are carbonates, but rhyolite, shale and basalt clasts also occur in
variable quantity. Among the carbonates the grey pelagic limestones are predominant, dolomite is
frequent, and uniqually, shallow-water limestone clasts were also detected. Among the volacan-
oclasts the rhyolite is predominant, while basalt clasts are rare. The size of the rhyolite clasts and
bodies can vary from mm to 100 m. Shale and marl lithoclasts were also encountered.
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Figure 25. 
1) Radiolarian wackestone intraclast in radiolarian wackestone
matrix containing much less radiolarian moulds than the clast.
Note the microstylolitic grain boundaries. Rb-661, 113.0 m 
2) Rhyolite fragment consisting of holocrystalline mosaic like
carbonatised quartz matrix and resorbed idiomorphic por-
phyric quartz crystal embedded in fine grained silty matrix, 1
polar, Rb-661, 101.7 m 
3) Thin-shelled bivalvs in partially silicified micritic matrix -
"filament" wackestone. Most probably it is a large lithoclast in
the shale that was found below and above this interval. Rb-661,
25.0 m.



5.3.2. Revision of the radiolarian fauna in Telekesoldal complex 

Several new samples were collected from cores and outcrops to refine or define the age of the
Telekesoldal complex. Previously it was supposed without any biostratigraphical data, that the succes-
sion involves the whole Liassic with shorter gaps (Grill 1988). Dogger was evidenced by radiolarians
(Grill & Kozur 1986, Dosztály 1994), while the youngest part of the complex was considered to be
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Figure 26. 1) Radiolarian wackestone and radiolarian "filament" wackestone components of the TO olistostrome. Sza-10, 95.4m. 2,4) A rare
platform-derived clast containging a foraminifera (in the white circle) and molds, filled with coarse crystalline sparite. Sza-10, 95.4m. 3,5)
A unique ooidal-crinoideal packstone texture clast from the TO olistostrome. Sza-11, 36.5m. The white boxes on 2 and 3 indicates the
enlarged areas 4) and 5) 6) Age diagnostic dinoflagellata cysts from the Telekesoldal Complex. a - Ctenidodinium sp.: Callovian, core Sza-
12, 50.3 m b - Lithodinia sp.c - Nannoceratopsis gracilis: Bajocian, core Szö-3 76.0 m d - Wanaea sp.: Callovian, core Sza-12 50.3 m



early Late Jurassic on basis of “field data” (Grill 1988). Unfortunatelly, the radiolarians of the new sam-
ples were calcified or so badly preserved that it made further investigations impossible. Revision of the
samples collected and prepared by Dosztály (1994) is discussed in the next chapter.

Two samples (sample at 52.0 m—53.0 m and sample at 69.8 m—70.6 m) from the borehole yield-
ed moderately well preserved and relatively abundant radiolarian assemblages, mainly characterized
by spumellarians. The following stratigraphically important radiolarians were identified from the
sample at 69.8 m—70.6 m (Kövér et al. 2009b): Emiluvia lombardensis Baumgartner, Emiluvia
spp., Unuma cf. typicus Ichikawa & Yao, Laxtorum (?) jurassicum Isozaki & Matsuda, Triactoma
spp., Pseudoeucyrtis sp., Orbiculiforma sp. X sensu Baumgartner et al. The biostratigraphic range
of E. lombardensis Baumgartner indicates UAZ 1—4 and L. (?) jurassicum Isozaki & Matsuda indi-
cates UAZ 2—3. 

Co-occurrence of these species and the presence Unuma cf. typicus Ichikawa & Yao (UAZ 3—4)
indicates that this sample can be assigned to UAZ 3 (early-middle Bajocian). 

The sample from 52.0 m—53.0 m yielded moderately well preserved and diversified radiolarian
fauna (Fig. 16) (Kövér et al. 2009b) including Pseudodictyomitrella spinosa Grill & Kozur,
Transhsuum cf. maxwelli (Pessago), Homoeoparonaella argolidensis Baumgartner,
Homoeoparonaella elegans (Pessagno), Homoeoparonaella cf. elegans (Pessagno), Unuma sp. F sensu
Yao, Gorgansium sp., Pantanellium sp., Tritrabs simplex Kito & De Wever, Tritrabs cf. ewingi
(Pessagno), Emiluvia lombardensis Baumgartner, Triactoma cf. jakobse Carter, Pseudocrucella? sp.,
Paronaella cf. corpulenta De Wever, Angulobracchia digitata Baumgartner, Hsuum fuchsi Kozur. 

The biostratigraphic range of E. lombardensis Baumgartner indicates UAZ 1—4, while H. argoli-
densis Baumgartner, H. elegans (Pessagno) indicate UAZ 4—11. It follows that co-occurrence of
them indicate the UAZ 4 (Late Bajocian). 

In summary, these findigs indicate a depositional age probably spanning from early to late
Bajocian. 

5.3.3. Palynological age determination from the Telekesoldal complex and Akasztó unit

Three wells (Sza-10, Sza-12, Szö-3) (Fig. 1) were sampled to analyse the sedimentary organic mat-
ter content. Two of them are located in the central Rudabánya Hills (Fig. 1), while the Szö-3 borehole
is located at the eastern margin of the Aggtelek Hills. The surrounding of this latter was considered as
Early Triassic (Less et al. 1988) and will be refered to as the Akasztó unit, defined in chapter 2.2.5.4.

Age-diagnostic dinoflagellate cysts (Wanaea sp., Ctenidodinium sp.) were detected (Fig 26.6) in
sample 50.3 m from well Szalonna Sza-12, indicating Callovian age (Kövér et al. 2009b). Sample
74.0 m from well Sza-10 is characterized by opaque phytoclasts only; no palynomorphs are preserved. 

Sample 76.0 m of well Szögliget Szö-3 penetrates black to dark grey shales of Akasztó unit. The
sample yielded poorly to moderately preserved sedimentary organic particles. Poorly preserved speci-
mens of the dinoflagellate cyst Nannoceratopsis gracilis Alberti were identified, which refers to
Bajocian age (Kövér et al. 2009b). 

In summary, revision of the radiolarian specimens and the first findings of marine palynomorphs in
the TO complex was resulted in refinement of the supposed depositional age interval. The examined
samples indicate Bajocian-Callovian age.
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5.3.4. Radiometric age of the rhyolite occurrences 

Radiometric age determinations were carried out on zircon grain separates from different sized
rhyolite pebbles and bodies of the TO Complex. Samples from different locations and positions were
treated separately during the measurements. However, some of them were contracted by right of
their cathodluminescence (CL) images and isotope ratios in the course of age calculations. Grain
separation and morphological investigations were made at the Department of the Mineralogy and
Petrology, University of Miskolc (Majoros, 2008). Back-scattered electron (BSE) and CL imaging
with a Tescan Vega 2 instrument was performed at the Geological Survey of Austria (Geologische
Bundesanstalt). The main parameters of the measurements were 10 kV acceleration, 0.5 nA amper-
age and 17 mm sample distance. The in-situ high-precision U-Th-Pb dating was performed at
Department of Lithospheric Research, University of Vienna (by the guidance of U. Klötzli) with a
NewWave 193SS laser-ablation system which was in connection with a Nu PLASMA HR MC-ICP
mass spectrometer. Spot-selection was guided by internal structures (zonation) as seen in CL images
of mounted and polished zircon grains. Data processing was made by Isoplot.

5.3.4.1. Results from zircon morphological investigations

As a result of the zircon morphological investigations the zircon grains are classified into two
main groups, which may refers to difference in their original chemical composition (Majoros 2008).
The first group contains zircon grains from the matrix of the olistostrome from the roadcut key-sec-
tion between Szalonna and Perkupa, from the big rhyolite body at the Hunters House locality, and
from upper stratigraphic levels of cores Rudabánya Rb-661, Varbóc Va-4 and Szalonna Sza-10.
While the other group is consists of mineral grains from pebbles of the olistostrome from the same
roadcut key-section, and from lower stratigraphic levels of the previous cores. The interpretation of
Majoros (2008) was that the rhyolite is the result of a longer volcanic activity. During this rather long
period, the previously solidified rocks redeposited as different sized pebbles, blocks (cores) and fine-
grained material (matrix of olistostrome).

5.3.4.2. CL imaging

Sample No 1 Olistolith from the TO olistostrome (Perkupa-Szalonna road cut key-section)

Number of measured grains: 7
Number of analyses: 10
Grains (Fig. 27, 28, 29) frequently display bright luminescent, prismatic cores with close growth

bands (1-a-4, 1-b-1, 1-c-3, 1-c-6). The oscillatory zoning is often blurred and widened, or fully
replaced by CL-homogeneous domains (1-c-6, 1-e-6). These cores usually have resolved rims, and
are enclosed by variably wide CL-bright domains with well-developed oscillatory zoning typical of
magmatic growth (1-a-4, 1-b-1, 1-c-3, 1-c-6, 1-e-6). One crystal contains CL-dark core (1-b-2), with
CL-bright overgrowth similar to the previous rims. The most elongated crystal shows CL-bright
close zoning (1-a-9) with no clearly distinguishable core.

Sample No 2 Matrix of the olistostrome (Perkupa-Szalonna roadcut key-section)

Number of measured grains: 3
Number of analyses: 4
Two of the grains display bright luminescent: one with seemingly CL-homogeneous core with
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wide rim of bright growth bands (2-a-4) and one with CL-bright close zoning in all the crystal (Fig.
30). The core of the third grain is mostly CL-dark, and is enclosed by brighter growth bands.

Sample No 3 Layer from the olistostrome (Perkupa-Szalonna roadcut key-section) 

Number of measured grains: 3
Number of analyses: 3
Two grains display dark luminescent, prismatic cores with some CL-bright, narrow growth band

(3-c-8, 3-d-10). The rim of zircon 3-d-10 is CL-bright. The third sample was cut not exactly in the
middle during sample preparation, so the growth bands seen on the image refer to the rim of the crys-
tal (Fig. 30).  

Figure 27. CL and BS images of the investigated zircon crystals
from a rhyolite olistolith of the TO complex, Szalonna-Perkupa
roadcut keysection. Place of the LA-ICP-MS measurements are
indicated. White line shows the measurement included in this age
group, while grey indicates those fit in another age group. Calculated
ages and the related Concordia diagram are also indicated

Figure 28. CL and BS images of the investigated zircon crystals
from a rhyolite olistolith of the TO complex, Szalonna-Perkupa
roadcut keysection. Calculated ages and the related Terra-
Wasserburg diagram are also indicated.
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Figure 29. CL and BS images of the investigated zircon crystals
from a rhyolite olistolith of the TO complex, Szalonna-Perkupa
roadcut keysection.Calculated ages and the related Terra-
Wasserburg diagram are also indicated.

Figure 31. Calculated age and the related Terra-Wasserburg dia-
gram of the samples 2 and 3 (Fig. 30).

Figure 30. CL and BS images of the investigated zircon crystals from
a layer and the matrix of the TO olistostrome, Szalonna-Perkupa
roadcut keysection. 
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Sample No 4 Rhyolite body at Hunter’s House locality

Number of measured grains: 9
Number of analyses: 10
Grains frequently display middle-bright or dark luminescent, rounded cores with complicated

inner structure (Fig. 32, 33). These cores are enclosed by variably wide CL-bright domains with
well-developed oscillatory zoning (4-a-6, 4-b-2, 4-c-8, 4-d-3, 4-e-1). The more elongated grains
show no different shaped or bright cores (4-a-10, 4-a-7, 4-b-5, 4-c-4), but built up by close, CL-
bright growth bands, too. 

Sample No 7 Core Szalonna Sza-10 125 m

Number of measured grains: 5
Number of analyses: 5
Grains frequently have CL-dark, usually homogenous cores (7-a-5, 7-b-5, 7-d-7). These cores are enclosed

by very thin, CL-dark domains with well-developed oscillatory zoning. In these cases the dark overgrowths
form less than 10 µm wide rims around the relatively large cores (Fig. 34). Two grains containing CL-dark core
with homogenous inner structure have wide rim with CL-dark to middle bright growth bands (7-b-6, 7-d-4). 

Figure 32. CL and BS images of the investigated zircon crystals
from the rhyolite body at Hunter House locality. 

Figure 33. CL and BS images of the investigated zircon crystals
from the rhyolite body at Hunter House locality. Calculated ages
and the related Terra-Wasserburg diagram are also indicated.
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Sample No 8 Core Szalonna Sza-10 ~ 60 m

Number of measured grains: 4
Number of analyses: 4
The more elongated grains are CL-dark, usually homogenous domains with signs of very pale

CL-brighter growth bands (8-c-6, 8-d-6, 8-a-4). The fourth grain has a more complex inner structure.
It displays medium-bright luminescent, prismatic core with close oscillatory zoning (Fig. 35). This
core is enclosed by a differently oriented domain with variably wide growth bands displaying medi-
um-bright luminescent (8-d-9). 

Figure 34. CL and BS images of the investigated zircon crystals
from the rhyolite body in core Szalonna Sza-10 125m. Place of the
LA-ICP-MS measurements are indicated.

Figure 35. CL and BS images of the investigated zircon crystals
from the rhyolite body in core Szalonna Sza-10 ~app. 60 m. Place
of the LA-ICP-MS measurements are indicated.



Sample No 9 Core Varbóc Va-4 49 m

Number of measured grains: 5
Number of analyses: 5
The grains can be divided into two groups (Fig. 36, 37). The first contains grains 9-b-2 and 9-c-

9 having CL-dark, CL-homogeneous, prismatic cores. The rims of these cores are rounded, slightly
dissolved. These cores are overgrown by medium-bright luminescent domains showing some not
pronounced chaotic inner structure. The other three crystals are characterized by CL-bright oscilla-
tory zoning from cores to rims (9-c-2, 9-e-10, 9-e-3). These growth bands are close spaced. Grain 9-
e-10 may have a CL-darker, very thin core. The others are cut not exactly in the middle, that’s why
only the brighter rims are visible. 
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Figure 36. CL and BS images of the investigated zircon crystals
from the rhyolite tuff in core Varbóc Va-4 49 m. Place of the LA-
ICP-MS measurements are indicated

Figure 37. CL and BS images of the investigated zircon crystals
from the rhyolite in core Varbóc Va-4 49 m. Place of the LA-ICP-
MS measurements are indicated. Calculated ages and the related
Terra-Wasserburg diagram are also indicated.



5.3.4.3. U/Pb ages

Forty-one U-Pb isotope analyses were performed on core and mantle of 36 prismatic zircon crys-
talls.The raw Pb/U and Pb/Pb ratios measured by LA-ICP-MS was corrected using the local instru-
mental parameters. After isotope ration and age calculations the results were visualized by Isoplot
and MsExcel.

Sample No 1 Olistolith from the TO olistostrome (Perkupa-Szalonna road cut key-section) 

Within this sample, three age groups can be distinguished. The oldest ages are calculated from
two spot measurements on cores with resolved margins but different CL brightness (1-b-2, 1-c-6)
with an age of 2015 ± 23Ma (2σ) (Fig. 27). The next, 226 ± 6.2 Ma (2σ) old group was measured
on the core of an elongated prismatic grain (1-b-a) and two zoned rims (Fig. 28). In case of the 1-c-
3 crystal, the 2 billion aged core partly solved during a later event, then it was overgrown by this
younger zoned rim. There is no sign of dissolution or change in crystallographic orientation between
the core and rim of the other grain (1-e-6). The youngest, 206.8 ± 4.5 Ma (2σ) age was detected on
crystals 1-b-1 and 1-a-4. In the latter case there is no age difference within the core and rim of the
grain in spite of the visible solution surface separating the two parts (Fig. 29). 

Sample No 2 and 3 Matrix and layer of the olistostrome (Perkupa-Szalonna roadcut key-section)

During the examination of the thin sections (Chapter 5.3.1.2.) the volcanic material was interpret-
ed as redeposited debris in contrast with the previous interpretations describing these layers as
coeval tuff horizons. Thus supposingly there is no difference in the origin of zircons separated from
the matrix of the olistostrome and from a nearby layer, thus they were counted together during the
age calculations. The 222.1 ± 7.9 Ma (2σ) age was measured on the core of two CL-dark crystals
(2-a-1 B spot, 3-c-8), on one zoned core (3-c-10) and on two highly zoned owergrow of the equally
oriented cores (2-a-4, 2-a-8) (Fig. 30, 31). 

Sample No 4 Rhyolite body at Hunter’s House locality

6 crystals with different morphological (elongated or tabular) and CL character were measured
with the same 219.3 ± 6.2 Ma (2σ) age group result (Fig. 32, 33). In case of grain 4-b-2 there was
no detectable difference between the CL dark core and the CL light rim in spite of a well-visible
solution event between the growth of the two, chemically different parts. 

Sample No 9 Core Varbóc Va-4 49 m

The zircon crystals of this sample were the largest and most promising ones on basis of their BS
images (rare cracks or fissures, no visible inclusions Fig. 36, 37). Unfortunatelly, the U content of
these crystals were very low (CL dark), that is why the error of the measured isotope ratios became
very large. It resulted in equally large deviation of the age data (206± 20 Ma (2σ)). 

The results of the U/Pb age determinations can be summarized in the next way. The measurements
were carried out on 33 zircon crystals of 7 sample groups. Unfortunatelly, some of the samples had
very low U content or extremely variable isotope ratios, which not allowed reliable age calculations.
However, we have new radiometric age data from every different position of the rhyolite occurrences
(e.g. fine-grained volcanite interpreted as matrix or a layer of the olistostrome, cm-dm-sized clast of
the same olistostrome, 100 m-sized big body from the Hunter House location, and tuff intercalation in
pelagic limestone from Va-4 borehole). Except from some very old cores (2015 ± 23Ma) the results
are culminating around two ages: 220 Ma and 206 Ma. Both of them indicate volcanic activity in the
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Late Triassic. Without more information on the magmatism, it can indicate either an elongated mag-
matic event in time, or two distinct episods within a long magmatic event. These age data evidenced,
that the Late Triassic rhyolites – even the 100 m-sized big bodies – must be olistoliths in the Middle
Jurassic slate matrix. They are definitely not coeval subvolcanic bodies (as supposed by Szakmány &
Máthé 1989), and cannot have thermal contact towards the much younger shale. 

5.3.5. Depositional conditions of the Telekesoldal complex

The sedimentological characteristics of the sandstone layers such as alternation of shale and sand-
stone layers, erosional base and normal gradation of the coarser-grained layers, slump folds, and
cross-lamination of the fine-grained sandstone refers to turbiditic origin. The sandstone-bearing
shale lithofacies is suggested to form in a relatively deep pelagic basin that was reached by proxi-
mal to distal siliciclastic turbidity currents. The sand to silt-size siliciclastic material can be derived
from a distal provenance. The coarse-grained gravity deposits (debrites, coarse grain turbidites) may
have been accumulated closer to the slope. The carbonate components (extraclasts) of the gravity
flow deposits (olistostromes) are predominantly Middle to Late Triassic (Kovács 1988) pelagic lime-
stones showing features of the grey Hallstatt (Pötschen) facies. 

Rhyolite volcanoclasts and related quartz and feldspar grains of the olistostrome derive both from
lava rocks and ignimbrites. However, locally intrusive rock fragments are present as inclusions. The
large rhyolite-ignimbrite bodies in core Rudabánya Rb-661, Szalonna Sza-10 and in the surface out-
crop at Hunter House were already investigated in details by Szakmány et al (1989) and Máthé &
Szakmány (1990). They described thermal contact between the shale and the volcanite, thus they
interpreted the rhyolite as subvolcanic body. The age of the rhyolite was considered to be the same
Middle Jurassic as the sediments, or a little bit younger (Szakmány et al 1989). However, I interpret
the big rhyolites – similarly to the previously mentioned mm to cm-sized ones – as olistoliths in the
shale and marl matrix. The contact to the shale is pressure solution contact. Often local shearing
occurred along these surfaces during formation of S1 foliation due to competence contrast between
the different lithologies. Kübler index measurements do not indicated higher T values in the shale
close to the rhyolite body (Chapter 6.4.1). These measurements do not supply the theory of a ther-
mal contact zone. Finally, zircon U/Pb age determinations (Chapter 5.3.4) proved the Upper Triassic
age of the rhyolite. This fact excludes thermal contact towards the Middle – Upper Jurassic shale.
The only interpretation can be the olistholitic origin of these large rhyolite blocks, too. The existence
of small rhyolite clasts also supports this idea. For depositional environment of these 100 m-sized
blocks a close source area and base-of-slope depositional setting can be suggested.

In summary, the lithological features described above imply a relatively deep marine basin in the
proximity of a submarine slope as the depositional environment of TO complex. The typical compo-
nents of the olistostromes indicate that the Triassic and probably Jurassic carbonates formed on an
attenuated continental crust (grey Hallstatt facies zone) and volcanic rocks (Upper Triassic) must
have been present in the source area of the gravity flows. Compressional tectonics due to the sub-
duction and coeval formation of the accretionary wedge lead to nappe stacking of the ocean margin
may have created suitable conditions for this sedimentation pattern. The source of the occasionally
present basalt clasts probably indicate involvement of the oceanic crust in the nappe stacking. Nappe
stacking brought superposition of Triassic pelagic carbonates and volcanic formations. These move-
ments led to formation of steep slopes and intense tectonics caused fragmentation of hard rocks and
triggered gravity mass movements. The coarse gravity deposits formed slope apron along the fore-
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land of the thrust belt in this subduction-related basin. 
Revision of the radiolarian fauna from Szendrő Szet-3 borehole resulted in Bajocian-Bathonian

age for this succession of the TO complex. Depositional age can be extended to Bajocian-Callovian
by first findings of marine palynomorphs in core Szalonna Sza-12 and Szögliget Szö-3. Thus revi-
sion of the radiolarian fauna and new palynomorph determinations evidenced only Middle Jurassic
ages. Liassic and Malm ages supposed by previous authors (Chapter 2.2.5) was not evidenced.
However, they can not be excluded for other parts of the complex. 

In summary, the depositional area must have been in the vicinity of the ongoing nappe stacking of the
thinned continental margin and the oceanic lithosphere in connection with the Middle—Late Jurassic sub-
duction and accretionary wedge forming processes of the Neotethys Ocean (Schmid et al. 2008).

5.4. Other series similar to Telekesoldal complex

5.4.1. Nyúlkertlápa beds 

Lithologically the NL beds are built up by grey, greenish grey and black slate and marl.
Sometimes it contains mm to cm sized grey limestone and marl olistoliths. Metamorphic petrologi-
cal data indicate that the metamorphic alteration of NL series reached the boundary of anchizone and
epizone (Chapter 6.4.1). Field structural observations demonstrate the presence of ductile structures,
namely S0-1 foliation (Chapter 7.1.1) and D5b extensional shear zones (Chapter 7.6). All these fea-
tures strengthen earlier views that this series is part of a metamorphic unit (Less 2000, Less et al.
1988). While KI indices, the lithological characteristics and the ductile deformational features are
quite similar to the TO complex, I consider these units as equivalents. This idea has been already
suggested by Csontos (1988), too. 

5.4.2. Hidvégardó series

Formations cropping out only in form of scant debris in the vicinity of Hidvégardó and
Tornaszentjakab villages and penetrated by the boreholes Hidvégardó Ha-3, Tornaszentandrás Tsz-
16, Tornaszentjakab Tj-1 were classified into the Hidvégardó Formation or Series. In the core Ha-3
(Fig. 6) it is tectonically overlain by an overturned Torna series (Kovács & Árkai 1989). The series
were divided into 4 main lithofacies units: 

a., lowermost black shale rock association, partly silicified with siderite and siltstone nodules
containing radiolarian molds, 

b., middle evaporite-bearing member: light green and grey shale, siltstone, anhydrite, gypsum and dolomite 
c., upper part: thin-bedded limestone with crinoid and echinoid fragments, marl and shale
d., the uppermost part is the so called Tornaszentjakab beds which are built up by the alternation

of 0.1-0.3 m thick grey (near the surface light brown) limestone and silty limestone beds.
Since all the conodont and sporomorph probes were negative the age of the formation/series was

not proven. On the basis of the lithological similarities the formation was thought to be equal with
the rock association penetrated by the borehole Zsarnó (Žarnov) Žam-1 (Fig. 38.) in the Slovak
Republic. From the evaporitic succession of Zsarnó Žam-1 (46.2 m and 13.2 m) lowermost Triassic
sporomorph assemblage was identified by Planderová (Szentpétery & Less 2006). By right of these
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findings the whole Hidvégardó series was con-
sidered to be most likely Upper Permian-Lower
Triassic, which was in agreement with the gen-
eral opinion about the age of the evaporites in
the Aggtelek-Rudabánya Hills (Grill et al. 1984,
Kovács 1989, Less et al. 1988). For the black
nodular shale a deep sea depositional environ-
ment was suggested in contrast with the shallow
water hypersaline lagoon of the evaporitic part
of the succession. Further discussion about the
sedimentary contact of the deep sea originated
shale and the lagoonal evaporite was not carried
out. 

However, some observations were controver-
sial with the suggested Upper Permian-Lower
Triassic age of the whole sequence. Mello
(1979) brought on that the microfacies of some
limestones from core Zsarnó (Žarnov) Žam-1
are highly reminiscent of the Upper Triassic and
Liassic ones near Csoltó (Coltovo). 

I made new observations on the available
cores of the Zsarnó (Žarnov) Žam-1 borehole.
Unfortunatelly, only short sections of the core is
preserved in the core depository in Bratislava.
The uppermost 225 m of the core consists of
dark grey to black slate and marl. Corser grained
intercalations of silt and fine-grained sandstone
are also present. At 72-73 m an olistostrome
horizon is visible (Fig. 39.1). It is a grain-sup-
ported, polymict sedimentary breccia with mm
to cm sized clasts. The clasts are mainly differ-
ent types of light grey to dark grey limestones
and dolomites. The contacts of the grains are
pressure solution surfaces. In thin sections most
of the clasts are carbonates, but individual, large-
scale (up to 0.5 cm in diameter) quartz crystals are
also present (Fig. 39.3-7). Large crinoideal frag-
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Figure 38. Structural interpretation of borehole Zsarnó (Žarnov)
Žam-1. Previous concept interpret the whole core as a continu-
ous section containing grey limestone, graphitic shale, green and
grey clay, dolomit and anhydrite intercalations.

Figure 39. Sedimentary features of the samples from core Zsarnó (Žarnov) Žam-1. 1) macroscopic view of the sedimentary breccias
horizon at 73.1 m 2) dolomite clasts incorporated into evaporite at 381.6 m 3-7) microscopic view of the olistostrome horizon at 73.1
m. It is characterized by grain-supported texture with the following components: 3) quartz, dolomite, crinoid fragments and biomi-
crite clasts 4) dolomite with pseudomorphs after gypsum, quartz, crinoid fragment, micritic limestone 5) quartz, biomicrite, crinoid
fragment, coarse-grained dolomite 6) shale clast is also present 7) large radiolarian packstone with filament and sponge spicules 8)
fine-grained sandstone intercalation in the slate of Hidvégardó series in Hidvégardó Ha-3 core (282.4 m).
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ments are also frequent (Fig. 39.3, 4, 7). The carbonate texture of the clasts is mainly bioclastic micrit
(Fig. 39.3, 7). The main biogene components are forams (Fig. 39.3), sponge spicles (Fig. 39.7) and
radiolarian molds (Fig. 39.7). All the bioclasts are recristallised. Radiolarian-filamental packstone (Fig.
39.7), corse-grained dolomite and shale (Fig. 39.6) are also present among the clasts. Dolomite clasts
with rectangular shapes filled with silicious material are characteristic components (Fig. 39.4). These
are pseudomorphs after gypsum crystals which were originally present in the dolomite clasts. 

Between 213 and 225 m the originally dark slate is altered into light brown slate. At 225 m a 5 cm
thick calcite+quartz vein is visible, which separates the slate from an evaporitic breccia below. The evap-
orite lasts till 278 m depth, and contains dolomite clasts (Fig. 39.2). Another calcite+quartz vein indicates
the lower boundary of the evaporitic breccia. Between 278 and 318 m dark grey slate and marl occurs
with allodapic limestone layers. This part of the core shows great similarity to the upper part. Between
318 and 400 m a second evaporitic slice occurs. Below it the dark grey slate and marl is continuing.

In my interpretation, the olistostrome layers of the dark slate represent gravitationally redeposit-
ed sediments. The clasts highly resemble those of the Telekesoldal complex (for details see chapter
5.3.1) and they are most probably of Triassic age. The radiolarian, filamental packstones with sponge
spicles resembles to the Upper Triassic deep-water limestones. The dolomite clasts containing
pseudomorphs after qypsum crystals are probably derive from the Middle Triassic Gutenstein
Dolomite. The observed deformational features, namely S0-1 foliation, F2 folds, extensional shear
zones which may correlate with my D5b phase are also very similar to the ductile deformational fea-
tures of the Telekesoldal complex (Chapter 7.4). Because of these similarities in the sedimentologic
and deformational features, I suggest, that the 0-225 m, 278-318 m and from 400 m sections of the
core corresponds to the Telekesoldal complex. I interpret the contact of the slate and the evaporite
not as a sedimentary, but as a tectonic contact. In my opinion it represents the basal evaporitic brec-
cia of the Telekesoldal complex, similarly to borehole Rudabánya Rb-661 (Chapter 7.4.2, 8, Fig. 23).
The two evaporitic horizons separate three slices of the Telekesoldal complex. 

I came to the same interpretation in case of the Hidvégardó series, too. Although, no Jurassic age
is available from the slate, I suggest, that the slate, sandstone (Fig. 39.8), marl and limestone of the
Hidvégardó series (a, b and d member of Szentpétery and Less 2006; see the beginning of this chap-
ter) is the part of the Telekesoldal complex. Similarly, I suggest, that the evaporite (c member of
Szentpétery and Less 2006) of Hidvégardó Ha-3 core is not a sedimentary intercalation, but the evap-
orite-bearing tectonic breccias separating different slices of the same Telekesoldal complex (Fig. 6).
The evaporite and the adjacent shale, sandstone and dolomite have diagenetic or very low-grade IC val-
ues, while the higher metamorphic grade correletes well with the Telekesoldal complex (Chapter
6.4.3.).

5.4.3 Akasztó unit

Black and grey shale, calcareous shale and marl crops out on the eastern slope of Akasztó Hill (BOSZ-
001). Same lithologies were observed in core Szögliget Szö-3, too. The shale shows a penetrative, close-
ly spaced foliation (S0-1) dipping steeply to the NW. Small-scale kink-folds with steep axes are frequent.
Micropaleontologic investigations evidenced Middle Jurassic age for this series (Chapter 5.3.3) which is
in contrast with its classical Lower Triassic classification (Less et al. 1988). On basis of its similar lithol-
ogy, age, deformational features (Chapter 7.1, 7.3, 7.5), metamorphic degree (Chapter 6.3.5) and structur-
al position (Chapter 7.4.1.4) I suggest, that the Akasztó unit is the part of the Telekesoldal complex.
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5.5. Csipkés Hill olistostrome 

5.5.1. Lithological characteristics

A small, previously unmentioned sequence was recently encountered on the south-eastern slope
of Csipkés Hill (Fig. 1) (Kövér 2005). It contains alternating beds of carbonate turbidites and silici-
fied marls (Fig. 40.1, 2) that are overlain by fine-grained (Fig. 40.2), and followed by coarse-grained
olistostrome beds (Fig. 40.3, 4).
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Figure 40. 1-2) Calciturbidite layers from Csipkés Hill olistostrome 3) Polymict breccia containing light grey, dark grey, red limestones and red radio-
larite clasts, Csipkés Hill 4) Coarse-grained, polymict sedimentary conglomerate (olistostrome) from the Csipkés Hill. 5-6) Micrograph of sample taken
from calciturbidite layer of the Csipkés Hill olistostrome. Bioclastic, peloidal, intraclastic wackestone. Note the single foraminifer grains (circles).



Macroscopically the calcarenite beds show normal gradation (Fig. 40.2). The contacts between
the marl and carbonate sandstone layers are usually undulate erosional surfaces (Fig. 40.2). The olis-
tostromes are grain-supported, containing clasts from 1—2 mm to 4—5 cm in size (Fig. 40.3, 40.4).
They are poorly sorted; the size of the clasts may vary in the same layer between a few mm-s and a
few cm-s. The visible clasts are usually well-rounded. The following components could be distin-
guished by the naked eye: pink, red, light grey and black limestones, grey and green marl, red and
light grey cherts. 

In microscopic view the graded carbonate turbidites are made up of mm-thick microlayers.
Lithoclastic, bioclastic packstone of medium arenite grain size alternates with fine-grained lithoclas-
tic peloidal grainstone. “Filament” wackestone and packstone, radiolarian wackestone and dark
brown limonitic sparites are the typical lithoclast types. Crinoid ossicles and foraminifers occur in
the interparticle micritic or microsparitic to fine sparitic matrix (Fig. 40.5, 6)). The following
foraminifer assemblage was encountered (Kövér et al. 2009b): Planiinvoluta sp., Trochammina sp.,
Siphovalvulina sp., Valvulina sp., Tubinella? sp., Eoguttulina sp., Nodosaria sp., Callorbis minor
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Figure 41. The encountered foraminifera assemblage from the matrix of the calciturbidites in Csipkés Hill. 1 Callorbis minor? Wernli
& Metzger, 2 Nodosaria sp., 3 Eoguttulina sp. and Trochammina sp., 4 Protopeneroplis striata? Weynschenk, 5 Planiinvoluta sp., 6
Siphovalvulina? sp., 7 Tubinella? sp., 8 Valvulina sp., 9 Trochammina sp.



Wernli & Metzger, Protopeneroplis striata
Weynschenk (Fig. 41). In case of the latter two
species due to strong recrystallization and partial
dissolution of the calcite walls the sections do not
show the characteristic features. Callorbis minor
has been known exclusively from the Bajocian
but it was reported only from a few places (Wernli
& Metzger 1990; Bassoullet 1997; Piuz 2004). It
was also encountered in the Bükkzsérc Limestone
in core Bükkzsérc Bzs-5 (Haas et al. 2006). The
stratigraphic range of the Protopeneroplis striata
is Late Aalenian—Late Tithonian (Schlagintweit
& Ebli 1999; Schlagintweit et al. 2008). The
range of Siphovalvulina is Hettangian to Early
Cretaceous (Kaminski 2004). Consequently
Jurassic depositional age of the beds is proven
and Middle Jurassic (Bajocian?) age for the
exposed beds is highly probable. 

In microscopic view the investigated olis-
tostrome sample contains a large amount of litho-
clasts, 1—3 cm in size (Fig. 42). The following
lithoclasts could be recognized: thin-shelled bivalve
(“filament”) coquina, radiolarian—“filament”
wackestone, calcitized radiolarite, silicified “fila-
ment” wackestone, peloidal wackestone—pack-
stone, clotted micrite with shrinkage pores that con-
tains foraminifers and, brown carbonate grains with
limonite staining. Lithoclastic, crinoidal packstone
with fine arenite-sized grains that is either a layer or
larger lithoclast was also observed (Fig. 42). 

Lithoclastic packstone containing 1—3 mm
sized lithoclasts in a microsparitic matrix (micro-
olistostrome) is another typical texture of the
exposed succession. The lithoclasts are slightly
rounded to well-rounded. “Filament” wackestone
and packstone, radiolarian wackestone, micritic
mudstone, silicified “filament” packstone and
chert are the typical components (Fig. 42).

5.5.2. The depositional environment of the Csipkés Hill olistostrome

On basis of their microfacies pattern, the above mentioned components are derived most proba-
bly from the formations of the Middle to Upper Triassic Hallstatt facies. However, the light grey
limestone clasts of peloidal wackestone—packstone texture and clotted micrite with shrinkage pores
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Figure 42. Details of calciturbidite layers from Csipkés Hill olis-
tostrome. Lithoclastic, bioclastic packstone of medium arenite
grain size (1) alternates with fine grained lithoclastic peloidal
grainstone (2). "Filament" wackestone and packstone, radiolarian
wackestone and dark brown limonitic sparites are the typical litho-
clast types (3).



texture, may have originated from platform limestone, likely from the Anisian Steinalm Limestone.
The red cherts (the calcitized radiolarites found in thin sections, too) and pink limestones with thin-
shelled bivalve (“filament”) coquina are possibly equivalent to the Ladinian to Carnian Bódvalenke
Limestone (red cherty limestone). The dark grey or black cherty limestones (radiolarian wackestone,
micritic mudstone in thin sections) may have been derived from the Bódvarákó Formation (dark grey
cherty limestone and marl). These coarse-grained gravity deposits must have been accumulated close
to a slope. The typical components of the olistostromes indicate that Middle to Upper Triassic carbon-
ates formed in the Hallstatt facies zone must have been present in the source area of the gravity flows.
Taking into account that a shallow-marine carbonate platform was the habitat of Siphovalvulina and
Protopeneroplis, and platform foreslope to deeper shelf of Callorbis minor these fossils must have been
derived from a contemporaneous active platform just like in the case of the similar genera found in the
Bükkzsérc Limestone in the Mónosbél Complex in the Bükk Mts (Haas et al. 2006). 

Middle to Upper Jurassic nappe stacking of the partly thinned continental margin may have cre-
ated suitable conditions for this sedimentation pattern. Nappe-stacking brought superposition of
Triassic pelagic carbonates from different localities. The platform-derived elements most probably
originated from the coeval Adriatic carbonate platform (Haas et al. 2011) – being the only active
platform in the area in the Middle Jurassic – or from a smaller-scale patch or island platform. 

Both the stratigraphic and the tectonic position of the Csipkés Hill olistostrome are quite uncer-
tain. It is definitely not the part of the TO complex, because the clast composition is very different,
the clasts kept their original shape; they are neither flattened nor have stilolitic contacts. The whole
series does not show any other signs of ductile deformation. According to its deformational degree
it can easily be part of the TV complex. However, the TV complex is built up by black shales in the
Bajocian-Bathonian age range (Chapter 5.2.2), which was supposed as the most probable deposition-
al age for the Csipkés Hill olistostrome, too. While the latter has completely different lithology and
depositional environment, it is not likely that they are the same. However, inaccuracy of biostrati-
graphic data (only Middle Jurassic age is sure for this series) does not exclude its younger age
(maybe Callovian), thus it could be the continuation of the TV complex. Further investigations are
needed to make the depositional age of the Csipkés Hill olistostrome more precise.

5.6. Comparison of the Jurassic sequences of Rudabánya Hills with similar units

in the Alp-Carpathian-Dinaridic system on the basis of lithological similarities

The formation of the Jurassic complexes exposed in the Rudabánya Hills can be related to the
evolution and mostly to the closure of the westernmost sector of the Neotethys Ocean. Complexes
showing more or less similar features and evolution occur north of our study area near to Meliata
and Jaklovce villages, Slovakia (Meliata nappe system) (Kozur et al. 1996, Mock et al. 1998) and
also south of the Rudabánya Hills, in the Darnó-Bükk area, NE Hungary (Haas & Kovács 2001;
Haas et al. 2006). Both areas are close to the Rudabánya Hills; however the relationship with some
other localities such as the “Hallstatt Mélange” in the Northern Calcareous Alps (Kozur & Mostler
1992; Gawlick et al. 1999, 2002; Frisch & Gawlick 2003; Gawlick & Frisch 2003), and the ophio-
lite-bearing mélanges of the Dinarides (Vardar Zone and Dinaridic Ophiolite Belt) (Karamata et al.
2000; Pamić et al. 2002; Dimitrijević et al. 2003; Karamata 2006) should also be considered.
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5.6.1. Inner Western Carpathians – Meliata series

There are two important occurrences of the Meliata series in SE Slovakia. Near to Meliata vil-
lage, where dark shale with radiolarite, sandstone and olistostrome intercalations crop out. Based on
radiolarians, the age of the radiolarite interbeds is Middle Bathonian to Early Oxfordian (Kozur &
Mock 1985; Kozur et al. 1996). Large blocks (olistoliths) of Triassic rocks and Triassic and Jurassic
radiolarites commonly occur in the shaley matrix. The olistostromes contain mostly carbonates of a
different composition (Table 1). The lowermost olistostrome bed contains 10—30 cm sized suban-
gular clasts of Carnian grey cherty limestone and 10—20 cm sized angular clasts of red radiolarian
chert. It is followed by calcareous shale containing an upward decreasing amount of Carnian and
Norian limestone blocks (Mock et al. 1998). It is overlain by spotty shale with radiolarite interlay-
ers and greyish green shales with sandstone to microbreccia intercalations. In the coarse-grained
breccia limestone clasts are predominant, oomicrite and oosparite texture also occur along with indi-
vidual ooids and oncoid grains and crinoid ossicles. In the fine-grained breccia the volcanic compo-
nents (various kinds of submarine basalts showing glass to “dolerite” texture – Mock et al. 1998) are
dominant, butcarbonates and rarely oosparit are also present. Mn-bearing beds are visible in the top-
most part of the exposed section (Mock et al. 1998). 

The other important occurrence of the Meliata Unit is located near to Jaklovce village. Here the
mélange is made up mostly by olistoliths of various sizes, whereas the sandstone to microbreccia
intercalations are less common in this Middle Jurassic dark shale matrix (Kozur & Mock 1995). The
blocks consist of light, probably shallow marine, slightly metamorphosed limestone (Honce
Limestone of unknown age), siliciclastic rocks, pelagic cherty limestone, dolomite, radiolarite, rhy-
olite, basalt, serpentinite (Table 1). 

In summary, the Meliata Unit in Slovakia is made up of black and spotty shales with sandstone
and olistostrome intercalations. The main components of the olistostrome beds are as follows:
Anisian to Norian grey limestones, metamorphosed limestone, ooilitic limestone, red chert, basalt of
backarc basin origin, rhyolite and serpentinite. 

The stratigraphic age, the sedimentological features and the predominance of the Middle to Upper
Triassic basin facies in the carbonate components show a great similarity to characteristics of the
olistostrome beds of the TO in the Rudabánya Hills. However, there are differences in the composi-
tion and particularly in the proportion of the olistostrome components (Table 1). In the TO metamor-
phosed limestone clasts are absent, the serpentinite clasts are missing and among the volcanic com-
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Table 1. Clast compostion of the different Jurassic olistostromes. *** major component ** main component * minor component



ponents the rhyolite is predominant, while the basalt is rare. In spite of the differences, the major
similarities in the sedimentation pattern and the later structural evolution (Chapter 9.3) may indicate
a common basin for the depositional area of these units, in the vicinity of the ongoing nappe-stack-
ing of the attenuated continental margin and oceanic crust of the Neotethys Ocean. The differences
in the rate of clast composition can be explained by deposition in other parts of the same basin, with
variable distances from the distinct source areas. 

5.6.2. Northern Calcareous Alps – Tirolic Nappe Group, Lammer Basin and Hallstatt Mélange

In the Northern Calcareous Alps various gravity mass flow deposits occur in the Middle to Late
Jurassic deep marine sequences reflecting closure of the Neotethys Ocean (Gawlick et al. 1999,
2002). Among them, the “Hallstatt Mélange” was defined as a complex that is made up of reworked
fragments of deposits formed on the Late Triassic to Early Jurassic attenuated Neotethys margin, and
small remnants of the oceanic basement (Meliata Zone) (Frisch & Gawlick 2003). It contains ele-
ments of the Zlambach/ Pötschen and Hallstatt facies zones, respectively. According to Gawlick and
his co-workers (Gawlick et al. 1999, 2002, Frisch & Gawlick 2003) the “Hallstatt Mélange” was
formed in the late Early to early Late Jurassic interval as a result of a progressive shortening of the
basin (Hallstatt Zone). During this process trenches developed in the foreland of the advancing
nappes and filled up by various deposits, subsequently incorporated into the accretionary prism.
Parts of the accretionary prism were resedimented in the Lammer Basin or occur as overthrust rem-
nants (e.g. the Florianikogel Formation in the eastern Northern Calcareous Alps – Mandl &
Ondrejičková 1991, 1993, Kozur & Mostler 1992). 

The Lammer Basin was roughly coeval with the formation of the complexes studied in the
Rudabánya Hills, and it also contains a large selection of different clasts. 

The Lammer Basin received mass-flow deposits and large slides derived from the grey Hallstatt
facies zone (“Hallstatt Mélange”). The thickness of the basin fill may reach 2000 m (Gawlick 1996;
Gawlick & Suzuki 1999). Olistostromes and large olistoliths originated from the Pötschen
Limestone occur in the Callovian to Lower Oxfordian. The Middle Oxfordian is made up mostly by
olistolithes of the Lower Triassic Werfen Formation, Upper Triassic Pötschen and Hallstatt
Limestone intercalated in marl and radiolarian chert layers. The upper part of the succession is com-
posed of Middle and Upper Triassic platform carbonate mega-slides (Gawlick 2000). 

The roughly coeval lower part of the Lammer Basin fill shows some similarity in lithology
(pelagic limestone and radiolarite), sedimentary features and supposed geodynamic position to that
of the TO in the Rudabánya Hills. However, there are remarkable differences in the clast composi-
tion of the olistostromes (Table 1). Those of the Lammer Basin consist only of Middle to Upper
Triassic pelagic limestone clasts, clasts from the Lower Triassic Werfen beds, and no volcanic mate-
rial is present among the redeposited clasts. 

5.6.3. Bükk–Darnó area – the Mónosbél Unit 

In the Bükk—Darnó area the Middle to Upper Jurassic Mónosbél Complex – containing great
amounts of gravity mass flow deposits in shale and radiolarite matrix – is comparable to the contem-
poraneous formations in the Rudabánya Hills. 

In the western part of the Bükk Mts, the Mónosbél Unit is made up of Bajocian to Kimmeridgian
deep marine siliciclastics, carbonates and siliceous sediments with intercalations of olistostrome
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beds, containing very heterogeneous clasts transported into the basin via gravity mass movements.
In the olistostrome beds along with fragments of acidic, intermediate and basic magmatites, phyl-
lites, metasiltstones, metasandstones, pelagic carbonates and radiolarites, and lithoclasts of rede-
posited carbonates are common (Table 1). The latter carbonate clasts consist of ooids, oncoids, and
skeletal fragments of shallow-marine biota. This type is also present in the form of large blocks (olis-
toliths). These platform derived (“Bükkzsérc-type”) limestones of Bajocian to Bathonian age are
particularly common and typical in the Mónosbél Unit (Haas et al. 2006). 

Gravity deposits of the Mónosbél Unit are also exposed in the Darnó area and in ore exploratory wells
more to the west, in the eastern Mátra Mts. at Recsk Fig. 2b). Olistoliths of marine Upper Permian and
Upper Triassic Hallstatt Limestone were encountered within Bajocian to Callovian shale and radiolarite
(Haas et al. 2006). The thickness of the olistostrome-rich intervals may exceed 100 m. The usually matrix
supported breccia is typically oligomict, consisting mostly of carbonate clasts of various colours and com-
positions (Haas et al. 2006). Detailed component analysis of the olistostromes is under way. 

In a borehole drilled near the central Mátra Mts (Recsk Rm-109), Bajocian platform derived redeposit-
ed carbonates, more proximal than those in the Bükk Mts, were encountered in a remarkable thickness
(Haas et al. 2006). 

In summary, the most characteristic features of this Mónosbél Unit are the presence of coeval platform-
derived foraminifers, ooids, oncoids, peloids – redeposited as individual clasts – and large amounts of
Middle Jurassic shallow-water limestones of mm to hundred m in size. The individual clasts indicate that
the source area of the platform material must be a coeval, active carbonate platform, most probably the
Adriatic Carbonate Platform, which was the only known Middle Jurassic active platform in the whole
region (Tišljar et al. 2002, Vlahović et al. 2005). The presence of rhyolite, andesite and basalt clasts are
also common in some horizons indicating the complexity of the provenance. 

Among the examined Jurassic series of the Rudabánya Hills, the only one, which has Middle Jurassic
platform derived material, as a characteristic feature, is the Csipkés Hill olistostrome (Table 1). Like the
Mónosbél Unit, it contains carbonate turbidite beds with platform-derived foraminifers (following the
previous reasoning: it probably originated from the Adriatic Carbonate Platform) and olistostrome hori-
zons, but in contrast to that, volcanites and roughly coeval lithoclasts are missing among the clasts. 

There is a common feature in the composition of the olistostromes of the Mónosbél Unit and the
TO, as well (Table 1). The TO contains few rhyolites and basalts, but the volcanic clasts from the
Mónosbél Unit are more varied. However, the 201.9±6.4 Ma from the rhyolite clasts in the Mónosbél
Unit (Kövér unbulished data) is similar to the clasts of TO complex (206.8 ± 4.5 Ma).

Summarized, there are a lot of common sedimentological features in the Middle to Upper Jurassic
complexes discussed above that can be attributed to the processes of the Neotethys closure (Table 1).
However, due to their different palaeo-positions, the composition of the redeposited clasts shows sig-
nificant differences depending on geological features of the source area. Fragments originating from
the Hallstatt facies zone occur in all of the compared units. Grey Hallstatt-type limestone clasts are typ-
ical components of the Telekesoldal complex; they are also characteristic elements of the lowermost
olistostrome of the Meliata-type section. Both grey and red Hallstatt-type pelagic carbonates prevail in
the Lammer Basin fill, and they are present as olistoliths in the Mónosbél Complex of the Darnó area.
The clasts derived from the red Hallstatt-type area are predominant in the olistostrome of Csipkés Hill.
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6. Metamorphic petrological and geochronological studies 

6.1. Introduction

Low-temperature metamorphism is usually present in subduction and obduction-related mélanges,
where high-pressure metamorphic blocks and slices – ranging from several decimetres to several kilome-
tres in size – are tectonically emplaced in unmetamorphosed or only slightly metamorphosed, usually
clastic sedimentary matrix (Árkai et al. 2003, Willner et al. 2004, Crouzet et al. 2007, Liu et al. 2008,
Bousquet et al. 2008). Metamorphic features of the various constituents of these mélanges may elucidate
the physical conditions (pressure–temperature paths) of subduction, collision and subsequent cooling
(exhumation) of the upper oceanic crust and related rocks of the accretionary prism.

However, diagenetic sedimentary rocks and metasediments at an incipient stage of metamorphism usu-
ally do not contain facies- or zone-indicating mineral assemblages. Since only local equilibrium may be
achieved in these systems, most of the methods used in the higher grades, i.e. geothermobarometers (equi-
librium mineral phases) and trace element patterns are useless because of the lack of diagnostic minerals.

Fortunately, the interest in the thermal history of sedimentary rocks has rapidly been growing for the
last 40 years due to the oil industry, where predicting hydrocarbon generation is one of the most impor-
tant questions (Foscolos et al. 1976, Abu et al. 1991, MacCulloh & Naeser 1989, Suchý et al. 2002). This
interest resulted in the development of several methods, which can approach the transition between dia-
genesis and low-grade metamorphism. In the very low-grade metamorphic zone empirical parameters are
used in order to characterize the reaction progress of the predominant phyllosilicates. One of the most
widely adopted parameter is the XRPD (X-ray powder diffraction)-based illite “crystallinity” introduced
by Kübler (1966, 1968), and abbreviated as KI (Kübler index) (Guggenheim et al. 2001). Árkai (1991)
suggested using chlorite “crystallinity” indices as complementary tools to determine the diagenetic/meta-
morphic grade of various lithotypes. This latter index was suggested to be called Árkai index by the
AIPEA Nomenclature Committee (Guggenheim et al. 2001).

The most widely used method for the estimation of pressure conditions in case of these very low-
grade metamorphosed sedimentary rocks was developed by Guidotti and co-workers from the late
seventies on the basis of the b cell dimension data of K-white mica (Guidotti 1984, Guidotti & Sassi
1986, Guidotti et al. 1989). The combined usage of the methods mentioned above give the possibil-
ity to determine temperature and pressure conditions in the very low-grade metamorphic realm.

Tectonic units of the southern Inner Western Carpathians (Slovak Republic, Hungary) were
derived from the Jurassic subduction of the Meliata branch of the Neotethys Ocean (Kovács et al.
1997, Plašienka et al. 1997, Less 2000), and subsequently underwent post-collisional mid- to late
Cretaceous deformation phases. Although blueschist facies metasedimentary and metavolcanic rocks
are present in the (tectonosedimentary) subduction mélange, and dismembered ophiolite suite is
known in an evaporitic mélange, the internal structure of this orogen, the number and contents of
nappes, stacking order, direction of subduction, still remain under discussion (Plašienka et al. 1997,
Less 2000, Mello 1997, Lexa et al. 2003). In addition to poor outcrop conditions and the lack of pale-
ontological data from some stratigraphic units, the debate is fuelled by the lack of metamorphic
petrological, structural and geochronological data from different low-grade metasediments which
represent considerable part of the area.

Based on complex methodology, Árkai et al. (2003) recently reconstructed the p-T-t paths for the
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former accretionary wedge, the Meliata nappe system which underwent very low-grade to blueschist
facies metamorphism during the subduction and exhumation processes (Faryad 1995, Faryad &
Henjes-Kunst 1997, Lexa et al. 2003). However, the knowledge is incomplete on the metamorphic
conditions of similar tectonic units found in Hungary, in the Rudabánya Hills. 

This is why a systhematic sampling and metamorphic petrological research was carried out on the
rocks of the central and northern Rudabánya Hills and the eastern margin of the Aggtelek Hills. The
methods for this part of the research were the following.

The X-ray powder diffractometric (XRPD) measurements were carried out in the Institute for
Geochemical Research of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences. XRPD patterns were obtained using
a Philips PW-1730 diffractometer (with computerized APD system) with the following instrumental
and measuring conditions: CuKα radiation, 45 kV/35 mA, proportional counter, graphite monochro-
mator, divergence and detector slit of 1°, and collection of data with 0.01 and 0.02° 2Θ steps, using
time intervals of 1 and 5 s, respectively. Diffraction patterns were performed from non-orientated
and highly orientated powder mounts of whole rock and <2μm spherical equivalent diameter (SED)
size fraction samples in order to determine bulk-rock mineral assemblages, b cell dimension of K-
white mica, and illite Kübler and chlorite “crystallinity” indices. 

The <2μm grain-size fraction samples were obtained using the following procedure. Rock sam-
ples were disaggregated under standard conditions using a jaw crusher followed by crushing in a
mortar mill (type Pulverisette 2, Fritsch) for 3 minutes. Further disaggregation was achieved by
repeated shaking in deionised water. The <2 μm grain size fraction was separated from aqueous sus-
pension based on the differential settling of grains of different diameters in order to eliminate or at
least reduce in the future the possibility of misleading age data induced by the contribution of vari-
ous amounts of old, detrital K-white mica, usually occurring more frequently in the larger grain size
fractions than in the fine ones. Following the technique of Kübler (1975), aqueous suspensions of
the given fraction were pipetted onto glass slides with a material amount of 3 mg/cm2. Portions of
air-dried <2μm grain-size fraction were saturated with ethylene glycol (60 C/overnight) in order to
identify the possible swelling phase(s) (smectite and/or vermiculite) of the samples. Calibration pro-
cedure of phyllosilicate “crystallinity” index measurements was carried out against that of Kübler’s
laboratory using 0.25 and 0.42 Δ°2Θ as anchizone boundary values (for details see Árkai et al. 1996).
The illite “crystallinity” (KI=Kübler index) boundaries of the anchizone correspond to 0.25 and 0.42
Δ°2Θ in the present work. On the basis of this calibration, using also the linear regression equations
between KI and chlorite “crystallinity” (ChC) indices (Árkai et al. 1995b), the actual ranges of the
anchizone are 0.26–0.38 Δ°2Θ for ChC (001), and 0.24–0.30 Δ°2Θ for ChC (002). These entire
boundary values refer to air dried (AD) mounts. 

It is generally accepted that the temperature is the main physical factor that affects “crystallinity”
(Frey 1987). However, phyllosilicate “crystallinity” indices, as indicators of diagenetic or metamor-
phic grades, ought to be used cautiously because many other factors may affect the XRPD profiles
of the phyllosilicate basal reflections. 

B cell dimension of the illite–K-white mica was measured on whole rock samples. 
The K-Ar dating was carried out on representative <2 μm grain size fraction samples carefully

selected from samples used earlier for metamorphic petrologic studies. The mineral separation did
not allow the production of pure monomineralic K-white mica fractions in a strict sense (review by
Hunziker (1987) and found also by Judik et al. (2004)). Instead, polyphase fractions were obtained,
that might have introduced additional uncertainties in the geological interpretation of the K-Ar age
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data. However, since the illite–K-white mica phase proved to be always dominant, and illite–K-
white mica was the only K-bearing phase in the fractions, the K-Ar age values obtained on these
fractions could reliably be used for estimating the time of the metamorphism (Steiger 1977,
Hunziker 1987). K-Ar dating was carried out in the Institute of Nuclear Research (Hungarian
Academy of Sciences) using the following procedure. Illite–K-white mica-rich fraction samples
were degassed by high frequency induction heating; the released argon was cleaned applying fur-
naces with Ti sponge and St707 getter materials. 38Ar was introduced from a gas pipette. For Ar iso-
topic ratio measurements a magnetic mass spectrometer of 150 mm radius and 90° deflection was
used in the static mode. Before the determination of K the samples were digested by a mixture of
HF+H2SO4+HClO4 and dissolved in HCl. K content of the samples was measured with a flame
emission photometer. Results of the inter-laboratory standardization were published by Odin et al.
(1982). K-Ar ages were calculated using the constants proposed by the IUGS Subcommission on
Geochronology (Steiger & Jäger 1977). 

6.2. Inferences from literature 

Previously published palaeo-temperature estimations have been deduced mainly from KI and
Conodont Colour Alteration Indices (CAI) (Árkai & Kovács 1986, Kovács & Árkai 1987), however,
only summarized and the mean statistical parameters were published. The samples were taken from dif-
ferent tectonic units, following the concept of Grill et al. (1984) and Less et al. (1988). 

The Szilice (Silice) nappe system and the Szőlősardó unit which were supposed to be in uppermost
position were shown to get only medium or deep diagenetic alteration, so the maximum temperature
did not reach 200-250ºC (Árkai & Kovács 1986). 

In case of the Komjáti Unit which was thought to be constitute the tectonic unit below the Aggtelek
nappe and Bódva series (cores Szögliget Szö-3 and Hidvégardó Ha-3) the KI-averages indicated
regional metamorphism corresponding to the boundary of the diagenetic zone and anchizone.
However, I will propose a different formation classification for both the Szö-3 and main part of the Ha-
3. This will suggest discrediting an average KI value of the entire data set of these boreholes.

The samples from the underlying Bódva series (in sense of Grill et al. 1984 and Less et al. 1988,
Less et al. 2004) showed mainly diagenetic alteration; however, in few locations low anchizonal
values were measured (Dunnatető Hill), which were interpreted as the result of local tectonic move-
ments (Árkai & Kovács 1986). In the subsequent chapters I will discuss the structural concept, which
can explain this anomalous data.

The lowermost Torna tectonic unit (built up by the Torna series), was subjected to anchi- to epi-
zonal metamorphism (Árkai & Kovács 1986). The estimation for pressure on basis of the K-white
mica b cell dimension data suggested medium/high pressure system (Árkai & Kovács 1986). This
data set was used as a basis to establish a first-order nappe stack, where Torna (Turna) unit was orig-
inally at the lowermost strucutural position (Grill et al. 1984, Less et al 1988). 

Both the Telekesoldal and Telekesvölgy complexes were affected by only deep diagenetic alteration
on basis of the measured KI values (Árkai & Kovács 1986) thus the palaeo-temperature might be close
to the low temperature boundary of the anchizone, i.e. about 200-250°C. However, in case of the
Telekesoldal complex the whole rock samples gave lower KI-averages, which were explained by mica
inheritance. The vitrinite reflectance values were characteristic for the anchizone, being in contradic-
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tion to the averaged KI values and textural features. This phenomenon was considered to be the result
of either the allochtonous character of vitrinite or a short static thermal effect (Árkai & Kovács 1986).

The metamorphic grade of the Meliata nappe s.s. in the Slovak Karst was pointed out to vary, cor-
responding to the low-temperature part of the anchizone at the type locality and to the glaucophanitic
greenschist facies around the Rozsnyó (Rožnava) zone. Both the temperature and pressure condi-
tions (low/medium pressure range) of the locus typicus were recognized to be rather similar to those
of the Komjáti Nappe (core Szögliget Szö-3). 

6.3. Petrography

Besides the intensity of the physical and chemical weathering, the lithology, the chemistries of flu-
ids and bulk rock, the abundance of the detrital K-white mica and its degradation state may also affect
the peak shape of illite–K-white mica intensively (Judik et al. 2004). That is why the knowledge of the
mineral composition – especially the quality and quantity of the clay minerals – is a pre-requisite of the
usage of KI measurements. Appendix Table 2 contains the mineral phases (and their relative abun-
dance) of the investigated whole rock samples, while Appendix Table 3 shows the similar data of the
separated <2µm size fraction samples of the studied units determined by petrographic microscopy and
XRPD. 

The paragonite and the swelling phyllosilicate (smectite and/or vermiculite) content either as a
discrete phase or as a mixed-layered component of the K-white mica affects the peak shape inten-
sively. Thus samples containing paragonite or swelling phyllosilicates do not provide reliable data
for KI measurements. In these cases, when chlorite is also present in the samples chlorite “crys-
tallinity” indices can be used as substitute parameters (Árkai et al. 1995b). If chlorite “crystallinity”
data are not available, the metamorphic degree can only be estimated, because paragonite is often
present in anchi- to epizonal metamorphic pelitic rocks (Frey 1987). The swelling phases may affect
the chlorite (001) reflexions that are why the chlorite (002) reflexions were used in the interpreta-
tion of the chlorite “crystallinity” data.

6.3.1. Uppermost Triassic–Jurassic Telekesvölgy Complex

Claystone, claymarl, marl, siltstone, calcareous limestone and limestone were studied from this
complex. The whole rock samples usually contain quartz, illite–K-white mica, chlorite, calcite
and/or dolomite, and small amount of plagioclase (albite). All of the samples from borehole Sza-5
and one from Szet-4 borehole contain subordinate rutile. Some samples collected typically from sur-
face outcrops (marked with TV=Telekes Valley) include subordinate swelling phase(s) (smectite
and/or vermiculite) among the clay minerals. 

6.3.2. Bódva series, Lower-Upper Triassic

Calcareous marl, marl, claystone, siltstone, dolomite and limestone were investigated from the
Triassic series. The formations with considerable clay mineral content are the Lower Triassic silt-
stone and claystone and the Upper Triassic pelagic limestone, which occasionally have clay-bearing
horizons intercalating with limestone layers. The thickest claystone/marl beds are in the Carnian part
of the series. They usually contain quartz, illite–K-white mica, chlorite, calcite, with or without
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dolomite, and small amount of plagioclase (albite) in the whole rock samples. All of the samples
taken from borehole Rb-658, Va-3, P-74 and Ha-4 contain subordinate rutile. Some samples collect-
ed typically from surface outcrops (marked with TV=Telekes Valley and E=Esztramos Hill) include
subordinate swelling phase(s) (smectite and/or vermiculite) among the clay minerals. 

6.3.3. Telekesoldal Complex 

Slate, meta-siltstone, claymarl, and marl are the most common rock types among the examined
samples. The most common minerals in the samples are as follows: quartz, illite–K-white mica,
chlorite, calcite and dolomite, small amount of rutile. The lowermost sample from borehole Rb-661
contains considerable amount of gypsum.

In comparison with the samples of Bódva series, these samples usually contains considerable
amount of plagioclase (albite) both in the whole rock samples and in the <2µm phase. 

6.3.4. Nyúlkertlápa beds (NL beds)

These slate samples basically contain illite–K-white mica and chlorite, and occasionally small
amount of albite and rutile. Smectite and illite/smectite is also present in the sample T-26. Since this
sample was taken from a surface outcrop, it is likely to be a secondary phase, formed during weath-
ering processes.

6.3.5. Szögliget-3 borehole

Dark-grey slate and dolomite-bearing slate with mm thick calcite veins and lenses are the main
investigated lithotypes. The main minerals are quartz, illite–K-white mica and chlorite. All of the
samples contained plagioclase (albite). Besides the previously mentioned mineral phases a smaller
amount of calcite and dolomite is present in samples Szö-3 32 m and 76.1 m. All of the samples con-
tain paragonite. The smectite, illite/smectite – present only in the sample taken from the uppermost
part of the borehole – are very likely to be the results of sub-surface weathering processes, or
induced by migration of low-temperature fluids, because the swelling phases are completely miss-
ing from the lower part of the succession.

Summing up the results of the mineral composition investigations, a considerable part of the sam-
ples provided reliable  KI data, although all the samples taken from borehole Szö-3 contains parag-
onite thus the KI data could not be evaluated.

6.3.6. Torna series

Grey Carnian marl from the Esztramos Hill, Dunnatatő Hill (small Martonyi nappe outlier) and
Tornaszentandrás (Martonyi nappe) were collected for KI studies. Different marly and limestone
lithologies from the upper part of Hidvégardó Ha-3 borehole and the Bódvarákó window were also
investigated among the new samples. In the marl samples the main mineral phases are illite-K-white
mica, plagioclase and quartz. These samples do not contain chlorite. The samples from core Ha-3
contain large amount of calcite (30-75%). The clay minerals are chlorite and illite-K-white mica. All
the samples were suitable for KI investiations.
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6.4. Metamorphic grade and temperature: Illite Kübler index (KI), chlorite

“crystallinity” (ChC) and vitrinite reflectance (VR)

Several attempts have been made in order to constrain the temperature conditions of very low-
grade metamorphism (Árkai 1991, Árkai et al. 1995b, Frey 1987, Kisch 1983, Merriman & Frey
1999). On the basis of these comprehensive works, it is widely accepted that the lower and upper
boundaries of the anchizone are at around 200 and 300 ºC–350 ºC, respectively. For my compilation,
the comprehensive and comparative chart of Árkai (Árkai 1991) was used as a base, suggesting ~200
ºC for the lower, while ~300–350 ºC for the upper boundary of anchizone. 

6.4.1. Telekesoldal complex, borehole Szögliget
Szö-3 (Akasztó unit), Nyúlkertlápa beds 

Illite KI, chlorite “crystallinity” and vitrinite
reflectance measurements were carried out on
samples from the Jurassic TO complex, the bore-
hole Szö-3 and the Nyúlkertlápa beds in order to
characterize the temperature conditions of the
very low to low-grade metamorphism. In case of
the TO complex the KI values (Table 3, Fig. 43)
fall into the high-temperature part of the
anchizone (KI=0.25–0.30 Δ°2Θ) giving an
average of 0.265±0.067 (SD) Δ°2Θ, while some
of them reaching the anchizone-epizone
boundary (0.25 Δ°2Θ). Samples from boreholes
Sza-10 and Sza-12 are in the epizone. Only a few
KI values are in the low-temperature part of the
anchizone (0.30–0.42 Δ°2Θ) (Appendix Table 4,
Fig. 43). However, the samples taken from bore-
hole Szet-3 shows significantly higher KI values.
This southerly located borehole and the other
data may suggest that the Kübler indices of the
samples vary from N to S, showing a little bit
lower values in the northern and higher in the
southern part of the series (Fig. 44). 

Similarly to the relationships found by Árkai
(1991) the ChC (001) and ChC (002) values show
positive correlation with the KI data (Appendix
Table 4). Most of the ChC (002) data fall into the
anchizone (0.24–0.30 Δ°2Θ) with an average of
0.252±0.018 Δ°2Θ. Almost the same amount of
samples reaches the anchizone-epizone boundary
(0.24 Δ°2Θ) (Appendix Table 4). The samples
from the core Szet-3 – where the KI values were a
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Figure 43. Statistical parameters and distribution diagrams of the meas-
ured illite Kübler indices from TO complex, borehole Szö-3 and NL
beds. E: epizone, A(hT): (high-temperature) anchizone, A(lT): (low-
temperature) anchizone, D: diagenetic zone.



little bit higher – do not show significant differences from the rest of the group on basis of the chlorite
“crystallinity” values. In case of the ca. 14 Å reflection of the chlorite, half of the ChC (001) data reach
the anchizone-epizone boundary (0.26 Δ°2Θ); while the other measured values correspond to the
anchizone. 

KI and ChC data falling into the high-temperature part of the anchizone and reaching the boundary of
anchizone and epizone indicate a palaeo-temperatures of 300–350°C (Árkai 1991). 

The maximum VR (Rmax) values are 4.8–5.6% (50). From the several approaches, that developed to con-
vert VR data to peak palaeo-temperatures, the equation of Barker (1988) was chosen, because the random vit-
rinite reflectance (%Rr) is the only input parameter of this regression equation (T(°C) = 104 (lnRr) + 148). It
follows that it neglects the effect of heating time. Using the equation on the average Rr=4.86% of the TO com-
plex estimated peak temperature of metamorphism is of ca. 310 °C. 

The result of this method correlates well with the palaeo-temperature estimated by the KI and chlorite “crys-
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Figure 44. K-Ar data, illite Kübler indices and chlorite "crystallinity" indices from the central Rudabánya Hills, after unpublished data
of Árkai (1981, 1985, 1989), Árkai & Kovács (1986) and recent measurements represented on the simplified structural map of the
area (for detailed map see Appendix 1-3). In case of more data from one locality of the same lithology and structural unit (e.g. bore-
holes) the average value of the measured data is represented. Grey letters indicate K-Ar data of Árva-Sós et al (1987). White boxes
indicate data from non-metamorphosed units. Compare with the original concept of Less et al. 1988, Fig. 5.



tallinity” data. Accordingly, the peak temperature of the metamorphism of TO complex was 300–350°C. 
All the samples taken from borehole Szögliget Szö-3 (Akasztó unit) contain paragonite, indicat-

ing anchi- to epizonal alteration. The chlorite “crystallinity” values show good correlation with the
previous data, all the measured values exceed the boundary of the anchi- and epizone (0.24 Δ°2Θ)
(Appendix Table 4), with an average of 0.232±0.006 Δ°2Θ. 

In case of the NL beds, the average of the KI indices (0.219±0.037 Δ°2Θ) fall into the epizone
(Appendix Table 4, Fig. 43), while some of the measured values correspond to the high-temperature
(high-T) part of the anchizone. The ChC (002) data show good correlation with the Kübler indices,
indicating partly high-T anchizonal, partly epizonal metamorphic alteration, with an average value
of 0.245±0.020 Δ°2Θ. 

6.4.2 Uppermost Triassic–Jurassic Telekesvölgy complex 

KI results (Appendix Table 4, Fig. 45) provide scattered values between 0.227 and 0.702 Δ°2Θ
for the uppermost Triassic–Jurassic TV complex. On the distribution diagrams (Fig. 45) two maxi-
mums are visible: one in the low-temperature anchizone and another, higher one in the field of dia-
genetic alteration. Most of the samples refer to anchizonal values contained swelling phases (smec-
tite), indicating weathering processes or alteration of clay minerals due to late low-temperature fluid

movements. In these cases the
measured KI values are not reli-
able for temperature estimation. 

The range of the ChC (002)
data is also wide (Fig. 46), con-
taining values in the interval of
0.240-0.421 Δ°2Θ. Part of the data
for samples that do not contain
clay swelling phases indicates dia-
genetic alteration (Appendix Table
4). However, the standard devia-
tion of both the KI and chlorite
“crystallinity” data is high, values
range from the anchi-epizonal
boundary to the diagenetic zone.
Some samples show significant
differences in the metamorphic
degree on the basis of the KI and
the chlorite “crystallinity” data.
Among this, the rocks from the
borehole Szet-4 suffered only low-
temperature anchizonal alteration
by right of illite KI data, while
their chlorite “crystallinity”
indices reach the boundary of the
anchi-and epizone. Most of these
samples – refer to anchizonal
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Figure 45. Statistical parameters and distribution diagrams of the measured illite
Kübler indices from TV complex and Bódva series. A(hT): high-temperature
anchizone, A(lT): low-temperature anchizone, D: diagenetic zone.



“crystallinity” values – contained swelling phases (smectite) (Appendix Table 3), indicating weath-
ering processes or alteration of clay minerals due to low-temperature fluid flow. Similarly to the illite
method, these altered samples are not reliable for temperature estimation. 

6.4.3. Triassic Bódva series 

Both KI results (Table 4, Fig. 45 – with a range of 0.245-0.637 Δ°2Θ – and chlorite “crystallinity”
data (Table 4, Fig. 46) – 0.274-0.382 Δ°2Θ – indicates a wide range for the alteration of the Triassic part
of the Bódva series. Similarly to the TV complex, the standard deviation of both the KI and chlorite
“crystallinity” data is quite high, having values from the high T anchizone deep into the diagenetic zone,
while the distribution diagrams (Fig. 45, 46) show two maximums: one in the low-temperature

anchizone and another, higher one in the
field of diagenetic alteration. 

The areal distribution of the samples
from TV complex and the Triassic of
Bódva series (Appendix Table 4, Fig. 44,
45, 46) shows that the KI values and the
chlorite “crystallinity” indices are signif-
icantly modified in the vicinity of major
tectonic boundaries (boreholes Szet-4, P-
74, Rb-658, Sza-4); this may indicate late
alteration of these rocks. These tectonic
zones could concentrate low-temperature
fluid movements during or just after late-
stage nappe emplacement (for details, see
chapter 8). If the samples which were
taken from the vicinity of nappe bound-
aries were removed from the sample
group, the distribution diagrams of the KI
values change significantly (Fig. 45). The
peak of the diagram is in the field of dia-
genetic alteration (with an average of
0.464 ±0.057 Δ°2Θ), and only a few sam-
ples show low-temperature anchizonal
values. The KI values vary from N to S
within the samples, showing a little bit
lower values in the southern, and higher
in the northern part of the series. On basis
of these data, both the TV complex and
the Triassic of Bódva series correspond
to the medium to deep diagenetic stages,
so the palaeo-temperatures reached max-
imum ca. 200 to 250°C (Árkai 1991,
Árkai et al. 1995a, Frey 1987, Kisch
1983, Merriman & Frey 1999). 
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Figure 46. Statistical parameters and distribution diagrams of the measured
chlorite Árkai indices from TV complex and Bódva series. A: low-tempera-
ture anchizone, D: diagenetic zone.



6.4.4. Torna series

Samples from different structural positions e.g. Bódvarákó window, Esztramos Hill, Hidvégardó and
2 localities of the Martonyi nappe were investigated. There is no significant distribution of the KI values
among the samples taken from different locations or structural position (Fig. 47). KI values (Appendix
Table 4, Fig. 47) mainly fall into the epizone, partly to the high-temperature part of the anchizone
(KI=0.25–0.30 Δ°2Θ) giving an average of 0.266±0.051 (SD) Δ°2Θ. Only some samples show low-tem-
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Figure 47. Statistical parameters and distribution diagrams of the measured K-white mica b cell dimension data from the different tectonic
units of the Torna series (new measurements + unpublished data of Árkai (1981, 1985). E: epizone, A(hT): (high-temperature) anchizone,
A(lT): (low-temperature) anchizone, D: diagenetic zone, lP: low-pressure zone, mP: medium-pressure zone, hP: high-pressure zone.



preture anchizonal alteration. The measured values a little bit
higher in average then those of the TO complex. But they are
still at the upper boundary of anchi- and epizones, referring
to 300–350°C. There is no possibility to make more precise
T estimation with this method.

6.5. Pressure estimations: K-white mica b cell

dimension data 

K-white mica b cell dimension measurements were carried
out on samples from the Torna series, from the Jurassic TO
complex and the NL beds in order to characterize the pressure
conditions of the very low- to low-grade metamorphosed rocks. 

Samples taken from the Torna series are situated in the medi-
um-pressure zone giving an average of 9.017±0.006 Å (Fig.
47). Some samples are even close to the lower boundary
towards the high-pressure zone. Accepting the temperature esti-
mates of ~300–350°C for the Torna series (KI data) minimal
pressure of 3–4.5 kbar can be estimated on basis of Guidotti &
Sassi (1986) (Fig. 48).

The data from the TO complex and the NL beds were meas-
ured on paragonite-free whole rock samples that were charac-
terized by appropriate mineral composition described by
Guidotti & Sassi (1976, 1986), Guidotti et al. (1989). The meas-
ured data and the statistical parameters of b cell dimension val-
ues are listed on AppendixTable 5 and also displayed on Fig. 48.
The samples of the TO complex – measured partly by Árkai in
1985 – fall into the transition zone of low- and medium-pres-
sure zones (9Å), giving an average of 8.997±0.007 Å (Fig. 48).
The NL beds of the Bódvarákó window show scattered b cell
dimension data, ranging from the uppermost part of low-pres-
sure zone to the medium pressure zone. The average of the
measured values is 9.008±0.005 Å. Based on the findings of
Padan et al. (1982), Fig. 48 (bottom) shows the linear extrapo-
lation of isolines of b0 values given by Guidotti & Sassi (1986)
for the p–T field of greenschist facies towards the anchizone
(subgreenschist facies). Accepting the temperature estimates of
~300–350°C for the TO complex and NL beds deduced from
the illite Kübler-index, chlorite „crystallinity” and vitrinite
reflectance data, the following approximate minimal pressures
can be estimated: TO complex: ~1.5-2.5 kbar, NL beds ~2.5-3
kbar. This represents significantly lower b0 values than the
Torna series (Fig. 48).
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Figure 48. Statistical parameters and distribution diagrams of the
measured Kübler indices and K-white mica b cell dimension data
from TO complex NL beds and Torna series (new measurements
+ unpublished data of Árkai (1981, 1985). lP: low-pressure zone,
mP: medium-pressure zone, hP: high-pressure zone. Bottom: The
estimated temperature and pressure conditions for the metamor-
phism of TO complex and NL beds (diagram of Paddan et al. 1982)



6.6. Geochronology 

To constrain the timing of very low to low-grade metamorphism K-Ar age data were measured
on <2μm grain size fractions from 10 samples on which metamorphic petrological samples investi-
gations had been carried out (Fig. 44, 49). Interpretation of K-Ar ages measured on illite–K-white
mica rich separates is a difficult task, since illite–K-white mica can be formed below and also above
the closure temperature of K-Ar system, which is estimated as 260 ± 30ºC for the <2 μm grain size
fraction of illite (Hunziker 1987). Because the estimated temperature range of metamorphism in the
TO complex exceeds the closure temperature, the interpretation of the K-Ar data is either formation
ages of illite or marks the time of cooling below the closure temperature. However, the formation of
white micas can be a very long lasting process, which can be strongly influenced by the chemical
composition of fluids present in the rock (Robertson & Lahann 1981). Moreover, isotopically non-
equilibrated detrital micas can be present in metasedimentary rocks, which complicate the interpre-
tation. During the age interpratations all these complications were tried to take into account.

The mineral parameters (Fig. 49) for samples Sza-12 (50.3 m) and Sza-10 (74.0 m) are very sim-
ilar and their K-Ar ages also agree (125.8±4.8 and 127.9±5 Ma). The previously measured 120 ± 6
Ma K-Ar feldspar age of biotite-free rhyolite from Sza-10 (56.7 m) (Árva-Sós et al 1987) shows
good correlation with the newly measured K-Ar ages obtained on illite–K-white mica rich separates
from closely located sample. Age data achieved from 21.3 m sample of Rudabánya Rb-661 is a lit-
tle bit older (136.6±5.2 Ma) but locates in the same age group within error range.

Younger ages of 91.1±3.7 Ma, 90.5±3.6 and 108.6±4.1 Ma were measured in the Sza-7, Sza- 10
boreholes and T-26 outcrop. They can be interpreted as the results of another low temperature event,
which reopened the K-Ar system by circulating fluids, since temperature difference between the two
samples of Sza-10 borehole with different ages is very unlikely. The concept of closure temperature
can be usually applied when Ar release is only governed by the temperature. But the system may be
released again above closure temperature by several processes, e. g. when circulating hot fluids
induce the change of mineral structure.

K-Ar ages from the TV (149 ± 6 Ma, 125.2±5.6) are most probably mixed ages, resulted by the
contribution of detrital K-white mica in the separated <2 μm size fraction samples, which was dis-
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Figure 49. The measured K-Ar ages for the TO complex, NL beds and TV complex. Grey italics indicate the samples measured by
Árva-Sós et al (1987). For locations of the boreholes see Fig. 44, Appendix 1-3.



turbed (or partly reset) during a later, low-temperature event. The presence of swelling clay mineral
phases in the <2 μm grain size fraction of these samples also agrees with the possibility of a late low-
temperature alteration. In these samples detrital K-white mica flakes are also recognized by petro-
graphical microscopy. The age of 149 ± 6 Ma is not much younger than the sedimentation age and
can hardly be connected to metamorphism. 

In conclusion, the obtained data do not provide information only about the age of the metamor-
phic event, but also about some later, fluid migration-related event. So the next ages can be inter-
preted as the very-low to low-grade metamorphism of the Telekesoldal complex: 125.8±4.8 Ma,
127.9±5.0 Ma, 136.6±5.2 Ma (Fig. 44, 49). The pre-existing 120 ± 6 Ma feldspar data and the new
116.7±4.5 Ma (Sza-12) can be interpreted in two ways. It can be still the reflection of the metamor-
phic event or may reflect partial resetting of the K/Ar system due to the later, hot-fluid related event. 

Ages 91.1±3.7 Ma and 90.5±3.6 Ma mark late alteration due to fluid migration, which can be
connected to a late-stage overthrusting event. Newly obtained temperature values from these nappe
contacts highly support this suggestion (see chapter 8). 

The 108.6±4.1 Ma data from the Nyúlkertlápa beds may indicate post-metamorphic fluid migra-
tion during nappe emplacement, too. It may reflect only partial reset of the metamorphic age, or a
structurally meaningful age between low-grade metamorphism and late-stage overthrusting, e.g. an
older nappe contact. This latter suggestion is in good correlation with the structural interpretation of
D1 phase contact between the Nyúlkertlápa beds and the Bódvarákó series (Chapter 7.1).

The oldest datum from the TV is very likely a mixed age from detrital source and later partial reopen-
ing of the K/ar system, while the diagenetic or low-temperature anchimetamorphic conditions (with max.
temperatures of ca. 200–250 °C) were most probably not sufficient to reset the K-Ar system.
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7. Structural observations

7.1. D1 deformation phase

7.1.1. F1 foliation of the Telekesoldal complex and related series

6 locality groups of the Telekesoldal nappe were studied in details to reconstruct the deformation
history of the Jurassic sequence. The best outcrops were in the Mély Valley (Perk-164-166) and the
roadcut keysection of the Perkupa-Szalonna road on the northern slope of Nagy Telekes Hill (Perk-
167-171, Perk-057). Valuable data were measured along a forest road on the southeastern slope of
Nagy-Telekes Hill (Perk-158-161) on the way to the Mély Valley. Outcrops in the Telekes Valley
(Perk-186-187 and Perk-192) also revealed a complex deformation history. The secondary contact
zone of the Telekesoldal complex and the Bódva series was investigated on the southern slope of
Dunnatető Hill (P-22, BP-FL-02-13). For detailed microstructural investigations oriented samples
were collected from the outcrop-scale structural domains displaying different intensity of deforma-
tion. Oriented thin sections were prepared from rock slabs cut parallel to the X-Z fabric plane. 

At outcrop-scale a closely-spaced (millimetre-scale), penetrative foliation (S1) is the most char-
acteristic structural feature of the Telekesoldal complex. This foliation is equally present in the slate,
siltstone, sandstone and olistostrome horizons. However, the development and spacing of the folia-
tion varies depending on the lithology and the structural position of the sample. This schistosity was
already identified by Grill & Kozur (1986), Grill (1988, 1989) and Seres-Hartai (1980). 

In map view, the general moderate NW (in average: 320/40) dipping of the S1 foliation can local-
ly change into steep, almost vertical position, or alternate with steep, SE dipping segments
(Dunnatető Hill, Szalonna-Perkupa roadcut section), indicating later (D4, D5) folding phases. The
intensity of the foliation varies with different lithologies. The closely-spaced (millimetre-scale), pen-
etrative foliation is well developed in the slate. The foliation planes are rich in flakes of white mica.
When the sample contains a considerable amount of carbonate or being silicified the foliation is less
developed. In some samples, especially in thin sections the original sedimentary alteration of marl,
siltstone and shale is visible (Fig. 19.2). The bedding or sedimentary lamination is parallel with the
well developed foliation, thus this schistosity refers to S0-1.

The previously described sandstone (Chapter 5.3) within the shale can be present as individual
layers or lens-shaped bodies. These bodies were interpreted to be individual olistoliths in a shaley
matrix (Grill 1988). However, in some surface outcrops (Telekes Valley, Perk-186-187) these lens-
shaped sandstone bodies are situated along foliation planes, and segmented by extensional fabrics;
thus they could represent boudins and not sedimentary olistoliths (Fig. 50).

The fabric of the olistostrome is also characterized by layer-perpendicular flattening (Fig. 51.1-
3). In the grain-supported olistostromes stylolitic contact and oriented position of the clasts are also
well visible (Fig. 51.2-4). In case of the matrix-supported type foliation planes are well recognisable
in the matrix and these anastomosing surfaces wrap the flattened clasts (Fig. 51.5-6). 

In microscopic view all samples from the slate display a well developed, domainal spaced foliation (Fig.
51.6). This F1 foliation is defined by the alternation of slightly anastomosing lenses of relatively intact shale
and pressure solution seams - rich in opaque solution residual material (Fig. 51.6). The contact between the
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Figure 50. Lens-shaped sandstone
bodies along S0-1 foliation planes
(light green) in the Telekesoldal
complex in Telekes Valley (Perk-
187). They are segmented by D5b
extensional fabrics (red); thus they
could represent boudins. White coin
is 2cm in diameter.

Figure 51. S0-1 foliation of the Telekesoldal complex. 1) extremly flattened clasts of the grain-supported olistostrome in outcrop Perk-
166 on Nagy-Telekes Hill. Note the outsized clast. 2) Anastomosing foliation caused by the mm to cm sized clasts of the micro-olis-
tostrome of outcrop P-22 on the southern slope of Dunnatető Hill. 3) Anastomosing foliation caused by the cm sized carbonate clasts of
the olistostrome of outcrop P-101 on the southern slope of Dunnatető Hill 4) pressure solution contact of the clasts in the olistostrome.
Szalonna-Perkupa roadcut keysection. Note the quartz grain squeezed into the carbonate clast. 5) Lithoclast within slate matrix. At the
rim of the clast dark seams consist of insoluable material concentrated during dissolution are visible . 6) Domainal spaced foliation in
coarse grained turbiditic layers (with crinoid fragment) of Rudabánya Rb-661. Pressure solution seams separate the more intact domains.
7) Indicator of the strong layer-perpendicular shortening by means of the originally subrounded bioclast (radiolarians, r) and flattened
bioturbation traces  radiolarias from core Rudabánya Rb-661 8) Signs of intracrystalline deformation: undulose extinction of the quartz
grains, subgrain boundaries separate the neighbouring crystal fragments. Nagy-Telekes Hill.
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shaley matrix and the occasionally present clasts are usually pressure solution surfaces, too (Fig. 51.5-6).
In the slate bedding-parallel nature of foliation can sometimes be demonstrated by sandstone and siltsone
intercalations (Fig. 19.2). The layer-perpendicular shortening is clearly visible when originally subround-
ed bioclasts (e.g. radiolarians) are present (Fig. 51.7). In spite of the later deformation the original sedimen-
tary texture can be recognized in some cases. For example in core Rudabánya Rb-661 the original radio-
larian wackestone texture is recognizable, but calcite moulds are more or less deformed, the globular
moulds became lens shaped, and the bioturbation patches also got flattened (Fig. 51.7). 

An equivalent, closely-spaced foliation can be observed in the Zsarnó (Žarnov) Žam-1 borehole
in Slovakia, where dark grey to black slate and marl alternates with silt and fine-grained sandstone.
The slate has a penetrative foliation, which is parallel with the original sedimentary alteration. This
S0-1 foliation is subvertical.

The sandstone layers consist predominantly of quartz, but the amount of feldspars (plagioclases)
is usually significant and K-white mica also occurs in varying quantity. Some evidences for
intracrystalline deformation are present. Undulate extinction of the quartz grains is common. In
some grains the recovery has achieved the last phase: subgrain boundaries separate the neighbour
crystal fragments, which are slightly disoriented with respect to each other (Fig. 51.8). 

No macroscopic or microscopic folding was observed to be associated with S0-1 foliation. In all
units, S0-1 foliation represents the only structural feature of D1 deformation phase.

7.1.2 Contact of the Telekesoldal complex and the Torna series

The previously described penetrative bedding-parallel foliation is present in the rocks of the
Torna (Turna) series, too (Fodor & Koroknai 2000). F2 tight folds and F3 kink-like folds bending
the S0-1 foliation were also described from the Martonyi nappe (Fodor & Koroknai 2000). Very sim-
ilar, F2 ductile folds and F3 kink-folds were observed in the outcrops and thin sections of the
Telekesoldal nappe (see next chapters). As the result of the metamorphic petrologic studies (Árkai

& Kovács 1986, chapter 6.4) both nappes
turned to be metamorphosed under 300–350°C,
although Torna series significantly have lower
IC values (Fig. 43, 47, 48). The main difference
in their metamorphism is the pressure values.
The b0 values suggest transitional
medium/high pressure conditions (3-4.5 kbar)
for the Torna series, while a lower, 1.5-3 kbar
for the Telekesoldal nappe (Fig. 47, 48, 52). 

Because of their very similar early deforma-
tional history (D1-D3) and metamorphic
degree, I suppose, that their tectonic contact is
a very early, pre-metamorphic nappe contact.
S0-1 foliation was most probably formed due
to deep tectonic burial, which was caused by
overthrusting of higher nappes. In this early D1
phase the Telekesoldal nappe (with other, high-
er nappes) thrust over the Torna series. It means
that during the metamorphism the Telekesoldal
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Figure 52. p-T datapairs from the TO nappe and the Torna series.
Note the continuous transition from TO (lower) to Torna (higher)
pressure values.
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nappe was at higher crustal level than the Torna series. Higher pressure values of the Torna series
strengthen this hypothesis. Since the D1 deformational phase these two structural units were con-
nected and participated in the younger events together (see chapter 7.2-7.6). 

The result of this new concept can be applied in the Bódvarákó window and in a small, but struc-
turally important outcrop in the Telekesvalley Tributary Valley 8 (Appendix 3). In the first case
anchi- to epimetamorphic (Chapter 6.4.4., Fig. 43, 47) Bódvarákó series occurs in two tectonic win-
dows (Fig. 44, Appendix 1). The windows contain Gutenstein Dolomite and black, cherty limestone
(Bódvarákó Formation). Its age is middle Anisian-upper Ladinian (Kovács et al., 1989). This deep
water limestone is overlain by the Nyúltkertlápa beds, which is considered to be part of the
Telekesoldal series (Chapter 5.3). These rocks also suffered high temperature anchizonal metamor-
phism (Chapter 6.4.4., Fig. 43, 47, 48). The contact of the two structural units is suggested to be an
early, pre-metamorpic nappe contact.

In the outcrop of the Telekes Valley tributary valley 8 (Appendix 3) topographically above the
steeply dipping marl of the TV complex well foliated limestone crops out. It is a light grey limestone
with well developed penetrative foliation. The foliation of the limestone is almost perpendicular to
the bedding of the TV marl. Above the limestone the Telekesoldal nappe is the next structural unit.
There are two reasonable interpretations for this setting. The limestone body can represent olis-
tolith(s) within the TO series (similar to those cropping out elsewhere in the complex), so the TO
nappe juxtaposes the TV complex as usually (see D4 phase). The other option is demonstrated on
the geological map (Appendix 3), interpreting this well-foliated limestone body as the remnant of
the Torna series on the base of the TO nappe. In this case the upper contact of this tectonic slice
towards the TO nappe is a D1 contact, while the lower one towards the TV series is a later, D4.

7.2. F2 tight folds, S2 inicipient foliation in the Telekesoldal nappe

In the outcrops of the Mély Valley and in boreholes Rudabánya Rb-661, Szalonna Sza-7 and -12
small scale, relatively close folds are present (Fig. 53, 54). They bend the S0-1 foliation planes, thus
they represent a later, D2 folding event with F2 folds. The geometry of these F2 folds are few mm to
few cm-scale close to tight folds. Their hinges are rounded and the limbs are straight (Fig. 53, 54). Most
of the F2 folds are similar folds with thickened hinges (Fig. 53, 54). The limbs can be extremely
thinned, sometimes the hinges are completely sheard off from their limbs, forming routless folds (Fig.
53.3, 5, 6). 

Similar folds bending the subvertical S0-1 foliation were developed in the slate of Zsarnó (Žarnov)
Žam-1 borehole (Fig. 38). The slate contains several generations of calcite veins. Part of them cross-
cuts the S0-1 foliation planes, but others are folded. At 202.8 m a few cm-sized tight fold is visible (Fig.
53.6). The fold has rounded, thickened hinge. It bends the S0-1 folitaion, thus locally it is an F2 fold. 

Inicipient, or in infrequent cases more developed axial plane cleavage is visible (Fig. 53.3, 4, 5, 8,
54.2). The fold-related S2 foliation is spaced, and defined by anastomosing opaque and clay-mineral-
rich planes. Micro-scale transposition of the S0-1 surfaces along the S2 folitaion planes is well visible
in sample Szalonna Sza-12 37.5 m (Fig. 53.8). In some thin sections (Fig. 54.1) only two different foli-
ations are present, intersecting each other at a small angle. The original sedimentary alternation of silty,
sandy or marly layers defines the S0-1 foliation (Fig. 53.2, 7-8, 54.1). The crosscutting foliation is the
S2 one (Fig. 53.7-8, 54.1). 
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Figure 53. S0-1 foliation of the TO series folded into close to tight F2 folds. Incipient S2 foliation is visible.
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Figure 54. S0-1 foliation of the TO series folded into close to tight F2 folds. Incipient S2 foliation is visible.



7.3. F3 kink folds in the Telekesoldal nappe

Locally, the penetrative foliation is slightly folded into small-scale (maximum dm), open to close,
usually kink-like F3 folds with ca. NW-SE trending fold axes (Fig. 57). These folds are the best devel-
oped in the Mély Valley (Perk-164-166) (Fig. 55, 56.2, 4) and in cores Rudabánya Rb-661 (19.5 m,
Fig. 56.6), Szalonna Sza-7 (15 m) and -12 (37.5 m, 49.3 m, 71.0 m Fig. 56.1, 3, 7). These kink folds
have linear limbs and angular hinges. Tension joints syndeformationally filled with calcite are frequent
in the hinge zone (Fig. 56.2, 4, 6), while the S0-1 foliation planes worked as sliding surfaces. In sam-
ple Szal-14 (Fig. 56.4) from the Telekes Valley joint drags with triangular calcite filled spaces arising

from rotation of the kinked sector are well visible.
The kink axes dip gently to the NW or SE indicating
NE-SW compression (Fig. 57). 

The kink-type F3 folds are also present in the
BOSZ-001outcrop of the Akasztó unit (Fig. 58). In
this locality the penetrative S0-1 foliation was often
bent by several dm-scale folds. These F3 folds are
open to close folds with linear limbs and angular
hinges (Fig. 58). Thrust connected fold-propagation-
folds are also present (Fig. 58). In present-day posi-
tion they indicate top-to-NW normal movement. In
present-day position the axial planes are subhorizon-
tal, referring to subvertical compression. The S0-1
planes are also in subvertical position, dipping to SE
and NW. The fold axes plunge moderatelly to NE
(Fig. 57). Field observations (e.g. subvertical axial
planes, steeply dipping of the S0-1 folitation)
referred to pre-tilt position of these small-scale kink-
folds. To obtain the presumably original position of
the folds, tilt tests were carried out. On Figure 57 all
the structural elements on these stereograms are tilt-
ed back to their original position. This pre-folding
position makes much more sense from a structural
point of view. The majority of the fold axes became
subhorizontal, dipping moderately to the NW or to
the SE. They indicate NE-SW compression.
Measured thrust planes and fold-propagation-folds
in this backtilted position also refer to NE-SW com-
pressional stress field.

These F3 kink-like folds bend the S0-1 foliation,
giving a good reason to connect them with a
younger event. The superposition of D2 and D3

events cannot be analysed directly, because no
sample has been found with the fabrics of both
deformation phases. However, the two phases have
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Figure 55. F3 kink-type folds in the shale of TO complex from
the Mély Valley (Perk-166). S0-1 folitaion planes (light green)
are bended by the kink-bands (purple ).
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Figure 56. F3 kink folds in the TO complex



been separated, because the close to tight style of F2 folds with ductile deformation indicates devel-
opment under higher temperature and pressure conditions, while kink folds have joints or calcite-
filled veins in the axial planes. They indicate deformation at least partly under brittle conditions.
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Figure 57 . Summarized stereograms of the D3 tectonic phase containing NW-SE trending F3 fold axes, NE and SW-verging thrusts.
NE-SW compression. Tilt test is shown for three data sets with original (pre-tilt) and recent (post-tilt) position.

Figure 58. a) map view drawing of the BOSZ-001 outcrop on the Akasztó Hill, near Bódvaszilas village. 10 cm-scale kink-folds bend
the S0-1 foliation. Note the very steep axial planes and axes. b) F3 folds in Jurassic marl. Pre-tilt position of the kinks can be observed.
It is demonstrated via pre- and post-tilt stereograms. Post-tilt normal fault was also observed.
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7.4. D4 nappe stacking, NW-SE compression

The effects of the previous 3 deformational phases are recognisable only in the metamporphosed
Torna series and the Telekesoldal nappe. However, all the investigated tectonic units were involved
in the later events (Appendix 1-3). According to this observation the juxtaposition of the Aggtelek
nappe, Telekesoldal nappe (locally Torna series on its base) and the Bódva series should have hap-
pened prior to or during D4 phase. In the next chapters I will follow these nappe contacts from top
to bottom. Simple sketches aim to help understanding of structural relationships between the differ-
ent tectonic units and age relationship of the contacts (59. ábra).

7.4.1. The base of the Aggelek nappe

The base of the Aggtelek nappe can be investigated in several points all along the eastern bound-
ary of the Aggtelek Hills. It is a complex tectonic contact zone, with Aggtelek nappe in uppermost
structural position, while the underlying unit varies along the roughly N-S striking contact zone
(Appendix 1-3). In general, the Aggtelek nappe juxtaposes the Telekesoldal nappe (south of the
Bódva river, Fig. 59d), or the equivalent Akasztó unit in the north (Fig. 59a), or with different scales
or duplexes incorporated into the basal tectonic breccia (rauhwacke) in between the two main struc-
tural units (Fig. 59d). The thickness and lithological composition of these tectonic slices varies along
the strike of the nappe boundary. 
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Figure 59. Simplified sketch about the struc-
tural relationship of the nappes in different
localities within the investigated area.
Cenozoic deformation phases are omitted for
claritiy.



7.4.1.1. Henc Valley

The southern segment of the investigated
tectonic contact is located along the road
from Perkupa to Szőlősardó in the Henc
Valley, and on the small range between the
Telekes Valley and the Henc Valley
(Appendix 3, Fig. 59d). The tectonic contact
zone is characterized by tens to hundreds of
meters of basal tectonic breccia, namely
rauhwacke (Chapter 8). It contains relatively
intact tectonic slices, few to hundreds of
meters in size which are also in contact with
the host rauhwacke or directly with the over-
lying or underlying nappes (Appendix 3,
Fig. 60). These slices are usually built up by
Lower Triassic Bódvaszilas Sandstone
(PERK-172), Szin Marl (HB-105, -106) or
most commonly Middle Triassic Gutenstein
Dolomite (HB-99), or rarely Steinalm
Limestone (PERK-173). A good example
observed in site P172 (Fig. 61), where the
red, mica and quartz rich sandstone of the
Lower Triassic Bódvaszilas Fm is in direct
tectonic contact with rauhwacke bodies. The
recognizable intact rock types served as base
for classification of the outcrops on earlier
maps (Less et al. 1988), but their disrupted
nature and incorporation to a wide belt of
rauhwacke were not recognised. The
rauhwacke lenses were usually classified
into the Gutenstein Formation.

I suppose that a narrow evaporite belt
occurs within the tectonic contact zone near
the Henc valley jaws, extending from the
Perkupa evaporite mining area (Fig. 60).
Near the jaws of the Telekes Valley, a south-
ward extension of the Telekesvölgy
Formation can be supposed (Fig. 60).

These tectonic slices built up by different
lithologies are sheared off from their original
basement and younger cover during the
nappe emplacement. The Early and early
Middle Triassic succession is very similar, or
equivalent in all the structural units of the
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Aggtelek-Rudabánya Hills (Kovács 1989, Fig. 4). Thus, the original paleogeographical position of these
tectonic slices and thus the classification into paleogeographic units is uncertain. On basis of their present-
day locality, the Henc unit name is used throughout the text for these Lower to Middle Triassic slices in
between the Aggtelek nappe and Telekesoldal complex. 

These tectonic slices of Henc unit along the Henc Valley (Appendix 2-3) show NE-SW elongat-
ed geometry. This refers to NW-SE compression similarly to the outcrop-scale measurements. So it
is most probable, that the juxtaposition of the Henc unit and the underlying nappe (Telekesoldal)
took place in this D4 tectonic phase.

7.4.1.2. Western side of the Csipkés Hill 

These N to NE striking tectonic slices can be followed north from the Bódva River along the
western side of the Rudabánya Hills. The main outcrops are on the western slope of Csipkés Hill
(Appendix 2), in some abandoned quarries (PERK-007 between Perkupa and Dobódél villages, and
along N-S striking forest roads (PERK-005, -006, -008) parallel with the road between Perkupa and
Dobódél. In these locations the northward continuation of the tectonic contact zone can be followed
with variable Lower to Upper Triassic tectonic slices in between the Aggtelek nappe in upper, and
the Telekesvölgy complex or Bódva series in lower position (Appendix 2, Fig. 62). Toward Dobódél
village this tectonic belt becomes narrower, containing thinner and smaller number of relatively
intact tectonic slices, while the amount of rauhwacke is also reduced. 

On the westernmost part of the contact zone Permian evaporite underlies the Aggtelek nappe. This
evaporite was penetrated by several boreholes and was the target of mining activities for decades
(Havas 1980). The continuation of this evaporite slice can be seen on Fig. 62. 

The most complex part of the investigated area is the western slope of the Csipkés Hill and its
continuation to the east (for details see Less et al 1988, Appendix 2, Fig. 59c, 62). The lowermost
structural unit (Fig. 59, 62) is represented by the Telekesvölgy Formation (Csipkés Hill key-sections,
sites P-91, -92) including the olistostrome of Csipkés Hill (P-90, -44). This Jurassic sequence is
interpreted to be the same sequence as the one south of Bódva River (e.g. Telekes Valley Tributary
Valley No 6, 7, 8, Varbóc Va-2 borehole) overlying the Triassic of Bódva series. Structurally above
it small slices of Middle Triassic carbonates are mappable (P-135, Perk-16, Fig. 59c). On the SW
corner of the hill one of these slices is visible (P-135, Fig. 59, 62, Appendix 2). There were more
interpretations for this Steinalm Limestone body in the last decades: a) Less et al. (1988) surround-
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Figure 61. D4 contact of the Lower Triassic Bódvaszilas Sandstone of Henc unit and rauhwacke within the basal tectonic zone of the
Aggtelek nappe.



ed this ambiguous block with faults between the
Telekesoldal and Telekesvölgy Formations. b) it was
interpreted as a slided block in Kövér (2005). The other
small slice consists of partially altered Gutenstein
Dolomite (P126, P130).The contact of these slices and
the underlying rocks are usually marked by altered tec-
tonic zone (rauhwacke). Following the presented new
concept, the Steinalm Limestone body, and the
Gutenstein Dolomite at the western part of the hill is
considered to be the part of the Henc unit, and situated
within the first order nappe contact zone (D4) incorpo-
rated into the base of the overriding Aggtelek nappe
(Fig. 59c, 62, Appendix 2). 

The deformation history within these slices and
underlying outcrops of the Bódva and Teleksvölgy
series can be reconstructed from the measured micro-
scale structural elements and is quite complex. It could
start with the formation of joints and faults before the
main tilting and large-scale folding event (Fig. 63).
These early pretilt joints can be measured in outcrops
Perk-12 and 13. However, this fracturation can also be
linked to the tilting and folding event (D4), because the
extension is perpendicular to fold axis. In this scenario,
fractures are fold-hinge-parallel set of joints. At the first
step of folding few sinistral strike-slip faults could form
in outcrops Perk-12-13 (Fig. 63). It was followed by the
folding itself, then few post-tilt faults, probably in the
same stress field. These deformation events were char-
acterised by a NW-SE compression and the three events
could be coaxial. This first folding phase can be seen
equally in the outcrops of the Bódva series (Perk-12, -
13) and the small scale overlying tectonic slices of the
Henc unit (Perk 14-18). Thus during this phase they
deformed together, indicating syn-D4 or pre-D4 nappe
emplacement. 

7.4.1.3. Between Perkupa and Dobódél

Following the Henc-Bódva contact zone more to the
north, there are outcrops of Lower Triassic rocks,
Gutenstein Dolomite and Upper Triassic cherty lime-
stones along some N-S striking forest roads (Perk-008,
-005, -006, -003) parallel with the road between
Perkupa and Dobódél. These formations are in tectonic
contact with Gutenstein Dolomite of the Bódva series
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(Fig. 59b, Appendix 2), and were inter-
preted as strike-slip duplexes (Less et al.
1988, Fig. 5). These duplexes were
thought to be the result of Cenozoic sinis-
tral movement along the Darnó zone.
However, following my previous model, I
suggest that these formations are part of
the Henc unit, and primarily they formed
relatively intact tectonic slices on top of
the Bódva series. 

7.4.1.4. Szögliget-3, Akasztó Hill 

New attribution of the Akasztó unit into
the metamorphosed Telekesoldal complex
(Chapter 2.2.5, 5.3.3) changes consider-

ably the local structural geometry (Appendix 1, Fig. 44, 59a). Topographically above the Szögliget
Szö-3 borehole, the Aggtelek nappe occurs, whose Lower Triassic sequence is truncated. At its lower
contact, poor occurrences of rauhwacke can be delineated a brittle thrust plane (for details see chap-
ter 8). On the other side of the Akasztó unit, the Szögliget- Szö-4 borehole and a small outcrop
expose gabbros and dolomite tectonically incorporated into an evaporitic mélange. This rock asso-
ciation of basic and ultrabasic rocks were classified into the Tornakápolna series (Pantó et al. 1950,
Józsa et al. 1996, Dosztály et al. 2002). Thus the Akasztó unit is sandwiched between a non-meta-
morphosed nappe and the evaporitic mélange. The emplacement of the Aggtelek nappe post-date
metamorphism (and D3 phase as well) and most probably occured during the D4 phase. The result
of the D4 tilting phase is well documented by outcrop Bosz-001 on the Akasztó Hill (Fig. 64). The
penetrative S0-1 foliation of the Jurassic marly shale steeply dips both to the SE and NW (Fig. 58,
64). NE dipping fold axes were also measured related to this NW-SE compressional phase.

On the other hand, the nappe contacts were deformed later (during D5 phase?) and resulted in the
steep position of the tectonic boundaries of the units, and also its internal structures (foliation, bed-
ding). As an alternative option, it is probable, that the uprising evaporite deform the pre-existing
structures including bedding planes, foliation, nappe boundaries (Appendix 1).

7.4.2. Base of the Telekesoldal nappe

Structural boundary between the metamorphosed, deformed and exhumed TO complex and the
underlying units can be directly studied only in a few key localities. The evaporitic sole was already
involved in the overthrusting of TO nappe, which is proved by borehole Rudabánya Rb-661 (Fig. 23). 

7.4.2.1. Rudabánya Rb-661

In this core between the TO nappe and the Bódva series in ~80 m thickness an alternation of anhy-
drite, siliciclastic sediments and dolomite, arranged in a tectonic breccia/mélange was penetrated
(Fig. 23). The 0-151 m interval of the core is built up by dark grey, black claymarl, marl, calcareous
marl and shale (Chapter 5.3, Fig. 24-25). The slate is characterised by ductile deformation features:
e.g. kink folds, isoclinally folded calcite veins (see chapter 7.1.1, 7.2). Between 151 and 170 meters
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Figure 63. Stereographic projections of pre-tilt joints and normal faults.
For legend, see Fig. 57.



altered and brecciated greyish green rhyolite occurs (Fig. 23). This volcanite is part of the TO com-
plex as already mentioned by the previous authors (Grill 1988, Szentpétery & Less 2006). In chap-
ter 5.3 I demonstrated, that this rhyolite is an olistolith. Below the rhyolite a wide tectonic breccia
zone can be recognized containing black shale reminiscent of TO complex, rhyolite, evaporite, green
anhydrite, rauhwacke (for details see chapter 8). Till the next structural boundary (225 m) variegat-
ed siliciclastic rock association appears mixed with dolomites and evaporites. In the uppermost part
of this association black claystone alternates with thin laminas of gypsum followed by purple clay-
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Figure 64. Stereographic projections of the main tilting phase
(D4). For legend, see Fig. 57.



stone with anhydrite. The next meters are built up by the alternation of dolomite, anhydrite, purple
and green claystone. At the lowermost part of this tectonic mélange coarse-grained siliciclastic beds
and anhydrite laminas vary. This whole mixed rock association is suggested to be an evaporitic
mélange, built up by clasts of the TO complex tectonically sheared into the Upper Permian Perkupa
Evaporite Fm. 

A 10 m thick tectonic breccia (255-265 m) is situated below the evaporitic-siliciclastic zone.
There are red silicified claystone and red cherty limestone among the clasts of the breccia. The last
35 meters of the borehole is represented by light grey limestone occasionally containing coarse-
grains of bioclasts. The previous descriptions about this core mentioned neither this tectonic breccia
nor the limestone. However, they are very important from a tectonic point of view. The red silicified
claystone and the red cherty limestone clasts of the tectonic breccia can be identified the best with
the Middle-Upper Triassic Bódvalenke Limestone of the Bódva series among the known formations
(Fig. 23). The light grey limestone from the bottom of the borehole is supposed to be equal with the
Middle Triassic shallow-water carbonate of the Bódva series (Steinalm Limestone). Accordingly, the
structural relationships penetrated by this borehole as follows (Fig. 23, 59d). In uppermost position
the TO nappe can be found, below it a tectonic slice of the evaporitic series appears. It juxtaposes
the tectonically truncated and smashed remnants of the basin facies Bódva-type Middle-Upper
Triassic rock association. Finally in lowermost position the Middle Triassic Steinalm Limestone of
the Bódva series is penetrated. In summary, core Rudabánya Rb-661 penetrated the nappe boundary
between Telekesoldal and Bódva series.

7.4.2.2. Rudabánya Rb-658

The lower tectonic contact of the TO complex was penetrated by another borehole in the Telekes
Valley, the Rudabánya Rb-658 (Fig. 12). In this core above the grey marl of TV complex – devel-
oping continuously from the underlying Triassic beds of Bódva series – dark grey micritic limestone
occurs. The transition between the limestone and the underlying TV complex is a sharp boundary,
indicated by the different lithologies. On the basis of its macroscopic features, this limestone was
previously assigned to the Gutenstein Formation (Less et al. 1988, Fig. 5). 

In microscopic view the limestone has microsparitic texture with no sign of any diagnostic
microstructure or fossil, which can refer either to the depositional environment or to the age of sed-
imentation. The most eye-catching phenomena are the two, almost perpendicular stylolitic planes.
Accordingly, at least one of these directions is a poorly developed foliation controlled by tectonic
processes. Rhombohedra shaped minerals secondarily replaced by calcite crystals are present spo-
radically in the microsparitic matrix. The original minerals have been resolved. The rhombohedra
shapes of the cavities filled with secondary calcite are flattened perpendicularly to one of the sty-
lolitic directions. Originally they could have been square shaped. 

Above the dark grey limestone weathered shale debris can be found up to the surface. The upper-
most part is represented by a 0.3 m long piece of core consisting of limestone olistostrome. The olis-
tostrome is built up by flattened grey limestone clasts. All rocks above the dark grey limestone (sup-
posedely Middle Triassic Gutenstein Formation) was classified into the TO complex (Grill 1988). In
my opinion it is possible that both of the previous classifications are correct, but the upper bound-
ary of the dark limestone is not of tectonic origin, but it represents an olistolith in the black shale
matrix. The olistostrome horizon in the uppermost part of the core, and surface outcrops containing
huge, foliated carbonate bodies strengthen this hypothesis. As an alternative option, the foliated
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limestone can be the remnant of the Torna series, occasionally present at the base of the TO nappe
(see chapter 7.1.2, Fig. 65).

This description shows that irrespectively of the classification of the dark grey limestone this
borehole proves that the TO nappe juxtaposes the Bódva series (including the TV complex).
Similarly to the previous ones, I suppose that this is a D4 phase nappe contact (Fig. 59d). 

7.4.2.3. Other occurrences

The same structural situation can be seen on the very complicated, eastern segment of the Csipkés
Hill, where the same TV complex is juxtaposed by the TO complex (Appendix 2, Fig. 59e, 62).

Similarly to core Rudabánya Rb-661, evaporitic mélange is present below the Akasztó unit (bore-
hole Szö-4, Appendix 1, Fig. 59a). The co-occurrence of evaporite and slates similar to the TO com-
plex helped the reinterpretation of the Hidvégardó Ha-3 and Zsarnó (Žarnov) Žam-1 boreholes
(Chapter 5.3, Fig. 6, 38). In my view, these boreholes expose Jurassic shales, marls, sandstones and
olistostrome horizons of TO complex and evaporite mélange. Originally this evaporite was incorpo-
rated into the basal tectonic breccias, developed during D4 nappe enplacement of the TO complex.
Alternation of the evaporite breccias and the TO complex signs multiple thrusts in D4 phase, or alter-
natively, parts of thrusting occurred during the later D5 phase. 

7.4.2.4. Outcrop-scale D4 deformation of the Telekesoldal complex

Outcrop-scale elements of the D4 structural phase characterised by NW-SE compression is wide-
spread in the localities of the TO complex. The main fabric is the general NW dipping of the S0-1
foliation planes (Fig. 64). However, in some outcrops (e.g. Szalonna-Perkupa roadcut keysection)
opposite, SE directions are present, too (Perk-167, -171, -057, Fig. 64). This indicates large-scale folding of
the foliation. This tilting event is clearly postdates D3 kink-folding (see Chapter 7.1.3). 

In outcrop Perk-192 in Telekes Valley cm to dm–scale open folds were observed (Fig. 66, 64). The folds
have brittle, sharp hinges and straight limbs. The fold axes moderately plunge to the SW or NE (Fig. 64, 66).
The measured data indicate NW-SE compression, which can be related to the D4 nappe-stacking phase.
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Figure 65. 1) Dark grey limestone olistostrome of the Telekesoldal complex. Note the well developed, penetrative foliation. The llime-
stone is similar to that in Rudabánya Rb-658, where the new interpretation is similarly olistolith. 2) New folitation developed in cherty
limestone on the southern slope of Csipkés Hill. Folds and incipient folitaion planes (axial plane foliation) are connected to F5 phase. 



However, in outcrop Perk-187 in the Telekes Valley (Appendix 3, Fig. 50) pre-tilt extensional faults
were measuered, indicating N-S extension (Fig. 64). According to field observations and tilt tests, they
predate the tilting phase. Similarly to outcrops Perk-12-13, these extensional features could form at the
incipient stage of folding, indicating extension on the hinge zone, perpendicular to fold axis.
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7.4.3. Base of the Martonyi nappe (Torna unit)

According to new macroscopic, microscopic and conodont age investigations (Kövér 2005), there
are two Triassic sequences on the slope of Dunnatető Hill. One of them is a normal younging Bódva-
type sequence (Appendix 2, Fig. 62, 67) with an age of Early Anisian to Middle Carnian based on
conodont investigations. The other one is an Upper Ladinian to Upper Norian Torna-type s. s.
sequence (Martonyi tectonic unit). This latter one probably occurs as a small nappe outlier (D4) on
top of the Bódva series (Kövér 2005, Appendix 2, Fig. 62). The base of the nappe is folded by F5
large-scale folds (next chapter).

At the area of the metamorphosed s.s. Martonyi nappe the northwestern contact toward the Bódva
series is represented by a well-constrained, moderately steep fault dipping to the southeast, beneath
the metamorphic unit; this contact is marked by rauhwacke (for details see chapter 8). Because meta-
morphic rocks are at higher topographic position (Fig. 59e), they probably thrust onto the Bódva
series (Less, 1998, Fodor & Koroknai 2000). While along this contact the situation is the same as on
Dunnatető Hill, I suggest D4 phase for the overthrusting of the Martonyi nappe.  

7.4.4. Effect of the D4 phase in the present-day structural geometry

On the basis of the previous observations and metamorphic petrological studies, the Telekesoldal
nappe can be defined in the next way: it is an individual structural unit, a nappe, below which the
tectonically truncated lenses of the Torna series (D1 contact), otherwise the Bódva series (D4 con-
tact) can be found (Appendix 1-3, Fig. 59, 60, 62, 67). The geometry of the nappe boundary is most-
ly the same as the boundary of the TO complex on the geological map of Less et al. (1988) (Fig. 5).
The main differences are as follows. A) in the borehole Szendrő Szet-4 (Chapter 5.2.4, Appendix 3,
Fig. 17) I classify  the uppermost, shale and marl part of the core to the TV complex, against the
original classification into the TO complex (Less et al 1988) (Fig. 5, 7). B) in the surrounding of the
borehole Szalonna Sza-5 according to my opinion the non-metamorphosed marls of the TV complex
crops out (Chapter 5.2) which is in contradiction with the previous concepts (Less et al 1988, Fig. 5,
7). The basal D4 thrust surfaces of the TO nappe may have been reactivated or deformed several
times (e.g. in phase D5) after the main nappe emplacement, so they certainly do not reflect the orig-
inal structural geometry. 

Accordingly, in the central part of the Rudabánya Hills the present-day structural order of the nappes is
as follows. South from the Bódva River in the lowermost known tectonic position a Lower Triassic–Middle
Jurassic Bódva series is present including the TV complex (Appendix 3, Fig. 59d, 60). Above it in the vicin-
ity of the valley head of the Telekes Valley number 7 Tributary Valley an upper scale of Bódva series
appears. On the top of these imbrications the TO nappe is emplaced during the D4 phase (maybe with some
questionable slices of Torna series between the two main units). The Aggtelek nappe is in uppermost struc-
tural position. Between the Aggtelek and TO nappes, a few hundred m thick tectonic breccia zone, the Henc
unit occurs, whith the relatively intact slices of Lower and Middle Triassic rocks (Fig. 59d).

North from the Bódva River (Appendix 2, Fig. 59b, c, 62, 67) this nappe pile is complicated by
later movements along some younger structural elements, which belong to phase D5 (see next chap-
ter). However, the effects of the D4 nappe stacking are preserved by the D4 contact of small slices
of Henc unit on TV series. The Telekesoldal nappe does not appear in this segment, maybe it was
tectonically truncated during nappe emplacement. The refolded nappe contact on Dunnatető Hill
between the small Martonyi nappe outlier (Torna series) and the Bódva series in lower position also
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belongs to this phase. Here the superposition of D5 folding is nicely wisible, because the upper
Martonyi nappe is preserved in the core of an F5 syncline (see next chapter, Appendix 2, Fig. 62, 67)

7.5. D5 south-verging thrusts

The nappe order achieved during D4 phase is reworked by a N-S compressional event (D5) (see
Fig. 68) resulted in south-verging thrusts concerning the whole Aggtelek-Henc-(Telekesoldal)-
(Torna)-Bódva nappe pile. This compressional event is responsible for large scale folding, causing
locally recumbent folding in the Bódva series. 

7.5.1. Dunnatető Hill

On the southern slope of the Dunnatető Hill the structural order of the nappes is as follows
(Appendix 2, Fig. 59g, 67). The TO nappe forms the lowermost structural unit on the surface. In the
individual outcrops (P-22, roadcut keysection on the other side of the Bódva River) post-tilt, mod-
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Figure  67. Schematic block section of the Csipkés Hill and Dunnatető Hill area
with the main structural units and phases. D4 is responsible for the contacts of
Henc unit and the underlying Bódva series, and Telekesoldal complex juxtaposing
the Bódva series. In D5 phase Bódva series thrust over the existing nappes with
southern vergency, passively carrying a small D4 Martonyi nappe-outlier (Torna
series). D5 tear fault separates the different blocks containing overturned Bódva
sequence (Csipkés Hill) and Bódva series in normal position (Dunnatető Hill).
Both sides are folded in large-scale F5 folds (resulted in the overturned sequence
on Csipkés Hill and the core of a syncline position of the Martonyi nappe on
Dunnatető Hill). Purple arrows show younging directions.



erately northly and southly dipping joints can be measured. Field observations indicate reverse fault-
ing along these planes, thus they refer to N-S compression (Fig. 68). The TO nappe is thrust over by
a tectonic slice of the Bódva series (Fig. 59g, 62, 67). The contact between the two structural units
is charaterised by a few m thick tectonic breccia zone (rauhwacke), which can be studied in outcrop
P-22 (see Chapter 8). In map view, the contact dips moderately to the N, but it is cut perpendicular-
ly by late structures. The north-directed thrust contact indicates top-to-S movements. 

The Bódva series above the contact zone starts with highly altered Triassic carbonate with a great
amount of dissolution cavities. The formations of the Bódva series are folded into large-scale folds.
At outcrop P-22 a syncline is in contact with the underlying TO nappe. Due to the poor outcropping
conditions, it is not clear, if the nappe boundary was involved in this folding phase. The axis of this
map-scale syncline (Appendix 2, Fig. 67) plunges to the WSW (Fig. 68). Estimated fold axes are
265/20 and 250/20. In the core of the syncline a small nappe outlier of Torna series is preserved
(Chapter 7.1.4). This D4 thrust contact is bended by this map-scale fold, thus it represent folding
after the nappe enplacement. This syncline is bordered on the SE and NW by anticlines with similar
axes, made up of Dunnatető and Steinalm Formations. Similar dip values, map-scale folds and fold
axes were measured on the northern continuation of Dunnatető Hill at Szár Hill (Fig. 68) (Less et al.
1998, Péró et al. 2003). Fold axes estimations from alternating dip values refer to roughly N-S com-
pression.

The next structural evolution can be reconstructed for the D5 phase from these observations and
measurements. A scale of Bódva series thrust over the Telekesoldal nappe with southern vergency.
It passively carries a small Martonyi nappe outlier (Torna series) on its top. During this N-S com-
pressional phase, large-scale F5 folds developing in the Bódva series, bending also the pre-existing
D4 boundary (Fig. 59g, 67).

7.5.2. Csipkés Hill

The situation is somewhat similar on the eastern Csipkés Hill. However, there are some more complica-
tions deriving from the more diverse D4 contacts and more intense F5 folding (Fig. 59f). Surface observa-
tions can be combined with borehole data of Perkupa P-74 (Fig. 10) drilled on top of the hill. The hilltop
consists of and the borehole starts with Middle Triassic Steinalm Limestone of the Bódva series. Dunnatatő
Formation, then deep-water, Middle to Upper Triassic Bódvalenke Limestone develops continuosly from
this shallow-water carbonate. It indicates overturned position for this scale (Appendix 2, Fig. 59, 62, 67).
Below it, another overturned scale with similar formations occur (Fig. 10). The rocks consisting of these
scales can be followed on hillslopes of the Csipkés Hill, where small-scale folds with gently north-dipping
axial panes, and incipient axial plane cleavage were observed (P-140, Fig. 65). In the borehole, the lower,
overturned Triassic sequence is bounded by a thrust toward the Jurassic black shale (Fig. 10). The lower-
most part of the section contains TV complex and Hallstatt Limestone in normal position (Kövér et al.
2009b). 

My summarized structural interpretation for the Csipkés Hill is as follows (Fig. 59, 62, 67). The Bódva
series was affected by F5 large-scale folding, similarly to as described on Dunnatető Hill. The speciality
of the Csipkés Hill is that this folding phase resulted in overturned folds and imbricates. The overturned
limb of this map-scale fold thrust onto the Telekesvölgy complex and onto the Csipkés Hill olistostrome. 

The present-day contact between these overturned tectonic slices and the rest of the Bódva nappe in
normal position to the east and north (Fig. 62, 67, Appendix 2) is supposed to be a younger normal fault
contact. However, some earlier movements are supposed along this NW-SE striking boundary fault of the
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overturned imbrication. It is suggested to be a NW-SE striking tear fault during the S-verging thrusting
event, separating areas of the Bódva nappe with different style and amplitude of F5 folding (Fig. 67). The
main reason for this interpretation is that the overturned sequence seemingly has no continuation in strike
to the east (towards the Dunnatető Hill), but the south-verging thrust and the large-scale F5 folds can be
followed; all structures indicate roughly the same direction for compression (Fig. 59f, g, 67).
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Figure 68. Stereographic projections of the D5 phase. The main structural elements are south-verging large-scale folds and thrust
faults. For legend, see Fig. 57.



7.5.3 Between Perkupa and Dobódél 

Micro-tectonic observations lead to similar results for D5 phase in case of Lower Triassic localities of the
Henc unit (Perk-005, 008, Appendix 2, Fig. 68, 69, 70). The lithology in these outcrops is sandstone, siltstone
and marl of Early Triassic age. In both outcrops the main structural phenomena is the dm-to m-scale folding of
the beds. The folds have open to close geometry usually with rounded hinge. The axial planes are steep, and they
dip to the N. Measured and estimated axes plunge moderately to the WSW in case of outcrop Perk-005. In Perk-
008 almost horizontal, E dipping axis and moderately dipping WNW plunging axis were observed. The length
of the fold limbs alternating in long-short-long geometry in outcrop Perk-008. Dipping of the axial planes, asym-
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Figure 69. Field observations and related stereogram in outcrop Perk-008 along the forest
road from Perkupa to Dobódél. The bedding planes of the Lower Triassic sandstone, siltstone
and marl are bended by F5 open folds. Measured fold axes and bedding planes indicate N-S
shortening (D5).



metry of the folds and fold axis geometry refers to N-S compression and southern vergency (Fig. 68, 69, 70,). 
This S-verging thrusting event is responsible for local revorking of the structural units, resulted

in northly dipping thrust planes separating different lithologies of the Henc unit. This later thrusting
resulted in the juxtaposition of the younger Gutenstein Dolomite and the older Lower Triassic clas-
tic formations. In other outcrops of this locality group (Perk-007 and -002) outcrop-scale reverse and
thrust fault showing N-S compression were also measured (Fig. 68).

For regional correlation, the folding event fits to D5 phase with N-S compression, resulted in the
south-verging folds and thrusts. Sinistral strike slip movements along some NNE-SSW striking steep
faults connected to the D5 N-S compressional phase is probable and resulted in rework of the orig-
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Figure 70. Field observations and related stereogram in outcrop Perk-005 along the forest road from Perkupa to Dobódél. The bed-
ding planes of the Lower Triassic sandstone, siltstone and marl are bended by F5 open to close folds. Axial planes are subvertical.
Part of the strata are in overturned position due to F5 folding. Measured fold axes and foliation planes indicate N-S compression (D5).



inal D4 nappe boundaries. This steep boundary is similar to the interpretation of Less et al (1988),
(Fig. 5), the main difference is the assumption of an east-verging (D4) emplacement of the Henc unit
onto the Bódva series prior to the strike-slip movements. Such strike-slip faults were measured on
the Esztramos Hill quarry (Fig. 68). 

7.5.4. Surrounding of the Bódvarákó window

The inner, D1 nappe contact of the Telekesoldal nappe and the Torna series in the core of the
Bódvarákó window was described in Chapter 7.1.1. These two structural units in window position
are cut by a detachment fault, which placed the evaporitic sole and non-metamorphosed Bódva series
over the metasediments. This relationship is evident from the map, where Bódva series surrounds the
window of metamorphosed rocks (Less et al. 1988) (Fig. 5, 44, 59e), and also from the Bódvarákó-
4 borehole, which reached the Triassic of Bódvarákó series below the evaporitic unit. According to
the KI values, a clear jump in the degree of metamorphism exists all along the window (Fig. 44,
Appendix Table 4: samples for Bódva unit: E-6, 7, 10, 12; versus NL beds). Thus, motion along the
upper contact of the Bódvarákó window postdates the very low to low-grade metamorphism. Micro-
deformational investigations lead to the general conclusion, that nappe enplacement post-dates D3
phase (Chapter 7.3, 7.4). In chapter 7.4 D4 contact of the Torna and Bódva series was demonstrat-
ed, placing the metamorphic unit over the non-metamorphosed one. Thus the non-metamorphosed
Bódva on metamorphosed Telekesoldal nappe (locally NL beds) is another, younger event. Similar
contact was described from the Dunnatető Hill, which was classified into D5 phase. Although I have
no direct measurement for S-verging tectonic transport above the Bódvarákó window, I suggest
equally D5 phase contact for the top of the window (Bódva series juxtaposing TO nappe).

7.5.5. Correlation of D4 and D5 phases with the area near Szőlősardó village

To the south of the examined area, on the boreder of the Aggtelek and Rudabánya Hills a com-
plicated nappe structure was recently reinterpreted by Horváth (2010) and Horváth et al. (2012). This
work was carried out at the eastern margin of the Aggtelek nappe, near the village of Szőlősardó. It
distinguished a total of five structural units as follows from top to bottom: Aggtelek nappe, Lászi,
Henc, Szőlősardó and Bódva units. The northward continuation of Lászi and Szőlősardó units are
not present in my area. They are small-sale structural units built up by slope-facies and pelagic lime-
stones in the Upper Triassic. Outcrop-scale folds and minor reverse and thrust faults were measured,
which indicate that the investigated units thrust onto each other first with southeasterly then with
Sothern vergency. These two phases shows good correlation with the D4 and D5 phases of my recent
study (Figure 64, 68). D5 deformation could also involve incipient salt tectonics near Alsótelekes,
where Upper Permian gypsum and anhydrite form a dome (Zelenka et al. 2005) having rosen from
below the Szőlősardó unit. The D5 phase was particularly marked by young-on-older (out-of-
sequence) thrusts which formed a complex duplex system juxtaposing different tectonic slices of the
Henc unit.
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7.6. D5b E-W extension 

Conjugate sets of N-S striking shear bands are very characteristic in several outcrops of the TO
nappe (Perk-158-161, Perk-167-171, Perk-192, Perk-186-187, P-22). These shear bands indicate
top-to-the-E shear along the E-dipping surfaces, while top-to-the-W shear along the oppositely
directed planes (Fig. 71a, b). Some shear bands locally form an incipient extensional crenulation
cleavage. In micro-scale the deformation is at least partly ductile. This phase was named D5b in the
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Figure 71a. Stereographic projections of the D5b phase. The main structural elements are top-to-the-E shear along the E-dipping sur-
faces and top-to-the-W shear along the oppositely directed planes. For legend, see Fig. 57.

Figure 71b. Extensional shear zones in the Mély Valley. S0-1 foliation
of the TO complex is dragged by the D5b extensional shear zones.

Figure 72. D5b extensional shear zones in outcrop-
scale (1), in hand-specimen (3, 6, 7) and in micro-
scale (2, 4, 5, 8). This feature can be observed in sev-
eral outcrops of the To nappe (e.g. NL beds, Zam-1
borehole, the “classical” To complex. The shale and
marl matrix behaved in a ductile way, while the clasts
of the microolistostrome were deformed brittle.
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first approach, because it was clear even in field, that it postdates the D4 tilting event. Its relation to
the D5 phase will be discussed in chapter 9.2. 

In outcrop P-22 near the tectonic contact between the TO nappe and the overriding Bódva series
nice samples of these shear bands are visible both in outcrop and micro-scale (Fig. 72.1, 2). The lithol-
ogy is olistostrome with calcareous shale as a matrix, and mm- to cm-scale carbonates are the clasts.
During the shearing event the matrix behaved in a ductile way, why the more competent carbonate
clasts in brittle way (Fig. 72.2). In the clasts domino-like structures developed during the shearing.
These domains are separated by either synthetic or antithetic small-scale faults. These faults behaved
in a brittle way only in the clasts, and they do not continue in the less competent marly matrix. 

The same phenomena can be observed in the micro-olistostrome of the Nyúlkertlápa beds in the
Bódvarákó window. The shearing bent the original S0-1 foliation planes of the olistostrome. In micro-
scale the clasts behaved in rigid way, rotating within the ductilely deforming matrix (Fig. 72.3-5). 

Conjugate extensional shear zones are also persent in samples 138.5 and 212.3 m of core Zsarnó
(Žarnov) Žam-1 (Fig. 72.7). During the shearing the slate and the siltstone intercalations behaved in
a semi-ductile way, indicated by the dragged layers.

These D5b semi-ductile shear zones are responsible for the disintegration of the sandstone layers
within the slate. These extensional shear zones separating the sandstone boudins are nicely visible
in the Telekes Valley in locality Perk-186-187 (Fig. 50) and in Mély Valley (Fig. 71b). 

On the northern slope of Nagy-Telekes Hill, in outcrops Perk-167-171 (near the Szalonna-
Perkupa roadcut keysection) not only ductile – semi-ductile extensional features, but also brittle ones
are present (Fig. 71b). These E and W directed fault planes dip quite steeply. The measured slicken-
sides indicate normal movements. On WNW dipping planes sinistral movements were also
observed. The presence of both ductile and brittle extensional structures separates this D5b phase
into two events: an earlier ductile – semi-ductile phase followed by a later brittle one in the same E-
W extensional regime.

7.7. D6 WNW-ESE compression and NNE-SSW extension

WNW-ESE compression and perpendicular tension was measuered in the small Gutenstein
Dolomite quarry of Bódva series (Perk-12, -13) (Fig. 73). Joints and faults corresponding to this
phase were also observed in Gutenstein Dolomite of Henc unit along the forest road between
Perkupa and Dobódél villages. The corresponding structures are represented by conjugate strike-slip
faults, N and S dipping normal faults and N-S striking reverse faults. Dextral strike slips are trend-
ing WSW-ENE, while sinistral ones are oriented NW-SE (Fig. 73). While all of the measurements
were carried out in Mesozoic rocks, only relative timing of this phase can be made. One exception
is the outcrop in the SE Rudabánya Hills (Barbara quarry on Fig. 73), where reverse faults and folds
affected an Early Miocene (Eggenburgian) formation. According to field observations, this phase
post-dates the tilting and thrusting events (D4 and D5), that is why it became D6. These tectonic
directions and structures were also measuerd by Zelenka et al. (2005) and Fodor et al (2005).
According to this latter work, this stress field was active from late Eocene till early Ottnangian (~34-
18.5 Ma). 
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7.8. D7 NE-SW extension

Signs of another post-tilt event can be observed in Lower and Middle Triassic rocks along the
Perkupa-Dobódél forest road, in the quarry of Csehi Hill. The main structural features are strike-slip
faults. Dextral movements were measured along steep, W-E to NW-SE striking planes (Fig. 74). A
few sinistral strike-slip faults were also observed with N-S to NNE-SSW strike. Locally, only nor-
mal faults or joints developed parallel to the maximal horizontal stress axis. These movements refer
to a NE-SW extensional stress field. This phase was also detected by Zelenka et al. (2005) in the
evaporite mining area more to the south (Alsótelekes), and by Fodor et al. (2005) during structural
investigations along the Darnó Zone. The measured ~N-S directed sinistral strike-slip faults are sub-
parallel to the Darnó Zone (Fig. 2). In fact, this phase could correspond to the often quoted sinistral
slip of the Darnó Zone (Zelenka et al. 1983, Fodor et al. 2005). For the time span of this phase, late
Ottnangian (~18.5 Ma) – middle Badeninan (~15 Ma) age was suggested (Fodor et al. 2005). For
regional correlation, this stress field is coeval with the main rifting phase of the Pannonian basin
(Fodor et al. 1999, Fodor 2010).
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Figure 73. Stereograms of the D6 phase. Data were measured in the outcrops of the Henc unit,
Bódva series, evaporite and on early Miocene sediments. The main structures are conjugate
strike-slip faults, N and S dipping normal faults and N-S striking reverse faults. For legend,
see Fig. 57.



7.9. D8 SE-NW extension

Several NE-SW trending normal faults were measured on the Akasztó Hill, in the dolomite quar-
ry of Csipkés Hill W (Perk-12, -13) and on the Esztramos Hill (data of Fodor and Bergerat 1988)
(Fig. 75). Outcrop-scale N-NNW dipping sinistral strike-slip faults occur locally. From these meas-
urements, a SE-NW extensional stress field can be reconstructed. Normal or sinistral-normal
oblique-slip faults can be supposed along the western margin of the Rudabánya Hills. The fault zone
is particularly expressed near the Esztramos Hill. Similar phase was observed in the southern part of
the Rudabánya Hills by Horváth et al. (2012), and Zelenka et al. (2005) and all along the Darnó
Deformation Belt by Fodor (2005) (Fig. 75, Szőlősardó, Alsótelekes). They suggested late Badenian
age for this deformation. Map-scale faults displacing late Miocene sediments (Horváth et al. 2012)
demonstrate a continuation of extensional faulting up to the end of the Miocene or even into the
Pliocene. This stress field marks the youngest deformation phase in the area.
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Figure 74. Stereograms of the D7 phase. Measurements were carried out in the outcrops of the Henc unit, Bódva series and the evap-
orite. The main structural elements are conjugate strike-slip faults. For legend, see Fig. 57.

Figure 75. Stereograms of the D8 phase. Measurements were
carried out in the outcrops of the TO nappe, Torna series, Henc
unit, and the evaporite. The main structural elements are nor-
mal faults. For legend, see Fig. 57.



8. Pressure and temperature estimations of the nappe movements

Along the deformation zones characterized by major movements (nappe boundaries) the possibil-
ity of fluid migration is highly increased. Hydrostatically pressurized zone develops on the base of
the nappes, where basal tectonic breccias (rauhwacke) were formed from the original rocks situated
in the vicinity of the contact (Plašienka & Soták 1996). Meanwhile, newly formed, syn-kinematic
minerals are growing from the overpressured fluids during the nappe emplacement. The pressure and
temperature conditions during the deformation can be estimated by investigating the fluids trapped
in primary fluid inclusions of these newly formed minerals. 

Carbonate texture of the rauhwackes and their syn-deformational minerals were investigated by
means of fluid inclusions (FI) microthermometry and microbarometry. Suitable basal rauhwackes
were collected from the base of the Aggtelek nappe, Henc unit, Telekesoldal nappe and the Martonyi
nappe (Appendix 1-3).

8.1. Petrography

8.1.2. Base of the Aggtelek nappe

The basal cataclastic breccias of the Aggtelek nappe were collected from several localities. From
N to S the next outcrops were investigated: core Tornanádaska Tn-3, Akasztó Hill near Bódvaszilas
village, Tilalmas Hill, from some roadcut outcrops between Perkupa and Szőlősardó villages. In
borehole Tornanádaska Tn-3 just the evaporitic base of the Aggtelek nappe was reached, while on
the Akasztó and Tilalmas Hills Aggtelek nappe juxtaposes the Akasztó unit, which is interpreted as
part of the Telekesoldal nappe (Chapter 7.4.2). This lower structural unit contains Jurassic dark grey
to brown slate and marl, whose biostratigraphical age was proven as Jurassic (Chapter 5.3.3) and
metamorphic alteration as high-temperature anchi- to epizone (Chapter 6.4.1). 

The sample from core Tn-3 (6-26m) is a matrix supported polimict breccia (Fig. 76.1). The carbon-
ate matrix is light brown and fine grained. The clasts are few mm to cm in size. Dark grey dolomite or
limestone, light grey limestone, red sandstone and yellow to grey marl are the most common clasts.
The carbonates may derive from the Middle Triassic of the Aggtelek nappe (Gutenstein and Steinalm
Fm.), while the marls can be either part of the Aggtelek or the underlying Telekesoldal nappe. The
Lower Triassic Bódvaszilas Sandstone is most probably the surce of the red sandstone clasts.

The sample from the Akasztó Hill has similarly fine grained matrix, but containes a greater amount
of clasts (Fig. 76.2). The clasts are just 1-5 mm in scale, and usually consist of light grey limestone sup-
posingly from the Aggtelek nappe. Mm-scale cavities filled with red or brown calcite are present.

In case of the Tilalmas Hill the collected rauhwacke samples are characterized by reddish-brown
colour (Fig. 76.3-4). The rocks are full of with cavities after dissolved or mechanically removed
dolomite clasts. The clasts are bigger than in the previous samples, usually between 1 and 3 cm. They
are mainly carbonates, but the original colour and texture cannot be observed due to alteration con-
nected to the fluid migration. The clasts were most probably carbonates, and derived from the
Aggtelek nappe. Different generations of crosscutting calcite veins can be observed, too. 

The next locality group is more to the south, along the road leading from Perkupa to Szőlősardó
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village (Fig. 60). Structurally this tectonic breccia is situated between the Aggtelek nappe and the
Henc unit (see chapter 7.4.1). The latter one is built up by Lower to Middle Triassic marl and ramp
carbonates. From the several outcrops along the road two localities were investigated in more details:
EGU-2 and -22 (Fig. 60). 

The EGU-2 sample is a polymict breccia with brown matrix (Fig. 76.5). The clasts are mm to 3
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Figure 76. Different types of basal rauhwackes of the Aggtelek nappe. The main types are fine-grained, polymict breccia (1, 2), coarse-
grained polymict breccia (4, 5) and matrix rich rauhwacke with cavities after dolomite clasts. There are clasts from the overriding
Aggtelek nappe and maybe also form the Henc unit. The main components are black Gutenstein Dolomite (5, 6), light grey limestone
(1, 2), T1 green shale and marl (1, 2). They often contains higly altered, pitted dolomite clasts (3).



cm in size. The main components are dark grey to black dolomites with white calcite veins, light
grey limestone and brownish shale and marl (Fig. 76.5). The shale clasts are party missing due to the
sample preparation processes. The cm sized carbonate grains usually have calcite rims. The clasts
can derive both from the Aggtelek nappe and the Henc unit. The carbonate matrix is light brown,
sometimes coloured to red by ferrous solutions.  

Sample Egu-22 contains the same clast composition, but the average size of the grains is small-
er, usually 3-4 mm (Fig. 76.6). Matrix rich, fine grained layers alternate with the corser-grained one. 

8.1.2. Tectonic breccias from the Henc unit

Unfortunately, due to the poor outcropping conditions, it is not easy to define the exact structur-
al position of these sample localities. These tectonic breccias are from the wide contact zone of
Aggtelek nappe as the overthrusting structural unit, and the Telekesoldal nappe in footwall position.
Between the two main nappes, lens-shaped, few 10 metres to few 100 m thick tectonic slices of
Gutenstein Dolomite, Steinalm Limestone and various lithologies of the Lower Triassic of the Henc
unit are situated within the main tectonic shear zone defined by the rauhwacke (for details see chap-
ter 7.4.1.1). The samples from this contact zone were collected from the next localities from N to S:
P-006, Csipkés Hill (P-122 and -129), and two samples from the range between the Henc and
Telekes Valleys (P-172, -174).

P-006 defines the contact zone between a Lower Triassic slice of Henc unit and the Gutenstein
Dolomite of the Bódva series (Appendix 2). The sample is built up by highly altered dolomite with
very small amount of fine-grained matrix (Fig. 77.1). Several generations of veins penetrate the yel-
low to light brown carbonate breccia. On the western slope of Csipkés Hill rauhwackes located
between the Henc unit and the Bódva series can be studied (for details see chapter 7.4.1.2). The over-
riding Gutenstein Dolomite becomes more and more altered in the vicinity of the basal contact zone.
Relatively intact, cm sized dark dolomite clasts with white calcite veins swim in reddish brown, fine-
grained, highly altered matrix (Fig. 77.2). In the direct contact zone polymict, matrix rich breccia is
present, defining the nappe boundary. It contains cm sized clasts both from the dolomite of Henc unit
and the Rhaetian to Jurassic marls of the TV series (Fig. 77.3). 

Sample P-172 and P-174 (Fig. 77.4-7) are intra-Henc rauhwackes. They are between relatively
intact tectonic slices of Lower Triassic red sandstone and Gutenstein Dolomite of the Henc unit (Fig.
60). All of the samples are matrix-rich polymict breccia. The matrix is light brown and fine-grained.
The clasts are mm to cm in size, and the composition is red sandstone, green marl, brown marl and
limestone. Light grey limestone and dolomite are also present among the clasts. To sume, it contains
all the lithologies of the Henc unit. 

8.1.3. Base of the Telekesoldal nappe

This nappe contact zone between the Bódva series and the overthrusting Telekesoldal nappe was
investigated from two boreholes. Rudabánya Rb-661 (for details see chapter 7.4.2, Fig. 23) penetrat-
ed the dark shales and rhyolite-bearing horizons of the upper structural unit, then reached the base of
the nappe. This lower contact zone is characterised by an almost 100 m thick evaporitic breccia, con-
taining tectonically incorporated rhyolite and slate fragments from the upper nappe (Fig. 78.1-4). At
180.3 m the sample is a chaotic, grain-supported tectonic breccia with green rhyolite and black slate
clasts. The dark slate clasts are foliated often contains folded calcite veins (187 m, Fig. 78.1-2). The
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Figure 77. Different types of  rauhwackes from the wide tectonic
contact zone of the Aggtelek and TO nappes. Relatively intact
slices of the Henc unit are within this rauhwacke as a tectonic
“matrix”). The main rauhwacke types are fine-grained, polymict
breccia (4, 5, 7), coarse-grained polymict breccia (3, 6). There are
clasts from the overriding Aggtelek nappe and maybe also form
the Henc unit. The main components are black Gutenstein
Dolomite (3, 6), T1 green and red shale, sandstone and marl (4, 5,
7). They often contains higly altered, holey dolomite (1, 2).



folds are visible only in the slate clasts, and do not effect the matrix. It indicates that the slate had been
already ductilely deformed before the formation of this basal tectonic breccia. The lower part of the
contact zone is built up by sheard evaporite (mainly anhydrite), containing dolomite and gypsum clasts
(Fig. 78.3-4). Dolomite clasts may derive from the lower Bódva series. 
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Figure 78. Different types of  rauhwackes and tectonic breccias from the base of the TO nappe. In core Rb-661 TO nappe overlies an
evaporitic mélange (1-4) with varying clast content. Close to the base of the TO nappe folded slate clasts are frequent along with rhy-
olite. The lower part of the evaporite mélange is built up by anhydrite as a matrix, gypsum, dolomite and sandstone. are the main com-
ponents (3, 4). In the pressure shadow of the rigid black dolomite clasts orange gypsum crystals can grow (white arrow on 3). Borehole
Szet-4 started from higly altered, pitted dolomite (5), which can be interpreted as part of the tectonic breccia zone between the TO
nappe and the TV complex of the Bódva series.



At the southeastern slope of the Csehi Hill (Appendix 3) borehole Szendrő Szet-4 (Fig. 17) start-
ed from an altered carbonate breccias, that was interpreted as the tectonic contact zone between the
Telekesoldal nappe and the Bódva series (see chapter 7.4.2). This yellowish brown, alterd fault rock
contains cavities after dolomite or limestone clasts, and some later cavities filled with calcite (Fig.
78.5). Several calcite veins penetrate the rauhwacke.

8.1.4. D5 contact of the Bódva series and the Telekesoldal nappe

On the southern slope of Dunnatető Hill the
Bódva series thrust over the Telekesoldal nappe
(Appendix 2, chapter 7.5.1). This contact zone
was interpreted to be a late (D5) nappe contact.
The main question of the rauhwacke studies was,
if there is any difference in the fluid inclusions
and the documented p and T conditions between
the D4 and D5 thrust phases.

The collected P-22 sample is a matrix-rich,
fine-grained, polymict breccia with 1-5 mm sized
clasts (Figure 79). The matrix is reddish brown,
and contains very small, mm to sub-mm sized
cavities, often filled with newly formed minerals.
The composition of the clasts is as follows: green
shale or marl, grey marl, grey limestone, red
limestone, yellow marl. Most of them may derive
from the overriding Bódva series.

8.1.5. Contact of the Martonyi nappe and the Bódva series

Basal rauhwacke samples were collected east from the Bódvarákó window, where the Anisian
Gutenstein Dolomite of the Martonyi nappe (Torna series) thrust over the Lower Triassic
Bódvaszilas Sandstone of the Bódva series (Fig. 59e, chapter 7.4.3). The dark grey Gutenstein
Dolomite of the upper nappe becomes more and more brecciated in the vicinity of the tectonic con-
tact zone, and gradually progresses into cataclasite, then to microcataclasite and finally into matrix-
rich rauhwacke (Fig. 80.1-4). Sample No 1 (Bódvarákó-1) has a reddish-brown matrix-rich texture
with mm to cm sized dolomite fragments (Fig. 80.1). These fragments are usually highly altered.
There are mm to cm sized cavities replacing the dolomite fragments (Fig. 80.1-2). These cavities are
sometimes filled with calcite. Sample No 2 has similar texture, but there are some mm to cm sized
marl or shale clasts besides the dolomites (Fig. 80.2). These clasts may derive from the lower Bódva
series. TO-FL-151/a is a grain-supported dolomite breccia with reddish-brown matrix (Fig. 80.3).
Greenish grey, cm sized marl clasts are also present, representing clasts from the lower nappe. The
dark grey dolomite clasts most probably came from the overriding Martonyi nappe. Sample TO-FL-
151/b is a finer-grained breccia with grain-supported texture (Fig. 80.4). The clasts are just mm
sized, altered, brown to grey fragments. Some bigger clasts of relatively intact dark grey dolomite
are also present among the smaller grains.
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Figure 79. Polymict rauhwacke from the D5 contact zone of
Bódva series and TO nappe. It is a fine-grained, matrix rich
polymict breccia with different clasts of the Bódva series.



8.2. FI studies

FI in authigenic quartz grains contain samples of synkinematic fluids that lubricated the thrust
planes during the nappe emplacement. Samples Bódvarákó, Tilalmas Hill, Dunnatető Hill (P-22) and
EGU-2 contained suitable synkinematic quartz grains for FI measurements. 72 inclusions of the
Bódvarákó sample were measured, from which 50 p-T data were estimated. From the Tilalmas Hill
sample group 32 inclusions were investigated, that resulted in 25 p-T datapair. 52 inclusions of
EGU-2 provided 10 reliable estimates, while the 26 inclusions of Dunnatető Hill gave 16 results. 

The trapped inclusions are three- to four-phase fluid inclusions containing liquid (saturated
brine), vapour and halite or additional sylvite (Fig. 81.1-4). Respectively, they are either primary –
trapped during crystal growth – or secondary – trapped along fracture planes. These trapped fluids
are hypersaline brines of the system H2O-NaCl-KCl-CaCl2-MgCl2-CO2, with salinity of 28-42 wt.%
NaCl eq. and KCl contents up to 14 wt.% (Table 2). Overall fluid salinity is calculated from the
halite dissolution temperatures (Table 2), and does not reflect presence of other cations, therefore
expressed as NaCl ekvivalents.
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Figure 80. Rauhwackes from D4 tectonic contact zone of the Maronyi nappe (Torna series) and the Bódva series. The main rauhwacke
types are poorly-sorted, polymict breccia (2, 3), and matrix-rich breccia. The main components are black Gutenstein Dolomite (3),
and light grey limextone. They often contains higly altered, holey dolomite (1, 2).



In one sample from the base of Aggtelek
nappe (EGU-7), native sulfur inclusions coex-
ist with brine FI in heterogenous population,
involving pure sulfur inclusions, pure brine FI
and mixed composition FI with brine and
accidentally trapped sulphur (Fig. 81.3-4).
They imply existence of heterogenous mix-
ture of two immiscible liquids on the nappe
base, with molten sulfur “bubbles” intermixed
with brine. Most likely mechanism to involve
sulfur into circulating brine is thermochemi-
cal reduction of sulphates of the evaporites at
the base of the Aggtelek Nappe (Deák-Kövér
et al. 2011). 

Homogenization temperatures (dissolution
of halite crystal) and corresponding pressures
are considered as lowest limit rather than true
trapping conditions, and they vary depending
on the nappe contacts. The lowest values
derive from the D5 contact of Bódva (in upper
position) and Telekesoldal (in lover position)
nappes: 220-260 °C (Fig. 82) and 0.3-1.0 kbar
(Fig. 83) (Deák-Kövér et al. 2011). These rel-
atively low pressure values are in good corre-
lation with the structural interpretations, con-
sidering this contact as a late, D5 nappe con-
tact (Chapter 7.5.1, Appendix 2, Fig. 62, 67). 

The supposed D4 nappe contacts
(Aggtelek nappe on Telekesoldal nappe,
Martonyi nappe on Bódva series) resulted in
higher pressure values and much larger spans
in both the temperature and pressure: 200-320
°C (Fig. 82) and 2.0-3.6 kbar (Fig. 83). 

The source of the high temperature fluids
is possibly the Martonyi and the Telekesoldal
nappes themselves, where the peak tempera-
ture of the metamorphism (300–350 °C) cor-
relates well with the “peak” temperature of
these fluids (320 °C). 

The low pressure values in case of the
Bódva on Telekesoldal D5 contact strength-
en our previous structural interpretation
being a younger contact. However, part of
the pressure data is quite enigmatic. FI from
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Table 2. Measured fluid inclusion data from different rauhwackes of the
Aggtelek-Rudabánya Hills. For tectonic classification of the localities
see chapter 8.1)
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Figure 81. Samples for different kind of fluid inclusions in syndeformationally grown quartz crystals from rauhwackes.

Figure 82. Homogenization
temperatures from synkine-
matic quartz-hosted  fluid
inclusions. Sample P-22 is
from D5 nappe contact, the
others are from D4. The
highest homogenization tem-
peratures were measured, in
case of D4 contacts, where
low-grade rocks were
involved in nappe move-
ments (Bódvarákó, Tilalmas
Hill). 
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Figure 83. p-T conditions of the nappe movements estimated from fluid inclusions. D4 nappe contacts show similar values, while the
p-T conditions of D5 movements were somewhat lower (purple dots). Physical conditions of D4 nappe stacking (yellow, orange and
pink dots) were very similar to those measuerd in similar contatcs of the Western Carpathians (areas surrounded with colour lines). 



basal Aggtelek rauhwackes refers to peak pressure of 3-3.5 kbar, while the supposed overall thick-
ness of this nappe does not exceed 2-3 km (Szentpétery & Less 2006), referring to maximal litho-
static pressure of 1 kbar. Metamorphic petrologic data from Aggtelek nappe show no higher than dia-
genetic alteration even in the lower levels of the nappe (Árkai & Kovács 1986), suggesting that it
always occupied an upper position in the nappestack, thus excluding its deeper burial by an even
higher, now eroded tectonic unit. 

This seemingly too high pressure can be caused by the enlarged stress driven by nappe emplace-
ments. It is proven, that in convergent tectonic settings, fluid pressure may considerably exceed the
lithostatic pressure, due to contribution of horizontal compressional stresses to the rock strength
(Petrini & Podladchikov 2000). In the upper crust, where rocks are deformed in brittle way, the max-
imum sustainable fluid gradient may be as much as twice the lithostatic gradient. But in the case of
the Aggtelek nappe, it is still just 2 kbar, in contrast with the estimated 3-3.5 kbar. 

In summary, it is suggested, that the lowest p-T data represent “ambient” diagenetic conditions of
pore fluids in basal formations. The “peak” p-T values roughly correlate with metamorphic grade of
Telekesoldal and Martonyi nappes, which presumably fed the over- or underlying nappe base with
their metamorphic fluids. Mixing of these hot overpressured fluids (rich in silica, alumina and alka-
lies) with cool formation fluids (in equilibrium with carbonates and evaporites) caused coeval pre-
cipitation of silicates (with prograde solubility) and calcite and anhydrite (retrograde solubility).
Thermal overpressuring of basal fluid likely assisted thrust detachments by exceeding the shear
strength of basal rocks.

8.3. Regional correlation of the obtained p-T data

Trends and patterns in p-T data for particular samples/localities strongly resemble those observed
in Krížna nappe (Milovský et al., 2011) and in previously studied Murán nappe (Milovský et al.
2003). The p-T data-fields are strongly elongated roughly along isochore of H2O-NaCl system with
similar salt concentration as in the studied Rudabánya Hill brines (Fig. 83). This similarity strength-
ens the conclusion that the studied nappe contacts in Rudabánya Hills occupied a similar, high posi-
tion in nappe pile than the Murán nappe. On the other hand, the base of the Bôrka nappe shows dif-
ferent values, which logically reflects its deeper structural position than the Rudabánya nappes.
Finally, the p-T data of the youngest D5 thrust emplacement (Dunnatető Hill P-22) are in the low-
pressure part of the data field of the Murán nappe, close to the Krížna nappe: it may mean that those
Carpathian nappes could participate late-stage nappe emplacement, in addition to their higher-pres-
sure movement.
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9. Discussion

Metamorphic petrological, micro-tectonical, geochronological, sedimentological and micropale-
ontological data permitted the reinterpretation of the structural geometry, stratigraphical content, and
stacking order of structural units in the central part of Rudabánya Hills, NE Hungary. As a result of
my work the following structural units are defined in the study area.

9.1. New definition of the investigated structural units

Aggtelek nappe

The Aggtelek nappe is built up by the formations of the Silice facies unit (Fig. 8) in sense of
Kovács (1989). This nappe occupies the uppermost structural position in the Aggtelek Hills. The
nappe is part of the Silice nappe system (defined first by Kozur & Mock 1973) but I restrict the use
of the term to a tectonic nappe found in the Aggtelek Karst area.

Henc unit

This structural unit is built up by different Triassic lithologies. At present it forms relative intact
tectonic slices within the tectonic contact zone of the Aggtelek and Telekesoldal nappes. Rocks of
this unit were already shown separately on the map of Less (1998) at the base of the Aggtelek nappe,
what were interpreted as strike-slip lenses.

Telekesoldal nappe 

The Telekesoldal complex, the Akasztó unit, the Nyúlkertlápa beds and the Hidvégardó series
show very similar early deformation history (D1-D3) and well-pronounced high-temperature
anchizonal to epizonal metamorphism. Their lithological characteristics are also similar (black
slates, silicified or marly slates, sandstone turbidites, olistostromes). I suggest that these units were
derived from the same sedimentary complex, the now enlarged TO complex. 

The Telekesoldal complex represents a subduction-related complex, composed of black shales,
sandstone turbidites and olistostrome horizons, deposited by gravity mass flows. Previous concep-
tion about separating the shale, sandstone olistolith, limestone olistolith and rhyolite lithofacies units
in stratigraphic level and time (Grill 1988) is completely modified. The rhyolite forms not coeval
subvolcanic bodies, but olistoliths. The Late Triassic volcanic age of the rhyolite is proved by new
U-Pb radiometric data. The sandstone forms layers within the shale. Present-day lense-shaped occur-
rence of the sandstone is the result of extensional shear zones and formation of boudins in D4 or D5b
deformation phase. Sandstone, micro-olistostrome and coarse-grained olistostrome layers are pres-
ent in every stratigraphic level, and they do not show any kind of age distribution. Bajocian—
Callovian age was proved by revising the radiolarian fauna and finding the first marine paly-
nomorphs in the Aggtelek- Rudabánya Hills.

At present, the TO complex forms different nappe outliers of the same Telekesoldal nappe. 

Torna series

New observations strengthen the conclusion of Less et al. (1988), Less (2000) and Fodor &
Koroknai (2000) that the Torna series incorporates diverse Triassic successions, which were formed
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on different paleogeographic position on the attenuated continental crust. In the early phase of its
structural evolution (D1 in this work) it was thrust over by a nappe stack, most probably due to the
ongoing subduction of the Neotethys Ocean. During this early phase the Telekesoldal complex
directly juxtaposed the formations of Torna series (Chapter 7.1.2). From this time they participated
in the low-grade metamorphic processes together. During this episode the Torna series suffered
metamorphism under ~300-350°C and 3-4.5 kbar (Chapter 6.4, 6.5). Its deformational history can
be characterized by S0-1 layer-parallel foliation, F2 tight folding and F3 kink-like folding (Fodor &
Koroknai 2000) which is similar to the early deformational history of the TO complex (Chapter 7.1-
7.3). This metamorphic and ductilely deformed tectonic unit thrust over the non-metamorphosed
Bódva series during the D4 east to southeast verging nappe stacking phase. It resulted in the forma-
tion of the Martonyi-nappe, built up by formations of the Torna series. The later, D5 south-vergent
thrust phase reorganized the nappe contacts, transporting non-metamorphic units (Bódva) again into
higher structural position (e.g. Bódvarákó window). Small nappe outliers of the Martonyi nappe pre-
served on top of the southward moving Bódva series (e.g. Dunnatető Hill).

Bódva series 

Structural units built up by the formations of this series are present in the Rudabánya Hills in two
structural positions due to multiple nappe stacking events. It represents the lowermost known struc-
tural unit S to the Bódva River, where it was thrust over by the Telekesoldal nappe, the Henc unit
and the Aggtelek nappe during D4 nappe stacking event. Juxtaposition of the metamorphosed TO
nappe and the Bódva nappe surely postdates the very-low to low-grade metamorphic event, while
the latter unit is proved to be suffered only diagenetic alteration (Chapter 6.4). This metamorphic on
non-metamorphic nappe pile was reorganised by southward-verging thrusts in D5 phase, resulted in
thrust of Bódva series over the TO complex.

Lithologically, the Bódva series is built up by formations of the Triassic Bódva facies unit in the
sense of Kovács (1989). However, new observations and reinterpretation of several borehole data let
expand the sedimentary age of the Bódva series into the Jurassic. According to this new interpreta-
tion, the Norian Hallstatt Limestone of the Bódva series gets more argillaceous upward and gradu-
ally progresses into red to green and then grey marl. Its Norian-Rhaetian age was proven by
foraminifers. This variegated marl builds up the lowermost part of the TV complex. It progresses
into grey marl and calcareous marl, containing significant amounts of redeposited crinoid fragments.
The uppermost lithofacies unit of the TV is black shale, rich in radiolarians and sponge spicules. It
is a typical deep pelagic basin facies, Bajocian to Early Bathonian in age, according to the revised
radiolarian fauna. 

In summary, it is suggested, that the TV complex is the original sedimentary cover of the Lower
Triassic–Norian Bódva series. 

9.2. Milestones of the deformation 

In the next chapter I will give a short summary on the major steps in the deformation history
revealed from structural, metamorphic petrographical and geochronological data. 

Post-sedimentary deformation of the enlarged TO complex (including the NL beds, Jurassic rocks
of the Akasztó unit, and probably the Hidvégardó series) and the Torna series started with a tecton-
ic burial due to nappe stacking. Estimated p-T conditions are 1.5-4.5 kbar and 300-350°C, corre-
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Figure 84. Milestones of the deformation observed in the central part of the Aggtelek-Rudabánya Hills. TO-Telekesoldal nappe, T-
Torna series, H-Henc unit, B-Bódva series. For details see chapter 9.2.



sponding to 5–15 km burial. This tectonic burial resulted in foliation, folds, boudinage, lineation of
stretched lithoclasts of the olistostromes, which represent the D1 and D2 phases (Fig. 84) in the TO
nappe and in the rocks of the Torna series. 

During the early part of the D1 phase or just preceeding this, the Torna series and TO nappe got
in tectonic contact. This contact is preserved more or less intact in the Bódvarákó window, between
the thin Bódvarákó series (Torna) and the tectonically overlying NL beds. Possibly during D2 phase
the metamorphosed Torna series was localy overturned and formed large recumbent folds as proved
biostratigraphyically and structurally in few places in the NE Rudabánya Hills (near Ha-3 borehole
and Hidvégardó, Kovács & Árkai 1989,  Fodor & Koroknai 2003).

The interpretation of K-Ar ages would put a time constraint of ca. 142 – 113 Ma (earliest
Cretaceous) for this process. The beginning of this time range indicate the oldest possible time for
the low-grade metamorphic alteration, while the younger end of the time period may reflect partial
resetting of the K-Ar system due to low-temperatue fluid movements connected to a later nappe
stacking phase. The TO and Torna rocks were later exhumed to very shallow depth, close or at the
bottom of non-metamorphosed Bódva series and its evaporitic sole. The exhumation was probably
associated with kink-style folding at the transition of ductile and brittle deformation fields (D3 phase
in the TO nappe and Torna series) (Fig. 84). Measured kink axes and pre-tilt reverse and thrust faults
indicate NE-SW shortening for this D3 event.

The metamorphosed, deformed and exhumed TO and Torna rocks were emplaced onto the non-
metamorphic Bódva series (D4 phase) (Fig. 84). Outcrop- and map-scale structures refer to NW-SE
compressional stress field (shortening) and southeast-vergent nappe enplacement, although the ear-
lier model of Less (Less 2000) envisaged northwest-ward displacement of the Martonyi nappe over
the Bódva series. The evaporitic sole was already involved in this movement, because it is under the
TO nappe (Szö-4 and Rb-661 boreholes, respectively). The other metamorphic unit, the Torna series
also participated in this phase, and formed a tectonically truncated nappe on the base of the TO
nappe. On the northern part of the investigated area, it emplaced onto the non-metamorphosed
Bódva unit. This is the case for Martonyi nappe, which is over the Bódva series, as mapped already
by Less et al. (1988), published by Less (1998, 2000) and modified by Fodor & Koroknai (2000). A
small klippe of Torna unit is also present in the same tectonic position on the Dunnatető Hill (Kövér
2005). More to the south, in the Telekes valley, only smaller-scale, tectonically truncated slices are
preserved between the overriding TO nappe and the Bódva series. 

Southeastward thrusting of the Aggtelek nappe also took place in this D4 phase. Several tectonic
slices of different units were involved in the basal tectonic zone; this is marked mainly by evaporit-
ic mélange in the north, and thick rauhwacke in the south. The evaporitic mélange incorporates lens-
es of basic and ultrabasic rocks of the Triassic oceanic crust. Lower to Upper Triassic slices of the
Henc unit are present as relatively intact tectonic lenses within the basal rauhwacke. 

Finally, the metamorphosed over non-metamorphosed tectonic couplet was thrust again onto the
metamorphic TO nappe along an E-W striking thrust in the Bódva gorge (D5 phase, Szalonna thrust
of Szentpétery & Less 2006). Thrusting associated with reworking of the previous nappe contacts
and map-scale F5 folding. This folding bended the basal D4 thrust of the TO and the Martonyi nappe,
and also the overthrusting Bódva series. Fold vergency of this deformation phase indicates south-
ward tectonic transport. This was recognised by earlier workers and correctly figured on maps (Less
et al. 1988, Less & Mello 2004, Péró et al. 2003). However, they tempted to relate this late event to
the early nappe stacking, which is not the case on the basis of the recent structural analyses (Kövér
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2005, Kövér et al. 2008).
Similar south-vergent thrusts were recognised SW from the study area, near Szőlősardó (Horváth

2010, Horváth et al. 2012). However, no metamorphic units were involved in the deformation, but
thrusting and duplex-formation involved rocks similar to the Bódva series. Late-stage thrusting was
recognised by the tectonic contacts of younger on older formations (tectonic omissions) and
rauhwackes. 

Grill et al. (1984) and Less (2000) considered the D4 phase overthrusting of the Martonyi nappe
as Miocene in age. However, the structures of the D4 and D5 phases are cut by the mid-Oligocene to
Miocene-age Darnó Fault and covered by late Palaeogene sediments on both sides of the Rudabánya
Hills, as shown on the pre-Cenozoic basement map of Haas et al. (2010). This geometry contradicts
to the very young age of thrusting and put it back into the early Palaeogene or to the Cretaceous. In
fact, the two K-Ar ages around 90-91 Ma (87–94 Ma within error bars) can tentatively be connect-
ed to any of the D4-D5 phases, which we consider as early Late Cretaceous in age (Fig. 84). The D4

–D5 phases obliterated the relative order of the primary D1 or earlier nappe stack. It is probably these
deformation events which led to confusions and controversial views on the position of the different
structural units. Tectonic units built up by the metamorphosed Triassic Torna series and Jurassic TO
nappe can be located either above or below the different suites of the Bódva series and these sug-
gested positions are probably not due to misunderstanding the structural geometry but to real com-
plications of the D4 and D5 phases. 

A notable extensional deformation, D5b was probably connected to the D5 phase: it appears in
the now underthrusting TO unit, and may reflect the vertical loading of the overthrusting Bódva unit.
Th resulted extension is perpendicular to the inferred south-vergent thrust motion.

The D1-D5 phases were followed by the widespread denudation phases which are characteris-
tic in considerable part of the Pannonian-Carpathian area. The Cenozoic sedimentation started only
in the mid-Oligocene near the Rudabánya Hills (Szentpétery & Less 2006). The formation of a com-
pressional basin can be placed in the late Early Oligocene, documented by remnants of Kiscellian
Formation. The origin of the basin was connected to shortening and crustal loading (Sztanó & Tari
1993) and the corresponding stress field was equally compressional (Fodor et al. 2005). This is prob-
ably this regional basin-forming deformation, to which the D6 phase can be connected. In the
Rudabánya Hills only small-scale faults appear. Further to the S (Alsótelekes Barbara quarry)
Mesozoic rocks thrust over Early Miocene (Eggenburgian) (Fig. 84). The age of this phase can be
30-18.5 Ma.

The following D7 phase includes extensional and strike-slip faults, which dissects the established
nappe pile. This phase can be correlated with the rifting of the Pannonian basin system (Fodor et al.
1999). Locally the rifting could have trastensional character and may involve sinsitral displacement
along the Darnó zone. However, this slip could be just a reactivation of earlier faults, mostly strike-
slip faults, and large-scale displacement was not demonstrated within the Rudabánya and Aggtelek
Hills (Fig. 84). More important displacement could be located at the eastern margin of the
Rudabánya Hills, where disturbed Miocene rocks are exposed (Szentpétery 1997). The last D8 phase
resulted in activation of normal faults. They can bound the Rudabánya Hills on the west, and other
moderate displacement occur SW from the study area, near Szőlősardó (Horváth et al. 2012). NNE-
SSW directed normal fault displaced all previous contacts at the eastern Rudabánya margin, as sug-
gested by Fodor & Koroknai (2000). This deformation lasted from late Badenian to the Pliocene. No
particular evidence was found for neotectonic deformation within the investigated area.
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9.3. Regional correlation 

9.3.1. Aggtelek nappe – part of the Silice nappe system

In the next chapter I will give a short overview about the correlation possibilities between the
investigated nappes and the nappes of the Inner Western Carpathians (Fig. 85). 

The Aggtelek nappe occupies the uppermost postiton in the nappe pile of the Aggtelek-Rudabánya Hills.
Its lithological content, non-metamorphic nature and structural position strengthen its classification into the
Silice nappe system, which was suggested by several authors (Kovács 1989, Less 2000, Szentpétery &
Less 2006). On basis of my structural and metamorphic petrographical investigations, I agree with this clas-
sification (Fig. 85); while no signs of metamorphism or ductile deformation were found. 

However, there is no such agreement about the original paleogeographic position of the Silice nappe
system. Kovács (1984, 1989), and Less (2000) suggested the northern margin of the Neotethys Ocean as
the original paleogeographic position. The main reason was the polarity of the facies units in the Middle
and Late Triassic. The carbonate platform of the Aggtelek facies unit was facing to the south, where the
Szőlősardó facies unit represented its slope more to the south. According to this classical model, the for-
mations of the Bódva facies unit deposited in the basin, even more to the south from the Szőlősardó facies
unit (Fig. 3., Kovács 1984, 1989). In contrast with this concept, Csontos (2000) and Csontos & Vörös
(2004) interpreted the Silice nappe system as an exotic unit, a microcontinent, which detached from its orig-
inal basement during the opening of the Neotethys Ocean. Even in this scenario, the nappe system would
have originated from the northern margin of the ocean, but displaced prior to the onset of subduction. On
the other hand, Hók et al. (1995), Rakús (1996) and Rakús et al. (1998) interpreted this unit as having been
originated from the southern margin of the Meliata ocean.
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Figure 85. 1) Nappe structure of the inner
part of the Western Carpathians (Lexa et al.
2000 ed). 2) Schematic block section of the
same nappes showing correlation possibili-
ties with the nappe structure described from
the Rudabánya Hills. Same colours indicates
similar tectonic units. Aggtelek nappe and
Silice nappe system is marked by pink box-
pattern, Torna-Turna is yellow, while
Meliata-Telekesoldal is stripped blue. Note
different position of Torna and Meliata in the
two sections.



9.3.2. Telekesoldal nappe – part of the Meliata nappe system

Temperature, pressure and K-Ar isotopic age
data obtained on the Jurassic metamorphic com-
plex of Rudabánya Hills (TO, NL, Akasztó unit,
and probably the Hidvégardó series) can now be
compared with the values published by Árkai et
al. (2003) from the Meliata nappe system, which
represents an accretionary wedge. This unit is
considered to be remnant of the subducted margin
of the Meliata–Hallstatt branch of the Neotethys.
The oldest tectonometamorphic event could be the
subduction-related blueschist facies metamor-
phism (160–155 Ma; Faryad & Henjes-Kunst
1997, Maluski et al. 1993, Dallmeyer et al. 1996)
which was only preserved in the blueschist facies
tectonic units. The retrogression of the blueschist
facies blocks and the coeval, prograde, high-T
anchizonal metamorphism of the slaty “matrix”
occurred between ca. 120 and 150 Ma, culminat-
ing probably at ca. 145–140 Ma, indicated by K-
Ar age data determined on <2 μm size illite–K-

white mica-rich fraction samples (Árkai 2003). The now-enlarged TO nappe show similar p–T con-
ditions as the Meliata, Hacava and Držkovce localities of Meliata nappe system (Fig. 86), with which
they share common lithological characteristics (Chapter 5.6.1). The temperature conditions of the
Early Cretaceous very low to low-grade metamorphic event were similarly ca. 270-350°C at the
Meliata type locality and TO (300-350°C), and slightly higher (ca. 340-350°C) at Hacava and
Držkovce. Comparing the pressure data – on basis of the K-white mica b parameters – Držkovce,
Hačava localities and the TO complex might represent lower pressure segments (min. 1.5–2.5 kbar),
while Jurassic slates of the Meliata locality may be considered as a relatively higher pressure one
(ca. 3.5 kbar). The age of metamorphism, deduced from the K-Ar data are very similar in the Meliata
slates (ca. 150-120 Ma) and in the TO nappe (142-113 Ma). In summary, all of these similarities
make possible to interpret the TO nappe as part of the Meliata nappe system of the widest sense (Fig.
85). This corroborates with conclusions suggested earlier by other authors (e.g. Csontos 1988, 1999). 

9.3.3. Torna series – part of the Turna structural unit

The correlation of the low-grade metamorphosed Torna series of the Rudabánya Hills and the
Turna nappe in Slovakia is a widespread idea, supported by most of the previous authors (Mello &
Mock 1977, Less 1981, Less et al. 1988, Kovács et al. 1989, Árkai & Kovács 1986, Less 2000). In
Slovakia, the anchi- to epimetamorphosed Turna series is classified into two nappes (Turna nappe
and Slovenská skala nappe), and thought to thrust over the Meliata nappe (Plašienka et al. 1997).
However, this relation is the opposite, seen from Hungary (Chapter 7.1.2, Fig. 85). As we expressed
earlier (Kövér et al. 2009a), this controversy can be apparent, and the position of Torna/ Turna was
reorganised several times with respect to first nappe stacking: during the D4 or D5 thrusting. These
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Figure 86. p-T data of the Early Cretaceous low-grade meta-
morphism in different nappes of the Meliata nappe system.
This event post-dates the HP metamorphism of the Borka
nappe slices. Green fields indicate data of Árkai et al. (2003).



late complications hinder the possibility to use the present-day position in the nappe stack for infer-
ring the original nappe order.

The sequence of nappes was thought to reflect their paleogeographic position: the Turna nappe
was placed by most authors on the southern side of the Neotethys Ocen (Plašienka 2000), although
most recently Schmid et al. (2008) put it on the northern continental margin.

Lower structural units of the Western Carpathians are not exposed on the investigated area.
However, the Bódva series, which occupies the lowest known structural position (Fig. 59, Appendix
3) has no equivalent unit further to the north (Fig. 85). 

9.3.4 Geodynamic implication

In this chapter, I will present a wider geodynamic frame in which my research results can be
incorporated. Of course, mainly ideas and models are suggested here, with the extensive use of for-
mer models, which were based on much wider experience than may detailed, but geographically lim-
ited works.

Concerning the Triassic paleogeography, my work did not resulted in major contribution, thus I
accepted former models which count the existence of the Meliata Ocean and its attenuated continen-
tal margins. The only remark I can made that the Aggtelek–Szőlősardó–Bódva margin and the
Torna/Turna and Bôrka should not necessarily placed on the same margin (as did Schmid et al.
2008). It is possible that the different sequences were derived from different positions, even from the
same side of the margin. This is why I indicated two possible margin scenarios on Fig. 87.1.

Following my interpretations in chapter 5.3.5, a subduction-related basin can be supposed for the
depositional area of the shales, sandstones and olistostromes of the Telekesoldal nappe, as part of the
Meliata nappe system (Fig. 87.2). We have evidence for Bajocian-Callovian sedimentary age (~160-
170 Ma) (Kövér et al. 2009b). Basalt clasts of the Meliata and TO units, which derived from the
oceanic crust of the Neotethys Ocean can be explained by two separate ways. The first option sug-
gests partial obduction of the oceanic crust onto the West Carpathian margin. This model was sup-
posed by Schmid et al (2008). The obducting ophiolite thrust onto the pre-Permian basement. To
keep the Silice nappe system in an upper, non-metamorphosed position, they suggested a crocodile
structure for the northern margin: the obduction of the ophiolite and related accretionary wedge was
bounded by a roof thrust. Presumably the Permian evaporite worked as a roof-thrust separating the
underplating oceanic-derived nappe from the higher Mesozoic cover nappes (Silice nappe system).
This model has several advantages e.g. explains the ophiolite clasts in the basal tectonic mélange of
the Silice nappe system without placing the whole nappe system into a more southerly position than
the oceanic crust. There is no need for deriving the Silice nappes either from the southern margin of
the Neotethys Ocean (Hók et al. 1995, Lexa et al. 2003), or interpreting them as microcontinents or
extensional allochtons (Rakús 1996, Rakús et al. 1998, Csontos 1999, Csontos & Vörös 2004). The
case is the same for the Meliata-Silice nappe order, what can be explained easily with this model.
However, there are some unexplained points, too. One of them is the deep subduction, HP metamor-
phism of the attenuated margin crust (Bôrka) and its exhumation onto the foot of the Silice nappe
system. 

Looking from the Eastern Alps, Jurassic obduction of the oceanic crust was suggested by other
authors on basis of sedimentological observations. Tectonic shortening resulted in N-verging nappe
movements started from the early Callovian was suggested by Gawlick et al. (1999) and slightly
modified by Missoni & Gawlick (2011). The oceanic crust and the Mesozoic cover units of the atten-
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uated continental crust (Zlambach, Hallstatt, Dachstein facies zones) were involved in this nappe
thrusting. At the front of the nappes sedimentary basins were formed supplied by clasts from the
overriding structural units (for details, see chapter 5.6.2). This model does not depict the West
Carpathian situation, where not the obducted oceanic crust occupies the highest tectonic position.

In my model I accept another concept, that the basalt clasts of the Meliata (including the TO com-
plex) could derive from the upper oceanic plate of the ongoing intra-oceanic subduction (Figure
87.2). The Triassic pelagic limestone, marl and shale clasts might have originated from the cover of
the attenuated continental crust, from which thin slices were detached, thrust onto the West
Carpathian continental margin, and formed an imbricate wedge with slightly elevated topography.
This thrusting concerned only the uppermost, Mesozoic part of the crust indicated by the clast com-
position. Such small imbricate structures could be the source to the southerly (and not northerly)
located TO complex and Meliata accretionary wedge.

Southward subduction of the deeper part of crust was continuous during the subduction-related
basin formation. During this time, some of the thinned continental and also oceanic crustal frag-
ments, grouped in the Borka nappe were under way in the subduction channel. These slices, with
both oceanic and continental crust protolith (Faryad 1995, Faryad & Henjes-Kunst 1997) suffered
subduction-related HP metamorphism (Faryad & Henjes-Kunst 1997, Maluski et al. 1993,
Dallmeyer et al. 1996). Although the 160–155 Ma metamorphism is a little bit younger event than
the formation of the sedimentary basins (170-160 Ma) located on top of the subducting plate (Fig.
87.2), the two processes were roughly coeval. 

Opening of the Penninic Ocean far to the west in Jurassic time lead to sinistral strike slip move-
ments, and reorganisation of the westernmost part of the Neotethyan oceanic realm (Schmid et al.
2004, 2008, Stüwe & Schuster 2010). These Jurassic strike-slip movements were suggested in the
Eastern Alps (Schuster & Frank 1999, Frank & Schlager 2006). According to Stüwe & Schuster
(2010) the strike-slip motion has to be later than the obduction of the Dinaric ophiolite nappes
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Figure 87. Suggested reconstruction of the Late Triassic - mid-Cretaceous geodynamic evolution. 1) Late Triassic: supposed paleo-
geographic connections of the investigated units. They may derive from the same margin of the Meliata Ocean, but probably repre-
sents different segments of the Carpathian margin.



(170–160 Ma) and earlier than the onset of the Eoalpine compression in the Early Cretaceous (135
Ma). Frank & Schlager (2006) argued that Late Jurassic tectonics leading to the mentioned basin for-
mations described by Gawlick et al. (1999) are related to this sinistral strike-slip event. Possible con-
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Figure 87. 2) Late Jurassic depositional environment of the Meliata/TO units in a subduction-related basin. Basalt clasts may
derive from the upper plate of the intra-oceanic subduction. Triassic pelagic limestone clasts are originated from detached slices
of the uppermost part of the attenuated continental crust, which thtust onto the Carpathian margin. The ocean-continent transi-
tion zone represented by the Borka nappe enters the subduction zone, then suffer subduction related HP metamorphism at 160-
155 Ma (Faryad & Henjes-Kunst 1997). 3) Early Cretaceous: as a result of the Jurassic sinistral strike-slip movements the
Silice nappe system has been transported into the investigated section. It can partly overrides ophiolitic units. The ongoing sub-
ductiun of the Carpathian margin drags the Torna and Meliata units into greater crustal depth, causing low-grade metamorphism.
The HP metamorphosed Borka nappe is exhuming onto the foot of the Meliata-Torna units, and suffer retrograde low-grade
metamorphism (120-140 Ma). 4) mid-Cretaceous: major post-metamorphic nappe-stacking event (D4-D5) resulted in the
described structural order of the tectonic units.
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tinuation of this sinistral strike-slip system further to the E, towards the area of the Western
Carpathians was suggested by Frank & Schlager (2006). 

My suggestion is that these movements may transport thinned continental fragments deriving
from the NW margin of the Neotethys system far to the E, to the investigated area (Fig. 87.3). This
would be the event which brings the Silice nappe system in the model section. The Silice nappe sys-
tem could be in contact with the Meliata accretionary wedge, at least partly overthrusting it. This is
the explanation why the basal evaporitic sole of the Silice nappes contains blocks from the obduct-
ed ophiolite pile. 

Coeval and slightly post-dating this strike-slip event, in the early Cretaceous, subduction of the
deeper continental crust of the West Carpathian margin continued. The uppermost, Mesozoic part of
the thinned and already imbricated crust also entered the subduction zone, indicated by the medium-
pressure metamorphism of the Torna structural unit (Fig. 87.3). Part of the Jurassic Meliata/TO sed-
iments submerged into the subduction zone, too. This is the time (D1 phase of present work) when
the Torna structural unit underplates the tectonically buried Meliata sedimentary mélange.
Meanwhile, part of the already HP metamorphosed oceanic and continental crustal fragments (Borka
nappe) completed their ascent in the subduction channel. This exhumation took place up to the foot
of the buried Meliata sedimentary mélange. 

Ongoing compression pushed tectonic slices of the HP unit into the Meliata unit as a tectonic
matrix. From this point, it is not only a sedimentary, but also a tectonic mélange, containing slices
of the exhumed HP Borka nappe. Shear direction from blueschists indicates northward transport
(Faryad & Henjes-Kunst, 1997). In summary, the Torna–Meliata–Bôrka structural units get in con-
tact in this relatively early time (~140 Ma). Low-grade prograde metamorphism of the Torna and
Meliata tectonic units and retrograde metamorphism of the Bôrka HP nappe were coeval, indicated
by K-Ar data (140-120 Ma; Árkai et al. 2003, and the present study). Position of the Bôrka HP nappe
in the Meliata mélange as a tectonic “matrix” can explain its controversial tectonic position, situat-
ing either below or within the lower-grade Meliata nappe sensu strict. The juxtaposition and retro-
grade metamorphism largely post-dated the obduction, and slightly the presumed strike-slip dis-
placement. On the other hand, the load of the Silice nappe system was probably not enough for the
metamorphism of the coupled Torna and Meliata units, as one can infer from the model of Schmid
et al. (2008). This is why I suggest deep tectonic burial of the combined Meliata-Torna units related
to ongoing (renewed) subduction process (Fig. 87.3).

This low-grade metamorphism of the Meliata nappe system pre-dates the Cretaceous (110–90
Ma) metamorphism of the Gemer and Vepor nappes (Cambel & Král 1989, Plašienka 1991, Putiš
1991, Maluski et al. 1993, Kováč et al. 1994, Dallmeyer et al., 1996, Plašienka et al. 1997, Lexa et
al. 2003) which underlie the Meliata nappe system in Slovakia. During this time span, the subduc-
tion shifted to the north, to the Vahic Ocean, which is the eastward continuation of the South
Penninic Ocean (Plašienka 1999). The medium-grade metamorphism of the Vepor nappe (structural-
ly equivalent with the Silvretta-Seckau nappe system in the Eastern Alps; Schmid et al. 2008) was
connected to this event (Plašienka et al. 1997, Plašienka 1998). 

However, more recent works of Janák et al. (2004) and Stüwe & Schuster (2010) connect this 90-
100 Ma Eoalpine metamorphic event of the Upper Austroalpine nappes to the south-verging intra-
continental subduction initiated within the continental (Austroalpine) plate. So maybe the metamor-
phism of the Vepor nappe is connected to this intracontinental subduction event. 

This mid-Cretaceous Eoalpine phase resulted in both thick-skinned and thin-skinned nappe
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movements in the Western Carpathians, too. Nappe emplacement is younging towards the NNW, as
also indicated by propagation of foreland basins (Plašienka 1997, 1998, 2000). Measured tectonic
transport directions are also to the N–NNW (Hók et al. 1993, 1994, 1995; Plašienka 1991; Putiš
1991) in several Western Carpathian units. 

In the Silice – Meliata –Torna domain, the time period from ca. 115 up to 90 Ma correspond to
major post-metamorphic nappe emplacements, which is testified by D4 and D5 phases in the
Rudabánya Hills (Fig. 87.4). First, following the metamorphism and prior to the next major events,
the coupled Meliata–Torna units should be exhumed close to the surface, probably close to the base
of the Silice nappes. In the investigated area, during the D4 phase, the Silice nappe system definite-
ly covered both the Meliata-TO and Torna units. On the other hand, the metamorphosed, ductilely
deformed and exhumed units were thrust onto non-metamorphosed Bódva unit. 

These nappe movements reached considerable distances, like demonstrated by the far-travelled
slices of blueschist facies metamorphic rocks over the Gemer unit (Mello et al. 1997). Thin-skinned
nappes of the Silice nappe system were also thrust over large distances along layers of fluid-over-
pressured cataclastic mush (rauhwacke). Among them, one of the final events could be the
juxtaposition of the Muráň nappe (Silice nappe system) with the Vepor nappe, whose basal
rauhwacke were dated as ~85 Ma (Milovský & Plašienka 2007). The Permian evaporitic sole of
Silice nappe (similarly to the Juvavic nappes in the Northern Calcareous Alps; Gawlick et al. 1999),
comprises tectonically incorporated Mesozoic ophiolitic fragments. This implies that during its
emplacement, the nappe tore off some parts of the Meliata nappe and transported them above other
units. 

This is possibly also the time span when a cleavage fan formed in the Gemer unit (Lexa et al.
2003). They attributed this deformation to ~N-S shortening, which is also observed in the Rudabánya
Hills, thus the events could be coeval and result from the same late-stage shortening of the complex
nappe pile (Fig. 87.4).

Part of the D1 nappe contacts of Meliata–Bôrka–Torna were kept during this phase, like it could
be the case for the Bódvarákó window. In the Rudabánya Hills, the Torna tectonic unit is preserved
as lenses on the base of the Meliata nappe. However, reorganisation of the slices of the exhumed
Meliata, Torna/Turňa and Bôrka nappes took place during these D4 and particularly D5 phases.
These are the phases during which the Torna unit thrust over the Meliata sensu lato (formerly
Hidvégardó series) in the northern Rudabánya Hills (Fig. 6., 7., 87.4.). This is why the Turňa nappe
in Slovakia frequently positioned just below the Silice nappe. These late-stage nappe emplacement
dominate the present tectonic structure of the Inner Western Carpathians. They are largely responsi-
ble for the contradictory views on the structure of the Aggtelek–Gemer–Rudabánya area. Hopefully,
my work contributed in dissolving some of these controversies clarifying some points in the struc-
ture and structural evolution of this area.
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10. Final conclusions

In my PhD work I established a new model on the Mesozoic tectonic evolution of the central part
of the Rudabánya Hills. I combined structural, metamorphic petrological, geochronological and sed-
imentological investigations. As a result of this complex study, I defined the following structural
units: Aggtelek nappe, Henc unit, Telekesodal nappe, Torna series, and Bódva series. 

The Aggtelek nappe is part of the Silice nappe system and it is built up by a non-metamorphosed
Upper Permian – Upper Triassic series. It is the uppermost nappe of the nappe-pile. 

The Henc unit is built up by tectonic slices of Lower to Upper Triassic rocks. These slices are tec-
tonically sheared into the wide nappe contact zone of the Aggtelek and Telekesoldal nappe marked
by rauhwacke. 

The Telekesoldal nappe is part of the Meliata nappe system, and its sedimentary age extends from
Bajocian to Callovian evidenced by revision of the radiolarian fauna and new findings of dynofla-
gellata cysts. It is a subduction-related complex formed mainly by gravitational mass movements.
Within the whole complex grain size alternates from clay (slate) to 100 m-sized olistolith blocks.
Olistoliths and sandstone layers are present in each stratigraphic level. The main components are
grey pelagic limestones, rhyolite and basalt. The different sized rhyolite clasts and bodies present in
TO complex are proved to be olistoliths. 200–220 Ma formation age was evidenced by U/Pb method
applied on zircon grains. Basalt clasts most probably derived from the uppermost part of the
Mesozoic oceanic crust, referring to at least a close position of the oceanic upper crust and the depo-
sitional area.

The TO nappe together with the Torna series suffered very-low to low-grade metamorphism at ca.
140 Ma proved by metamorphic petrological and K/Ar geochronological data. The contact of these
two tectonic units pre-dates the metamorphism. During this deep tectonic burial they were deformed
in 3 phases by ductile deformation, probably between ca. 140 and 120 Ma. They participated in the
post-metamorphic nappe movements together, preserving D1 nappe contacts in some localities e.g.
in the Bódvarákó window and in the Telekes Valley Tributary Valley 8.

Concerning the Lower to Upper Triassic Bódva series the main result was finding evidences for
its Jurassic sedimentary cover. It is most probable, that the Norian Hallstatt Limestone continuous-
ly develops into the variegated then grey marl of the Telekesvölgy complex. Age of the grey marl
was determined Norian-Rhaetian by right of its foraminifera fauna. Sedimentary age of the upper
part of the complex was refined to Bajocian-Bathonian by revising its radiolarian fauna.

The previously described structural units thrust onto each other in the Eoalpine phase (90-100
Ma) indicated by reset K/Ar ages. This D4 phase resulted in juxtaposition of the metamorphosed and
the non-metamorphosed structural units. The vergency of the nappe movements was top-to-south-
east in the central part of the Rudabánya Hills. Overthrusting of the Aggtelek nappe may indicates
the last event of this phase. S-verging thrusts crosscut the previous nappe contacts in the next D5
phase. This deformation phase characterised by N-S compression resulted in large-scale folding,
causing bended D4 nappe-contacts and locally overturning of the Bódva series. Finally, Cenozoic
movements along reverse, strike-slip and normal faults complicated the present day structural geom-
etry during D6, D7 and D8 phases. These deformations lasted from late Palaeogene up to the
Pliocene.

Relative chronology of D4 and D5 thrust contacts were supplied by p-T data from basal cataclas-
tic breccias of the overthrusting units. These contact zones are characterized by tectonic rauhwack-
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es, which preserve newly-formed minerals grown from the circulating fluids during nappe emplace-
ment. Trapped fluids in synkinematic minerals indicated temperature up to 200-320°C and pressure
up to 3.6 kbar during the D4 nappe movements. Hot fluids most probably derived from the meta-
morphic units. Fluid inclusions from the D5 contact resulted in significantly lower p-T values, indi-
cating thrusts in shallower crustal level.

These new results could be obtained only by the integration of tectonic, sedimentological,
micropaleontological, metamorphic petrological and geochronological methods. Joint application of
metamorphic petrologic data and observation of ductile deformation features lead to reliable classi-
fication of the structural units characterised by relatively small differences in lithology and burial
depth. Along with the great number of KI and AI measurements the investigation of deformation
mechanisms can be a great help approaching the transition zone of deep diagenesis and low-grade
metamorphism. Classical micro- and meso-scale tectonic observations and stress field analysis are
equally important in structural reconstruction. All these methods can be effectively supported by the
studies of rauhwackes. These rocks provide essential information about the physical conditions of
the structural movements, and makes easier to set up relative chronological orders. Ar-Ar or K-Ar
age determination of the synkinematic micas can provide indispensable radiometric age, as was
demonstrated for the Western Carpathians (Milovský et al. 2003), and hoped in the future for the
study area as well. 

As a summary, in an area built up by a diagenetic to low-grade metamorphosed thin-skinned
nappe pile reliable model on the structural evolution can be set up only by the synchronous usage of
a wide spectrum of methods.
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11. Summary

During the PhD research a complex thin-skinned nappe pile of the Inner Western Carpathians was
studied in the central part of the Rudabánya Hills. I suggested a new structural model and evolution
on the basis of structural, metamorphic petrological, geochronological and paleontological data. The
main directions of my work were (I) sedimentary features and age of the Jurassic subduction-relat-
ed formations (II) new definition or redefinition of the tectonic units, (III) polydeformational tecton-
ic evolution of the different nappes, (IV) p-T conditions of the metamorphic event in different tec-
tonic units, (V) dating of the deformation phases (VI) p-T conditions of the nappe movements.

I redefined the lithological content, sedimentary age, metamorphic degree and structural position
of five structural units (Aggtelek, Henc, Telekesoldal, Torna, Bódva). On the basis of new sedimen-
tological, biostratigraphical and radiometric data Jurassic sedimentary age of the Telekesoldal and
Telekesvölgy complexes and subduction-related depositional environment of the former were
refined. 

A new model of the structural evolution of the area consists of 8 deformation phases from earli-
est Cretaceous to present. The first 3 deformation events took place under ductile conditions, and
affected only the metamorphosed structural units. The first nappe-stacking event pre-dated the meta-
morphism. Temperature and pressure conditions of the metamorphism were 300–350 °C and 1.5–3.5
kbar reaching low-grade metamorphism. K-Ar method suggested that the age of metamorphism and
ductile deformation was about 143–116 Ma, while the post-metamorphic nappe stacking event hap-
pened around 90 Ma. 

South-eastern and southern vergency of the nappe stacking phases were estimated from structur-
al maps and using paleostress reconstructions from the measured fault-slip data. Physical conditions
of these movements were estimated from basal tectonic breccias (rauhwacke), occurring along thrust
planes of thin-skinned nappes. Their textures and syn-deformational minerals were studied by means
of fluid inclusions microthermometry and microbarometry. On bases of these measurements the D4
nappe-stacking event was characterized by 200-320 °C and 2.0-3.6 kbar, while the younger D5
thrusting by 220-260 °C and 0.3-1.0 kbar. These data had a great importance during tectonic recon-
structions and interpretation of the metamorphic petrological data.

This wide spectrum of new data set suggested notable revisions of the lithostratigraphic content,
boundaries, and mutual relationships of formerly defined tectonic units of the Rudabánya Hills and
contributed to the knowledge on deformation history of the Eastern Alpine–Western Carpathian oro-
genic belt.
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12. Összefoglalás

Doktori kutatómunkám során a Belső Nyugati Kárpátok komplex takarórendszerének egy szeletét
vizsgáltam a Rudabányai-hegység középső részén. Az elvégzett szerkezeti, metamorf kőzettani,
geokronolóiai és őslénytani vizsgálatok alapján új modellt állítottam fel a terület szerkezeti
fejlődésére. Munkám fő irányvonalai a következőek voltak: (I) a szubdukciós eseményekhez
kapcsolódó jura képződmények szedimentológiai vizsgálata, korának pontosítása, (II) az egyes
szerkezeti egységek definiálása, tartalmának, illetve szerkezeti helyzetének meghatározása, (III) a
takarórendszer komplex deformációtörténetének vizsgálata, (IV) a különböző szerkezeti egységek
metamorf fokának megállapítása, (V) a szerkezeti fázisok relatív és abszolút korának
meghatározása, (VI) a takarós áttolódások nyomás és hőmérséklet viszonyainak becslése.

Kutatásom során újra definiáltam számos szerkezeti egység (Aggteleki takaró, Henc egység,
Telekesoldali takaró, Tornai sorozat, Bódvai sorozat) kőzettani tartalmát, pontosítottam üledékes
korát, metamorf fokát, illetve megállapítottam szerkezeti helyzetét. Szedimentológiai, őslénytani és
új radiometrikus koradatok alapján pontosítottam a Telekesvölgyi és Telekesoldali jura sorozatok
korát, valamint javaslatot tettem az üledékképződési környezetükre. A Telekesoldali sorozat
lerakódása egy szubdukcióhoz köthető medencében történhetett. 

A terület új szerkezetfejlődési modellje 8 deformációs fázisra osztható a kora-krétától napjainkig
tartó időszakban. Az első három deformáció képlékeny körülmények között zajlott, és csak a meta-
morf szerkezeti egységeket érintette. Az első takaróképződési fázis még a metamorf esemény előtt
történt. A metamorfózis 300–350 °C hőmérsékleten és 1,5–3,5 kbar nyomás mellett ment végbe. Ez
a tartomány a magas hőmérsékletű anchizóna és az epizóna határán található. Az új K-Ar adatok
alapján a metamorfózis és a vele egyidős képlékeny deformáció kora 143-116 Mév. Az ezt követő
többfázisú takaróképződés nagyjából 90 Mév körül mehetett végbe.

Az elkészített szerkezeti térképek és feszültségtér-rekonstrukciók alapján délkeleti illetve déli
irányú takarós áttolódásokat lehet valószínűsíteni. Ezen mozgások fizikai paramétereinek becslése
céljából megvizsgáltam a takarók talpán elhelyezkedő tektonikus breccsákat (rauhwacke). Ezen
tektonitok a deformációval egyidős ásványokat tartalmaznak, melyek a takarós áttolódásokat segítő
fluidumokból cseppeket csapdáztak. Az elvégzett folyadékzárvány vizsgálatok alapján megál-
lapítható, hogy a D4 deformációs fázis áttolódásai 200-320 °C-os hőmérséklet és 2,0-3,6 kbar-os
nyomás viszonyok alatt mentek végbe. A későbbi, D5 fázisú mozgások paraméterei ennél
egyértelműen alacsonyabbak: 220-260 °C és 0,3-1,0 kbar. Az így nyert nyomás és hőmérséklet ada-
tok nagyban hozzájárultak a deformációs fázisok relatív sorrendjének meghatározásához, illetve a
metamorf kőzettani adatok értelmezéséhez.

A számos különböző módszer együttes alkalmazása számos új eredményhez vezetett a szerkezeti
egységek kőzettani tartalmára, határaira és deformáció történetére vonatkozóan, melyek hozzájárul-
nak a Keleti-Alpok és a Nyugati-Kárpátok szerkezetfejlődésének megértéséhez.
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3–10 Angulobracchia digitata Baumgartner +
Angulobracchia  sp. ++
Archaeodictyomitra cellulata  O'Dogherty, Goričan 
and Dumitrica + +

Archaeodictyomitra exigua  Blome ++++
Archaeodictyomitra patricki Kocher +

Archaeodictyomitra prisca  Kozur and Mostler +

Archaeodictyomitra rigida Pessagno + +
Archaeodictyomitra  sp. 1 ++
Archaeodictyomitra  sp. 2 +
Archaeodictyomitra  sp. 3 +
Archicapsa sp. 1 ++++
Archicapsa sp. 2 +
Archicapsa sp. 3 +
Bagotum  sp. +

1–9 Bernoullius rectispinus Kito et al. +
Bernoullius sp. +
Canoptum hungaricum  Grill and Kozur +++++++

Canoptum  sp. cf. C. hungaricum Grill and Kozur +

Canoptum rudabanyaense Grill and Kozur +
Canoptum sp. +
Canoptum (?) sp. +

1–4 Cenosphaera sp. X Yao +
Cyrtocapsa  sp. +

3–7 Dictyomitrella  (?) kamoensis Mizutani and Kido + +

1–4 Emiluvia lombardensis Baumgartner + +

1–4 Emiluvia  sp. cf. E. lombardensis Baumgartner +

Emiluvia  sp. +
Emiluvia (?) sp. + + +

3–10 Eucyrtidiellum nodosum Wakita +++
Eucyrtidiellum (?) quinatum Takemura + +
Eucyrtidiellum sp. cf. E. unumaense (Yao) +
Eucyrtidiellum sp. 1 ++++
Eucyrtidiellum sp. 2 +

5–8 Eucyrtidiellum  sp. cf. E. unumaense pustulatum 
Baumgartner +

Gorgansium  sp. +

4–11 Homoeoparonaella argolidensis  Baumgartner + +

4–10 Homoeoparonaella elegans (Pessgno) +
Homoeoparonaella ? sp. + +
Hsuum baloghi  Grill and Kozur +
Hsuum belliatulum Pessagno and Whalen +
Hsuum  sp. cf. H. belliatulum Pessagno and 
Whalen +

5–8 Hsuum matsuokai  Isozaki and Matsuda + + + +

5–8 Hsuum sp. cf. H. matsuokai Isozaki and Matsuda +

3–6 Hsuum mirabundum  Pessagno and Whalen +++++
Hsuum  sp. cf. H. mirabundum  Pessagno and 
Whalen +

Hsuum rosebudense  Pessagno and Whalen +
+lluH ni E .ps muusH

Hsuum sp. cf. H. sp. 1 in O'Dogherty et al. + +
Hsuum  sp. cf. H. cuestaense Pessagno +

Hsuum  sp. cf. H. robustum Pessagno and Whalen +

Hsuum  sp. 1 + + +
Hsuum sp. 2 +
Hsuum (?) sp. +

1–4 Laxtorum  (?) hichisoense Isozaki and Matsuda ++++

Laxtorum (?) sp. cf. L. (?) hichisoense  Isozaki and 
Matsuda + + +

2–3 Laxtorum (?) jurassicum Isozaki and Matsuda + +

Laxtorum (?) sp. + +
1–6 Orbiculiforma  sp. X sensu Baumgartner + +

Orbiculiforma  sp. +
Pantanellium  sp. 1 +
Pantanellium  sp. 2 +
Paronaella sp. B sensu Hull +

Parahsuum carpathicum  Widz and De Wever +

Parahsuum indomitum (Pessagno and Whalen) +

1–3 Parahsuum izeense (Pessagno and Whalen) +

Telekes Valley - Tributary valley 8Varbóc-2 (Va-2) borehole (m)
TaxaUAZ

Szet-3 

Appendix Table 1: determined radiolarian fauna from the TV and To complexes



3.4 9.7 13.1 30.2 34.1 45.4 48.5 49.3 51.5 58.5 64.1 69.7 73 73.9 77.6 79.1 80.9 gr9 gr11 8-43 8-43a 8-47 8-47A 8-51 8-52 8-53 8-55a

Telekes Valley - Tributary valley 8Varbóc-2 (Va-2) borehole (m)
TaxaUAZ

Szet-3 

1–7 Parahsuum officerense  (Pessagno and Whalen) +

Parahsuum sp. cf. P. officerense  (Pessagno and 
Whalen) +

Parahsuum snowshoense (Pessagno and Whalen) + +

3–8 Parahsuum stanleyense (Pessagno) +
Parahsuum sp. +
Paronaella mulleri Pessagno +

1–2 Paronaella  sp. cf. P. corpulenta De Wever + +
Paronaella  sp. +
Paronaella (?) sp. +
Parvicingula  sp. cf. P. elegans Pessagno and 
Whalen +

Parvicingula  sp. + +
Praeconocaryomma sp. +

1–11 Praewilliriedellum convexum (Yao) + + +
Praewilliriedellum sp. +
Protunuma costata (Heitzer) +

4–7 Protunuma turbo Matsuoka + + + + +
Protunuma  sp. + +
Protunuma  (?) sp. +
Pseudocrucella  (?) sp. +
Pseudoeucyrtis buekkensis Grill and Kozur +
Pseudoeucyrtis elongata  Grill and Kozur +
Pseudoeucyrtis sp. + + +
Pseudodictyomitrella hexagonata (Heitzer) +

Pseudodictyomitrella spinosa Grill and Kozur + + + + +

Pseudodictyomitrella sp. cf. P. spinosa Grill and 
Kozur + +

Pseudodictyomitrella wallacheri Grill and Kozur + +

Semishuum fuchsi (Grill and Kozur) + +
Semishuum inexploratum  (Blome) + +
Semishuum sp. cf. S. inexploratum (Blome) +
Semishuum  sp. cf. S. brokencotense  Pessagno, 
Blome and Hull +

Semishuum  sp. + +
Semishsuum (?) sp. +

6–13 Spongocapsula palmerae Pessagno +
5–7 Stichocapsa robusta Matsuoka + + + + + + +
5–5 Stichocapsa  sp. E sensu Baumgartner +

Stichocapsa  sp. + +
Stichomitra sp. +
Striatojaponocapsa synconexa  O’Dogherty, 
Goričan and Dumitrica + +

4–13 Tetratrabs zealis  (Ožvoldová) +
3–11 Transhsuum brevicostatum  (Ožvoldová) + +

Transhsuum sp. cf. T. brevicostatum (Ožvoldová) +

2–7 Transhsuum hisuikyoense  (Isozaki and Matsuda) + + + +

3–10 Transhsuum maxwelli (Pessagno) + + + + + + +
Transhsuum sp. cf. T. maxwelli (Pessagno) + +
Tricalocapsa sp. cf. T. fusiformis +
Transhsuum sp. 1 +
Transhsuum  sp. 2 +
Transhsuum  sp. 3 + + + + + +
Triactoma  sp. cf. T. jakobse Carter + +
Triactoma  sp. cf. T. jonesi (Pessagno) +
Triactoma  sp. 1 + +
Triactoma  sp. 2 + +
Triactoma  (?) sp. + +

4–5 Tricolocapsa plicarum (Yao) +
Tricolocapsa  sp. cf. T. plicarum (Yao) +
Tricolocapsa  sp. + +
Trillus sp. 1 +
Trillus  sp. 2 +
Trillus (?) sp. +

1–6 Tritrabs simplex Kito and De Wever +
Tritrabs sp. cf. T. ewingi (Pessagno) +

3–4 Unuma typicus Yao + +
Unuma  sp.cf. U. typicus Yao + +
Unuma ochiensis  (Matsuoka) +
Unuma  sp. F sensu Yao +

Unuma  sp. cf. U. echinatus  Ichikawa and Yao + +

Unuma  sp. + + +
Williriedellum  sp. +



Structural unit Locality Sample number Lithology Qtz Pl Rt 10 Å Chl SP Hem Py Cal Dol-
Ank

Core SZET-4, 24,8 m limestone, calcareous m*** * ** * min. * *** *
Core SZET-4, 47,7 m limestone *** * * * * *** *
Core SZET-4, 78,3 m limestone *** * * * *** *
Core SZET-4, 151 m limestone *** * * * ***
Core SZET-4, 162 m limestone *** min. ** * * ** *
Core SZA-5/2 calcareous marl *** * min. * * min. *** *
Core SZA-5/3 dolomarl, shale *** min. min. * * min. * *
Core SZA-5/5 calcareous marl ** * min. min. * min. *** *
Core VA-2, 10,6 m siltstone *** min. * * * *
Core VA-2, 71,3 m silty claystone *** min. ** * * *
Core VA-2, 79,3 m siltstone *** min. ** * * *

Szár Hill TV-2008/1 marl *** min. ** min. *
TV 7 TV-2008/2 claymarl *** * *
TV 7 TV-2008/3 claystone *** min. ** min. * * **
TV 8 TV-2008/4 marl *** * ** ***
TV 7 TV-2008/5 claystone *** * * min. min. ***
TV 8 TV-2008/6 claystone *** min. ** min. min.

Esztramos To-153 marl ** min. ** min. min. min. ***
Core RB-658 118.7 m marl *** * min. * * min. min. ***
Core RB-658 129 m (g) calcareous shale *** min. min. * * min. ** **
Core RB-658 129 m (p) calcareous shale *** min. * * min. ** *
Core HA-4 23.4 m dolomarl *** min. * * min. * **
Core P-74 195.9-196 m claystone *** min. min. * * * *
Core SZA-4 518.5 m dolomite * * min. ** ***
Core SZA-4 532.2 m dolomite * * min. ** ***
Core VA-3, 56,8 m calcareous marl *** * * ** ** * ***
Core VA-3, 77,6 m calcareous siltstone *** * * ** * * *** *
TV 7 TV-7 Mn Mn-bearing claystone *** min. ** min. min

Bl BL-2008/1 claystone, marl *** min. *** *
Core BL-2 62-68 m claystone, marl ** min. ** * ***
Core BL-2 132.2 m claystone, marl *** min. ** * min. *
Core BL-2 139.7 m claystone, marl *** min. * min. * *

Esztramos E-6 siltstone, claystone *** * *** min. min. min.
Esztramos E-2008/1 siltstone, claystone *** * * min. **
Esztramos E-7 siltstone, claystone *** * *** * min. min.
Bódvarákó E-12 siltstone, claystone *** min. *** min. min.
Esztramos E-10 siltstone, claystone *** * ** min. min. min.

Dunnatető H. 27/A limestone
TV Hunter h. TO-7/b slate, metasiltstone *** min. *** * min. min.

Core SZA-7  50.3 m metasiltstone *** * ** * * *
Core SZA-7  141.2 m slate *** ** * ** ** * *
Core SZA-7 177.5 m slate *** * * ** ** min. * * *
Core SZA-10 74 m metaclaymarl *** min. * ** ** ** *
Core SZA-10 91.4 m metaclaymarl *** * * ** ** min. * *
Core SZA-10 26. box slate *** * * ** ** * * *
Core SZA-12 12 m slate *** * ***+Pg *
Core SZA-12 31.4 m slate *** * * *** ** * *
Core SZA-12 50.3 m metasiltstone *** ** *** ** * * ** **
Core SZA-12 71 m marl *** ** *** ** * *** **
Core SZET-3 21-22 m claymarl *** * min. * * min. ** *
Core SZET-3 33.8-34 m claymarl *** * * * * min. ** *
Core SZET-3 63.9-64.2 m silicified claystone *** * min. * *
Core SZET-3 88.3-88.6 m shale *** * min. * * min.
Core RB-658 4.5-5 m silty claystone *** min. * ** *
Core RB-661 21.3-21.7 m marl *** ** min. * * min. * **
Core RB-661 86 m claymarl *** min. * * min. ** *
Core RB-661 148.5 m marl *** min. * * min. ** **
Core RB-661/ 216 m dolomarl *** * min. * * min. * **
Core SZÖ-3 32 m slate *** min **+Pg ** min min. *
Core SZÖ-3 42.8-43 m slate *** min **+Pg ***
Core SZÖ-3 76.1 m slate *** min. min. **+Pg ** * * *
Core SZÖ-3 86.2-87.4 m slate *** min ***+Pg **
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Appendix Table 2: mineral composition of the studied samples



Structural unit Sample number Lithology Qtz Pl Rt 10 Å Chl SP Hem Py Cal Dol-
Ank Kln Gp

P-74/1 claystone *** min. min. *** ** ** *
RB-658 118.7 m marl * * min. *** *** *

RB-658 129 m (g) calcareous shale ** min. min. *** ** *

RB-658 129 m (p) calcareous shale * ** ***
SZA-5 11.6 m calcareous marl * * min. ** *** min.
SZA-5 28.8 m dolomarl, shale ** *** *** min. *
SZA-5 41.3 m calcareous marl * * * ** *** min.
SZET-4 24.8 m limestone, calcareous marl ** * * *** ** * min.

SZET-4 47.7 m limestone *** * * *** *** * *

SZET-4 78.3 m limestone *** * *** *** *
TV-2008/1 marl * *** min. *
TV-2008/2 claymarl *** ** **
TV-2008/3 claystone * *** ** min.
TV-2008/4 marl min. ** ***
TV-2008/5 claystone *** min. * * * *
TV-2008/6 claystone ** *** * * *

VA-2, 10,6 m siltstone *** * * * *

VA-2, 71,3 m silty claystone *** * ** * min. *

VA-2, 79,3 m siltstone *** ** * * ** **
27/A limestone
BL-2 62-68 m claystone, marl * *** * *
BL-2 132.2 m claystone, marl * *** ** min.
BL-2 139.7 m claystone, marl ** *** ** min. * *
BL-2008/1 claystone, marl * *** *
E-10 siltstone, claystone min. min. *** * min. * min.
E-12 siltstone, claystone min. min. *** * * min.
E-2008/1 siltstone, claystone min. * *** ** min.
E-6 siltstone, claystone min. min. *** * * * min.
E-7 siltstone, claystone min. min. *** ** min. min.

HA-4/1 EOM dolomarl *** ** ** * * * min.

SZA-4 518.5 m dolomite * *** * min. min.

SZA-4 532.2 m dolomite * min. min. *** * * * *

SZET-4, 151 m limestone *** *** *** * **

SZET-4, 162 m limestone ** *** *** * min.
TV-7 Mn Mn-bearing claystone ** *** ** min. min.

VA-3, 77,6 m calcareous siltstone, marl * min. *** *** * *
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Structural unit Sample number Lithology Qtz Pl Rt 10 Å Chl SP Hem Py Cal Dol-
Ank Kln Gp

P-74/1 claystone ********.nim.nim***
RB-658 118.7 m marl * * min. *** *** *

RB-658 129 m (g) calcareous shale ** min. min. *** ** *

RB-658 129 m (p) calcareous shale * ** ***
SZA-5 11.6 m calcareous marl * * min. ** *** min.
SZA-5 28.8 m dolomarl, shale *.nim********
SZA-5 41.3 m calcareous marl * * * ** *** min.
SZET-4 24.8 m limestone, calcareous marl ** * * *** ** * min.

SZET-4 47.7 m limestone *** * * *** *** * *

SZET-4 78.3 m limestone *** * *** *** *
TV-2008/1 marl *.nim****
TV-2008/2 claymarl *** ** **
TV-2008/3 claystone * *** ** min.
TV-2008/4 marl min. ** ***
TV-2008/5 claystone ****.nim***
TV-2008/6 claystone ********

*******enotstlism 6,01 ,2-AV

VA-2, 71,3 m silty claystone *** * ** * min. *

*********enotstlism 3,97 ,2-AV **
27/A limestone
BL-2 62-68 m claystone, marl ******
BL-2 132.2 m claystone, marl * *** ** min.
BL-2 139.7 m claystone, marl ** *** ** min. * *
BL-2008/1 claystone, marl * *** *
E-10 siltstone, claystone .nim*.nim****.nim.nim
E-12 siltstone, claystone min. min. *** * * min.
E-2008/1 siltstone, claystone .nim******.nim
E-6 siltstone, claystone .nim******.nim.nim
E-7 siltstone, claystone min. min. *** ** min. min.

HA-4/1 EOM dolomarl *** ** ** * * * min.

SZA-4 518.5 m dolomite * *** * min. min.

SZA-4 532.2 m dolomite *******.nim.nim*

SZET-4, 151 m limestone *** *** *** * **

SZET-4, 162 m limestone ** *** *** * min.
TV-7 Mn Mn-bearing claystone .nim.nim*******

VA-3, 77,6 m calcareous siltstone, marl * min. *** *** * *
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Appendix Table 3: mineral composition of the studied samples (d<2µm)



Locality Sample number KI (∆  º2Θ) ChC(002) 
(∆  º2Θ)

Prev. Str. 
Poz.

New Str. 
Poz.

TV 7 Á-RB-6 0.410 TV B/TV
Core P-74 183.8-184 m 0.227 B/TV
Core P-74 190.9-191 m 0.335 B/TV
Core P-74 195.9-196 m 0.357 0.255 B/TV
Core RB-658 118.7 m 0.297 0.282 TV B/TV
Core RB-658 129 m (g) 0.328 0.246 TV B/TV
Core RB-658 129 m (p) 0.283 0.307 TV B/TV
Core SZET-4 24.8 m 0.331 0.241 TO B/TV
Core SZET-4 47.7 m 0.348 0.243 TO B/TV
Core SZET-4 78.3 m 0.397 0.240 B B/TV
Core SZA-5 11.6 m 0.358 TO&B B/TV
Core SZA-5 28.8 m 0.702 TO&B B/TV
Core SZA-5 41.3 m 0.344 0.283 TO&B B/TV

Szár Hill RB-20 0.484 TO&B B/TV
Szár Hill TV-2008/1 0.521 TO&B B/TV

TV 7 TV-2008/2 0.467 0.421 TV B/TV
TV 7 TV-2008/3 0.442 TV B/TV
TV 8 TV-2008/4 0.309 0.326 TV B/TV
TV 7 TV-2008/5 0.384 TV B/TV
TV 8 TV-2008/6 0.470 TV B/TV
Core VA-2, 10,6 m 0.421 0.295 TV B/TV
Core VA-2, 71,3 m 0.454 0.315 TV B/TV
Core VA-2, 79,3 m 0.457 TV B/TV

Dunnatető Hill 27/a 0.414 B B/T
Core BL-2 62-68 m 0.487 B B/T
Core BL-2 132.2 m 0.497 0.350 B B/T
Core BL-2 139.7 m 0.456 0.362 B B/T

Bl BL-2008/1 0.637 B B/T
Esztramos E-10 0.513 B B/T
Bódvarákó E-12 0.524 B B/T
Esztramos E-2008/1 0.509 B B/T
Esztramos T / BB0 7 4 . 06 - E
Esztramos T / BB 2 8 3 . 0 1 0 5 . 07 - E
Hidvégardó HA-4/1 0.509 B B/T

Core P-73 97.8-98 m 0.357 B B/T
Core P-74 156.7-156.9 m 0.245 B B/T

Bl Rb-42 0.435 B B/T
Core SZA-4 518.5 m 0.323 B B/T
Core SZA-4 532.2 m 0.309 B B/T
Core SZET-4 151 m 0.323 0.334 B B/T
Core SZET-4 162 m 0.298 0.274 B B/T
TV 7 TV-7 Mn 0.500 B B/T
Core VA-3, 77,6 m 0.385 0.293 B B/T
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Appendix Table 4: KI and AI values of the investigated samples

On Appendix Table 4-6 grey italics indicate data of Árkai (1981, 1985, 1989).



Locality Sample number KI (∆ º2Θ) ChC(002) 
(∆ º2Θ)

Prev. Str. 
Poz.

New Str. 
Poz.

Core RB-658 4.5-5 m 0.284 0.256 TO TO
Core RB-661 21.3-21.7 m 0.251 0.222 TO TO
Core RB-661 86 m 0.306 0.257 TO TO
Core RB-661 148.5 m 0.361 0.251 TO TO
Core RB-661 212 m 0.313 TO TO
Core SZA-10 68.6 m 0.190 TO TO
Core SZA-10 74 m 0.288 0.234 TO TO
Core SZA-10 91.4 m 0.275 0.232 TO TO
Core SZA-10 98.3 m 0.227 TO TO
Core SZA-10 112.7 m 0.146 TO TO
Core SZA-10 122.8 m 0.130 TO TO
Core SZA-10 141.4 m 0.232 TO TO
Core SZA-10 26. box 0.304 0.242 TO TO
Core SZA-12, 12 m 0.483 TO TO
Core SZA-12 31.4 m 0.361 0.238 TO TO
Core SZA-12 50.3 m 0.269 0.235 TO TO
Core SZA-12 59.8 m 0.191 TO TO
Core SZA-12 71 m 0.246 0.235 TO TO
Core SZA-12 88m 0.228 TO TO
Core SZA-7 50.3 m 0.278 0.276 TO TO
Core SZA-7 88.7 m 0.221 TO TO
Core SZA-7 141.2 m 0.287 0.232 TO TO
Core SZA-7 190.6 m 0.223 TO TO
Core SZA-7 209 m 0.190 TO TO
Core SZA-7 201.6 m 0.270 TO TO
Core SZET-3 21-22 m 0.377 0.245 TO TO
Core SZET-3 33.8-34 m 0.417 0.258 TO TO
Core SZET-3 63.9-64.2 m 0.320 0.285 TO TO
Core SZET-3 88.3-88.6 m 0.363 0.273 TO TO

TV Hunter H. To-7/b 0.398 0.316 TO TO
Core SZÖ-3 32 m 0.278 0.223 S (T1) TO
Core SZÖ-3 42.8-43 m n.m. S (T1) TO
Core SZÖ-3 76.1 m 0.283 0.237 S (T1) TO
Core SZÖ-3 86.2-87.4 m 0.284 0.229 S (T1) TO
Core SZÖ-3 152 m 0.297 0.240 S (T1) TO

Esztramos RB-70 0.163 Me TO
Esztramos T-26 0.211 0.265 Me TO
Esztramos BRK-5 59.8-59.9 m 0.176 Me TO
Esztramos T-26a 0.225 0.225 Me TO
Esztramos RB-72 0.221 Me TO
Esztramos Á-26-70 0.275 Me TO
Esztramos Á-26-72 0.256 Me TO
Esztramos Á-26-73 0.224 Me TON
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Structural unit



Locality Sample number KI (∆ º2Θ) ChC(002) 
(∆ º2Θ)

Prev. Str. 
Poz.

New Str. 
Poz.

Martonyi nappe Rb-62 0.166 Tor Tor
Martonyi nappe Rb-31 0.178 Tor Tor

Hidvégardó Ha-3 84.7 m 0.199 Tor Tor
Martonyi nappe Rb-5 0.202 Tor Tor

Bódvarákó Brk-5 130 m 0.218 Tor Tor
Martonyi nappe Tsza-1 0.224 Tor Tor

Hidvégardó Ha-3 86 m 0.229 Tor Tor
Martonyi nappe Rb-82 0.231 Tor Tor

Esztramos E-1 0.234 Tor Tor
Martonyi nappe NK-1 0.241 0.221 Tor Tor

Hidvégardó Ha-3 72.5 m 0.259 Tor Tor
Bódvarákó Brk-5 94 m 0.277 Tor Tor
Hidvégardó Ha-3 129.5 m 0.281 0.227 Tor Tor
Hidvégardó Ha-3 132 m 0.285 0.234 Tor Tor

Martonyi nappe DT-V 0.289 Tor Tor
Martonyi nappe Mart-9 104 m 0.298 Tor Tor
Martonyi nappe Mart-10 5.4 m 0.331 Tor Tor

Bódvarákó Brk-6 103 m 0.341 Tor Tor
Bódvarákó Brk-6 118.4 m 0.343 Tor Tor

Martonyi nappe Mart-10 8.2 m 0.368 Tor Tor
Martonyi nappe Rb-3 0.382 Tor Tor
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Structural unit



Locality Sample number b0

Core RB-661 21.3-21.7 m 9.018
Core SZA-10 68.6 m 8.995
Core SZA-10 74 m 9.006
Core SZA-10 91.4 m 8.990
Core SZA-10 98.3 m 8.994
Core SZA-10 112.7 m 8.993
Core SZA-10 122.8 m 8.987
Core SZA-10 141.4 m 8.989
Core SZA-10 26. box 8.990
Core SZA-12 50.3 m 8.994
Core SZA-12 59.8 m 8.994
Core SZA-12 71 m 9.002
Core SZA-12 88m 8.993
Core SZA-7 50.3 m 9.001
Core SZA-7 88.7 m 9.004
Core SZA-7 141.2 m 8.992
Core SZA-7 190.6 m 8.991
Core SZA-7 201.6 m 8.992

Telekes Val. Hunter H. To-7/b 9.014

Esztramos RB-70 9.009
Esztramos T-26 9.001
Esztramos BRK-5 59.8-59.9 m 8.999
Esztramos T-26a 9.015
Esztramos RB-72 9.012
Esztramos Á-26-70 9.008
Esztramos Á-26-72 9.012

Hidvégardó Ha-3 84.7 m 9.018
Bódvarákó window Brk-5 130 m 9.017

Hidvégardó Ha-3 86 m 9.031
Martonyi nappe Rb-82 9.010

Esztramos E-1 9.031
Hidvégardó Ha-3 72.5 m 9.028

Bódvarákó window Brk-5 94 m 9.013
Hidvégardó Ha-3 129.5 m 9.002

Martonyi nappe Mart-9 104 m 9.015
Martonyi nappe Mart-10 5.4 m 9.016

Bódvarákó window Brk-6 103 m 9.014
Bódvarákó window Brk-6 118.4 m 9.017

Martonyi nappe Mart-10 8.2 m 9.012
Martonyi nappe Rb-1 9.006

Hidvégardó Ha-3 129.5 m 9.0018
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Appendix Table 5: b0 parameters of the samples
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